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OGLAIGH ' NA h..EIREANN AND THE
GREAT WAR.
By MAJOR-GENERAL

P.

BEASLEY.

HE OUTBREAK of the great European War at the beginning of
August, 1914, found Ireland in a curious and critical condition.
The Home Rule struggle seemed to be approaching its final decision.
Mr. Redmond and the Liberal Cabinet had come to an agreement
on the terms of a Home Rule Bill to be introduced that session; the
Liberal Government, whose continued ' existence in power depended on the
votes of the Irish Parliamentary Party, were pledged to put the Bill through
the House of Commons.
In Ulster ipIany thousands of armed and trained Orangemen- the
number is uncertain-were pledged to resist H ome Rule for Ireland by force
of arms.
There were over 160,000 men enrolled in the Irish Volunteers, pledged
.. to secure and maintain the rights and liberties common to all the people
of Ireland. " Never at any other time from 1782 to the present day did
there exist in Ireland a military force of such numerical strength. But in
this case numerical strength was only a synonym for paper strength.
Except for about 1,000 old German Mauser rifles landed at Howth and
Kilcool, the Volunteers were practically unarmed; and these Mauser rifles
Would only take a certain kind of ammunition, of which the supply was
exceedingly limited.
Huge numbers had joined the Irish Volunteers, not with any thought
of military service or action, but on political grounds, regarding the whole
thing as a matter of big demonstrations and parades, with a view to strengthe~ing the hands of Mr. Redmond in his dealings with England.
Mr.
Redmond, for his part, had regarded the rise of the Voluntiler movement
with disfavour, and only sought to capture it. when it had .. grown up " in
spite of him.
At the same time there was a substantial nucleus of men who were
really in earnest about Volunteer work. These included most of those who
had joined before Mr .Redmond had taken control of the organisationand a certain number who had joined afterwards. It included a certain
number-members of the I.R.B. and others-who saw in the Irish Volunteer
organisation a possibility of ultimately attaining Ireland's independence.
The Volunteers were under the control of an Executive consisting of
the original Provisional Committee and an equal number of persons
nominated by Mr. Redmond. This executive was divided into two parties,
violently opposed to one another on many points, and very suspicious of
each other. Their outlook and aims were entirely difierent. The original
members of the Provisional Committee aimed at creating an efficient armed
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military force (some, at least, with the hope of sn ultimat
e war of
independence), while the Redmo ndites were chiefly interest ed
in politicJI
manoeuvring.
On August 5th the Arms Proclam ation was withdra wn by the
English
Govern ment and it became possible to import arms into Ireland
withou t
hindrance. A great deal was done to purchas e stores of arms
for the
Volunteers, and considerable number s of out-of- date Army rifles,
of every
make, size, and shape found their way to the Volunte ers. Revolv
ers could
be freely purchas ed in the shops. The O'Rahi lly played a strenuo
us part
in the purchas e and importa tion of arms and ammun ition. The
distribu tion
of tbese rifles became the subject of bitter wrangling in the Execut
ive.
When Mr. Redmo nd in the House of Commo ns pledged Ireland
's
unconditional suppor t to Englan d in the War, and threw all
his energies
into promot ing the enlistm ent of Irishm en in the English
Army, the
situatio n on the divided Execut ive became impossible. Those
who held
that our first duty was to Ireland were denoun ced by their oppone
nts with
hysteric al fury. The last meeting of the Execut ive culmin ated
in scenes
of physical violence. A split was evident ly inevitable. It should
have been
faced in June when Mr. Redmo nd demand ed control of the
Volunteers.
The surren<fer to his demand at that time had greatly weaken ed
our position
when the inevitab le cleavage occurred.
The matter was brough t to a head by Mr. Redmo nd's deliveri
ng a
speech in suppor t of recruiti ng for the British Army, to a
parade of
Volunt eers in Wicklow.
Some twenty membe rs of the old Provisional
Commi ttee of the Volunt eers met private ly and decided to carry
out a coup
d'etat by seizing the headqu arters of the Volunte ers by main
force and
declaring Mr. Redmo nd's nomine es expelled from the Execut ive.
Membe rs
of the I.R.B. promis ed that the .. fighting men" require d for
the seizure
would be available.
So much for the broad outline s of the situatio n. These things
are
well known to older men, but it is necessa ry to recapit ulate the
facts for
the benefit of a younge r generation. What follows is more in the
nature of
personal recollection and idelights on the situatio n.
It wa publicly announ ced that a meetin g would be held at the
Mansion
Hou e, Dublin, on ept€mb er 25th., at which Mr. Asquith ,
the British
Premie r, and Mr. Redmo nd would both speak in favour of recruiti
ng for the
British rmy, and that .. a bodyguard of Nationa l Volunt eers"
would
att nd. It wa decid d to carr out our coup d'etat on the night
before
th m etin .
few d V' previously I met a leading membe r of the LR.B. (now
occup:i ng an import ant Govern ment post) who showed signs
of serious
perturb ation. He asked me if I had heard what was brewing, and
told me
hat Connolly had ' ucceeded in persuad ing Tom Clarke
and Sean
facDiar muda to a de per te decision.
Connolly wanted .. two hundre d
men who were re dy to die," to eize the Mansio n House by force
of arms
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and fight to the last man to prevent its being occupied for the Asquith
meeting. My informant added: .. It is madness. We are going to lose our
best men in a mere political demonstration-a fight that will be misunderstood in Ireland and all over the world-a fight that will be represented as
mere rioting."
Later Sean MacDiarmuda told me of the project. I remarked that if
we were prepared to risk all in a fight the logical thing was to go out in
insurrection. He answered: "We are not in a position to do that; but
we must do something." He had been convinced by Connolly that a
•• blood sacrifice " was necessary.
The seizure of the Kildare Street Headquarters of the Volunteers and
the capture of the Mansion House were both to take place on the same
night-September 24th. On the afternoon of the proposed coup I was in
the company of Sean MacDiarmuda and Tomas Ashe, when the former
asked the latter: .. Are you coming out with us, Tom?" To this Ashe
replied heatedly: .. If I do, it will be against all my reasoned convictions.
I am ready and willing to die for Ireland, without a moment's hesitation.
But this isn't dying for Ireland."
The men who were to seize the Mansion House were to meet that night
at 41, Parnell Square. About two hundred men were expected, but only.
eighty turned up-all fully armed. Scouts who had been sent out reported
that the Mansion House was already guarded. The leaders-Connolly,
Clarke, MacDiarmuda and others-held a consultation among themselves
and ultimately announced that, owing to reports received and certain
arrangements that had miscarried, the enterprise would have to be
abandoned.
It is interesting to speculate on what would have been the consequences of the seizure of the Mansion House, if the plan had been carried
out. It is certain that the whole course of Irish history would have been
different. The insurrection of 1916 nor the many remarkable events which
ensued in consequence of the Insurrection could hardly have taken place.
The seizure of the house in Kildare Street was carried out peacefully,
without any difficulty. From that night out, for many months, a constant
armed guard of Volunteers were kept on the premises day and night; but
these precautions proved unnecessary, for the Redmondites made no effort
to recapture the building. They opened a new" headquarters." At a later
date the offices of the Irish Volunteers were transferred to Dawson Str et.
The .. split I I began. As each Dublin company met, the men divided,
according to the sides they took. Generally speaking, the First Battalion
stood nearly solidly by the Provisional Committee. The defection w re
inconsiderable; but other battalions suffered heavy 10 e , and, in me
cases, a majority adhered to the side of Mr. Redmond, esp ciaUy when
popular company commander espoused his side. In no case, howev r, I
think, was a company of those who adhered to the Provi ional Commit
so reduced in numbers as to be unable to carry on. There remained a
complement of .. skeleton" companies in each of the four city battalions.
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In the provinces it was different. Only a few small compan ies
here
and there, composed mainly of followers of Sinn Fein, or membe
rs of the
LR.B., remain ed loyal to the Provisiona~ Commi ttee. The overwh
elming
majorit y of Volunt eers adhered to Mr. Redmo nd. Out of 160,000
nominal
Volunte ers not more than 12,000 accepte d the Provisional Commi
ttee as
their governing body. But those who did so were all genuine
Volunteers,
keenly interest ed in the work of arming and drilling and making
themse lves
efficient soldiers.
The rest of the Volunte ers, where they did not fall away altogeth
er,
constitu ted themse lves into a body called by distinct ion, the" Irish
Nationa l
Volunteers. "
The history of this organis ation was a remark able one
Startin g over a hundre d thousan d strong, backed by a predom inant
political
organisation, with large funds at their disposal, offices, paid officials
, and
a big weekly journal , and much popular sympat hy, their number
s dwindled
away with startlin g rapidity . In six months time, in April, 1915,
a " grand
review of Nationa l Volun teers" was held in Dublin , to which
conting ents
travelled from every part of Ireland . About 18,000 men p"a
raded, but
only an insignificant handfu l were armed. This was the last public
appearance of the "Natio nal Volunt eers."
By the end of 1915, they had
practica lly ceased to exist. A small body survived till 1917, when
it threw
in it'3 lot with Oglaigh na h-Eirea nn.
The fate of the" Nationa l Volunt eers" was not surprising. A
semimilitary body whose leaders preaclie d day and night that it was
the duty
of every able-bodied young man to join the English Army and fight
German y,
and that all other conside rations at home----even the safegua rding
of Home
Rule-s hould be subordi nated to this, was obviously an impossible
position.
Large number s of .. Nationa l Volunte ers " joined the English Army;
others
simply lost interes t in a work which had no ostensi ble raison d'etre.
Those Volunt eers who remain ed loyal to the Provisiona~ Commi
ttee
had much to contend with, and it is not surprisi ng that, in the earlier
stages
of the "split " there were occasional defections. Men were
.. got at,"
intimid ated, victimised, taunted with being .. pro-Ge rmans. "
The official
organ of the Redmo ndite Volunte ers teemed with abuse, libels,
felonsetting. The persona l honour of membe rs of the Provisional
Commi ttee
was the subject of vile innuend oes. Talk of .. missing funds " was
followed
by allegations of" erman Gold." All organs of public opinion
and practically all public men who opened their mouths at all, preache
d British
War propaganda, and all who put the interes t of Ireland first were
dubbed
.. pro-Ge rmans. " Men who identified themse lve with the Irish
Volunte ers
were even threate ned with the loss of their jobs, and, in a numbe
r of cases,
actually victimised. Under the circum stances , the loyalty of the
men in
general was amazin g. It is remark able also that in the eightee
n months
that followed, up to Ea ter Week, 1916, the numbe r of Irish
Volunte ers
steadily increased. By 1916 they had risen from 12,000 to nearly
20,000.
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Of course the Volunteers at this time owed much of their strength to
the I.R.B., who constituted a considerable element in their ranks were
sworn to obedience, made fresh recruits, and exercised their infl.ue~ce in
various ways.
A Convention of Irish Volunteers, consisting of two delegates from each
company in Ireland, was held in the Abbey Theatre, Dublin, late in 1914,
at which the old Provisional Committee was elected as Executive of the
organisation. At the same time a smaU daily newspaper, .. Eire," edited
by Arthur Griffith, was launched; among other things, it championed the
Volunteer point of view. .. Eire" ran with considerable success for some
months, until it was suppressed by the English mili.tary authorities.
In December the importation of arms into Ireland was again prohibited.
None the less, the work of arming the Volunteers went on. The O'Rahilly
bought and imported large quantities of arms. It was interesting to note
that a large business was done with Birmingham gun manufacturers, who
had no Irish sympathies or affiliations, but no scruples about how they
made their money. One of these firms was ultimately convicted of selling
guns to the Turks, to be used against British troops.
The Volunteers bought their guns and usually paid cash down or
substantial instalments. Most of our men were poor, but the sacrifice was
made cheerfully. They also paid weekly subscriptions and occasional speci;1l
" levies." I never remember any organisation where there was less trouble
about members' subscriptions.
In Dublin each Company had a parade on one night each week in its
drill hall, and, usually, on Sundays, a battalion or a number of companies
marched out into the country for" field work." Several" sham battles ..
on a big scale were carried out. There was one big "fight " at Swords
in which all five battalions were engaged-for a Fifth Battalion had been
formed in Fingal under the command of Tomas Ashe.
Few of our officers had any military training, but we were fortunate in
the services of Colonel J. J. O'Connell, now of the National Army, an
officer with a thorough grasp of the subject. For a short time also we had
the services of Robert Monteith, captain of .. A " company of the First
Battalion, who had served in the English Army, in the South African War.
He was, a.fter a short time, ordered to leave Dublin by the English Military
Authorities. He proceeded to Limerick and later made his way to
Germany, from which lie returned with Casement. Another officer, Tom
Byrne, now Captain of the Guard in Leinster House, had fought in Major
MacBride's Irish Brigade in the South African War. We also secured the
services of several ex-soldiers as instructors. One of these, a .. deserter,"
gave very valuable instruction in field work.
The Dublin Battalion had not yet been organised into a Brigade. In
fact it was only some time after the " split " that the Battalion staffs were
formed. It was very shortly before Easter Week, 1916, that a Brigade
Staff was formed with Thomas MacDonagh as Commandant, Eamonn de
Valera as Adjutant, and Michael Staines as Quarterma ter.
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The Volunteers, when started as companies, had adopted the
system
of organis ation then in existence in the British Army, and the
standar d
book of training was " Infantr y Drill, 1911," issued by the British
War
Office. The compan y was divided into half-co mpanie s, sections
and squads.
In 1914 this had been superse ded in the British Army by a new
compan y
drill, in platoon s and sections, but we adhered to the old system ,
with which
our ex-soldier instruc tors were familiar.
In Decem ber, 1914, Edward Daly, then Comma ndant of the
First
Battali on (of which I was Vice-C omman dant) informe d me that
an insurrection had been decided on, subject to certain contingencies, and
that communica tions were being opened with German y with a view
to securin g
co-operation. He informe d me that the First Battali on, when
we took the
field in Dublin , would have the duty of holding a line running from
the Four
Courts to the Broads tone, and thence to Cabra. This was actually
the
position held by the First Battali on, in April, 1916-s o that
the plan of
action, as far as Dublin was concerned, was drawn up
a year and
a half before the Insurre ction. Of course it was only a plan in
prepara tion
for certain conting encies. No date had been decided on for the
attemp t,
nor was any date fixed for a great many months later.
It may well be asked- Who decided on the Insurre ction?
What had
the Execut ive of the Irish Volunt eers to do with it?
The questio n is an import ant and interest ing one. I wilJ do my
l,est
to make the situatio n clear.
The body primari ly responsible for the organising of an insurre
ction
was the Suprem e Council of the I.R.B. It was they who opened
communica tions with Germa ny through the Clan-na -Gael of Americ
a, as
described in John Devoy' s book. The two leading spirits in the
underta king
were Tom Clarke and Sean MacDia rmuda.
But there was another man
equally bent on fightin g-Jame s Connolly. The others believed
in making
the attemp t in circum stances holding out a hope of military success
. But
Connolly aimed simply at a " blood sacrific e," however hopeles
s, with n
view to waking up the nationa l spirit. Of all the dealings betwee
n Connolly
and the I.R.B. leaders no living man can speak with absolute
certain ty;
but while the steps to be taken in case of an insurre ction were
calmly
discus ed in detail with Connolly (Daly told me he had several
intervie ws
with him on the ubject in 1915), i do not think that the negotia
tions with
German y or other ecrets of the I.R.B. were revealed to Connol
ly until the
very la t momen t. Connolly led a small body of indepen dent
Volunteers,
known a the" Citizen Army," who were expecte d to co-operate
with us in
en e of a ri ing. At one time, fearing that the I.R.B. leaders would
let the
opportu nity slip, he threate ned to go out on his own accoun
t, with his
Citizen Army, and proclai m a Republic.
But, it may be n ked, how could the Suprem e Council of the
I.R.B.
hope to bring out in insurre ction a body like the Irish Volunte
ers, who
were not under their control ? The situatio n, from that point of
view, was
a complicated one.
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A large proportion of Volunteer officers in Dublin and the country were
members of the LR.B., and acknowledged its leaders as their supreme
authority in military and political matters. It was hoped, through them
to influence the others, and efforts were made to enlist as many Volunteers
as possible. Steps were taken to make all those officers in Dublin who
were members of the I.R.E. known to each other, so that they could
co-operate more effectively in their work in the Volunteers. The result
was still uncertain.
There were several members of the I.R.B. on the Executive of the
Irish Volunteers, but some of these were not informed of the steps that
were being taken.
Mr. Bulmer Hobson, the General Secretary of the
Volunteers, was a .. centre" in the LR.B. He had already.incurred the
censure of the Supreme Council by supporting the surrender of the
Provisional Council to Mr. Redmond in June, 1914. He was known to be
strongly opposed to an attempt at insurrection-and, in view of the position
he held in the Volunteers, it was considered necessary to keep the preparations for a rising from his knowledge. It was a somewhat anomalous
position, but the exceptional nature of the circumstances rendered it
necessary.
There were other members of the Executive, who, though not in the
LR.B., were counted on as favouring a plan of insurrection if it presented
any hope of success.
In short, the undertaking was largely a gamble on what the attitude of
Volunteers generally would be when faced with the critical decision. The
event proved that the gamble was justified. Men who had taken no oath
and contracted no obligation in regard to the rising went out to face death
as cheerfully and bravely as those sworn to obedience.
(To be con.tinued).

After a long period of quiescence, promotion in the Defence Forces i
showing signs of activity. The recent promotion of a number of Junior
Officers has been followed by promotions amongst senior ranks (including
the advancement of four Majors to Colonelcy). It is understood that these
are not isolated instances-but that promotion will in future be of more or
less regular incidence. We congratulate the individuals concerned- nd
applaud the policy which is transforming a cul-de-sllO into a thoroughfare.
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THE VOLUNTEER RESERVE.
By 2ND-LIE UT.

A.

HERON , 1ST (CITY OF DUBLIN ) BATTAL ION
VOLUNT EER RESERV E.

AFTER the compre hensive survey of the organis ation .and tr~ining
of
the 1st (City of Dublin) Volunt eer Reserv e Battah on whICh
was
contrib uted by "C.J ... to the March issue of AN T-OGLACH,
it
is difficult to discover ground which has not already been covered
.
Since the appel;t,rance of " C. J.'s .. article, however, the addition
al experience of another annual camp has been gained and to some extent
" C. J .'s ..
optimis tic conclusion has been put to the test. How far that
conclusion
has been justified is, perhaps , a questio n which might more appropr
iately
be answer ed by some person ot her than a Volunt eer Officer. Neverth
eless
these few disjoint ed remark s may be of some interes t to those
who are
concern ed with what still may be regarde d as an experim
ent in the
organis ation of our Defence Forces.
The difficulties to bc surmou nted and the problem s to be solved
in the
raising and training of a Volunt eer unit are many and obvious
; some of
them are almost insuperable, especially when such a unit is
required t<>
coliform to procedu re and regulat ions which were designed to
meet the
conditions and require ments of full-time regular units.
The problem of
discipline assume s a new complexion under conditions in which
the men
are subject to militar y law only for a few hours each week and for
the short
duratio n of an annual Summe r Camp, and in which they may at
any time be
relieved of their obligation to serve on the tenderi ng of three months
' notice.
Conditions of employ ment and other factors in civilian lile
render it
extrem ely difficult to get the regular attenda nce on parades which
is necessary to the achieve ment of a satisfac tory and uniform standar d
of training .
The fact that the bounty paid to the Volunt eer is barely sufficie
nt to pay •
the expense incurre d in travelli ng to and from parades rules
out any
pecunia ry incenti ve to enlist or remain in the ranks of the
Volunteers.
Recruit s must be secured and held either by the attracti veness
of the work
or by the patrioti c urge to assist in maintai ning •• the rights and
liberties
commo n to all the people of Ireland ." To make the work attracti
ve a
certain amoun t of wearisome class-work must give way to route-m
arching ,
phy ical training and the more pleasur able forms of military
activity .
Having regard to the limited time available and the impossibility
of securing
one hundre d per cent. attenda nces this cannot be done if the standar
d laid
down in official training program mes is to be achieved in detail.
While
admitti ng that a certain amount of theoret ical knowledge must
precede all
~telligent action the writer is of opinion that more practic e and less
theory
m the early stages of a Volunt eer's training would create greater
enthusi asm
and more intere t. How many of us would drive cars if we
were first
required to have a detailed mechan ical knowJedge of the engine?
The
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patriotic appeal was not sufficiently stressed in recruiting literature and it
was not sufficiently emphasised that the creation of the citizen soldier was
a new departure whereby every citizen, irrespective of ere.ed or politics, was
given an opportunity of serving his country in arms. If one dare say so,
the recruiting posters had too much of the official rigidity of the Department
of Defence about them.
In his reference to the conflict of opinion which exists between the
Spade and Bucket" school and the .. Serious Soldiering" school,
.. C. J." indicated one of the problems which experience has brought somu
what nearer to solution. It would have delighted the heart of the sternest
adherent of the latter school to have seen the Volunteer fatigue parties,
cooks, dining-hall orderlies, policemen, clerks, etc., etc., performing their
daily duties at Finner Camp with a degree of energy and efficiency which
would have done credit to a regular unit. Incidentally it would also
probably have interested him to have overheard some of the language used
with reference to the recruiting literature which invited them to join the
Volunteer Reserve and enjoy .. a free holiday at the seaside." This year's
camp was not Q holiday; the weather and the .. Serious Soldiering" plan
saw to that! A compensating feature, however, was that the Camp Staff
and the personnel of the 1st Battalion did everything in their power to make
things as pleasant and agreeable as circumstances would permit.
While being fully conscious of the undesirability of placing the
Volunteers in the position of a pampered unit, und of the legitimate objection
on the part of regular soldiers to supplying personnel for the performance
of administrative duties in a volunteer camp, one must realise that there
are certain difficulties in the way of attaining self· sufficiency in these matters
and at the same time adhering to the principle of making every man a
soldier. While in a regular unit it is possible to transfer men from one duty
to another in such a manner as to ensure that all will be trained to take
their place as fighting men, there are obvious limits to what can be achieved
in this direction in the barrack-room during the winter nights. The serious,
practical training of the volunteer is concentrated in the fortnight spent in
camp. Hence the men who are withdrawn for administrative duties are
bound to sacrifice the most important part of their training· It may be
agreed that these same administrative duties constitute a part of the soldier's
trade, and this cannot be denied. On the other hand, many of these are
of such a nature that a knowledge of them may be acquired in civilian life
while some are in the nature of unskilled labour, requiring very little special
knowledge or training of any kind. Those which do require special knO\Vledge or training necessitate the withdrawal of personnel employed thereon
from practical training in the subjects which are generally regarded 3S
essential to every soldier. The solution would appear to be that specialists,
etc., should only be drawn from Volunteers who have pa sed ~he recruit
stage and reached a fair standard of training. This neces itates retaining
regular personnel for certain duties until they can be replaced by Volunteers
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In the case of stores and other duties in relation

to maintenance and administration during the ordinary training period, it
will always be necessary to retain a certain number of full·time men unless
the regularised methods of the Army are to give way to the more free-andeasy ones of the old Volunteers.
In some respects the experiment has more than justified itself, but if
we are ever to progress beyond the experimental stage there is much to l-e
accomplished. It is a step in the right direction to form a unit in Collins
Barrack, Dublin; Portobello is not central and there ar.e many whose places
of abode and conditions of employment will not permit of reaching it in time
for parades. Is it not time that an effort were made to extend the movement to the larger provincial centres? There surely are many young men
in the provinces, as well as in Dublin, who would be quick to seize the
advantages of a military training and who, in consequence of that training,
would become better and healthier citizens. Is it generally known that
besides these advantages Volunteers are provided with the fr~e use of a wellequipped gymnasium, a lending library, a well furnished clu.b , and every
facility for physical and intellectual development? Why not establish
civilian committees to assist in making it known and to advise on methods
of recruitment?
A well-deserved tribute is due to the work of the regular officers and
N.C.O. 's who have been associated with the first Volunteer Battalion since
its inception. Without exception they have tackled a difficult job with a
degree of energy, enthusiasm and tact which has won the un stinted
admiration of the Volunteers. In disciplining the citizen-soldier an officer
accustomed to handling " regulars .. might easily err on the side of overstrictness or make the equally fatal blunder, in his anxiety to avoid that
error, of carrying leniency to the point of weakness. Our regular Officers
have done neither with the result that the spirit of discipline has grown
rather than been .. enforced." It thus rests on a safer and surer foundation.
Between the officers and men of the Volunteers there are no social
distinctions, but the respect for rank and the authority which it carries is
no less on that account. In this connection it is desirable that some consideration should be given to the peculiar circumstances of Volunteer units
in the drafting of standing orders for annual camps. The fact that certain
hotels were placed out of bounds for N.C.O.'s and men was .the subject of
critici m and ome resentment this year. If one might venture to make a
sugge tion on this subject, it is, in the opinion of the writer, unnecessary
to impose any such re triction on Volunteers, and its removal did not have
any adverse affect on discipline. The new Volunteer movement is assured
of a great future if all concerned are prepared to make the necessary effort.
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BRITISH ARMY CAREER OF LORD
EDWARD FITZGERALD.
By

DISTRICT

JUSTICE

J.

M.

FLOOD.

N THE AUTUMN of the year 1780, Lord Edward Fitzgerald, fifth son
of the Duke of Leinster, was gazetted Lieutenant of the 96th
Regiment of Foot. Although only a youth of seventeen, he had served
previously in the Sussex Militia under his uncle, t.he Duke of
Richmond, who was then colonel, and having shown from his boyhood a
liking for soldiering, his education under the care of his step-father, Mr.
Ogilvy, had been directed towards fitting him for the military profession.
Many of his earlier years were spent at the castle of Aubigny in France, lent
to his mother as a residence by the Duke of Richmond, and here, in the
fields which bordered on the Garonne, Mr. Ogilvy had taught him the
rudiments of field surveying, castrametation and other things that would be
useful to him in his career as a soldier.
Soon after his enlistmont the
96th Regiment was ordered to proceed to Youghal, and after his arrival
there he wrote to describe the march from Carlow southward to his mother.
He tells her that he does not feel the least tired though he marched every
step of the way for several days, and " every day's journey from Carlow
was twenty miles over rugged mountains." Lord Edward remained for
some months at Youghal, pining at the inactivity of garrison life, and
desirous of securing a captaincy through the influence of his brother, the
Duke of Leinster, so that he might see active service. He was so keen on
seeing some real soldiering, that he would not accept any promotion in rank,
unless it brought the chance of active service with it, and he rejected the
position of Aide-de-Camp in Ireland, which would have given him an
increase in rank, but without the possibility of really mastering his profession
and becoming a good and capable officer.
After some training in Youghal, Lord Edward transferred to the 19th
Regiment, which was detailed for active service in the war of American
Independence. He set sail with his new regiment to Charleston, and soon
after his arrival in America, distinguished himself in a skirmish with Colonel
Lee, one of the ablest of the American commanders. He served afterwards
with reputation in the American War, and showed on many occasions that
he possessed great valour and considerable ability as an officer. He gained
the favourable recognition of his superior officer, Major Do Ie, afterwards
General Sir John Doyle, chief of staff to Lord Rawdon, and was by him
recommended for the position of Aide-de-Camp to the Commander-in-Chief
of the English Army in America. In this position Lord Edward was able
to gratify his military tastes to the full, and to witness war operations carried
on upon a larger and more scientific scale. H e was often detached for
offices of special difficulty by the commander-in-chief, who wi hed him to
realise his ambition of seeing everything connected with active service.
He gained the esteem of his brother officers and those who served under
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him by his courage, frankne ss and good nature -qualit ies which he
possessed
in a very high degree. "I never knew so lovable a person ," said
Sir John
Doyle, " and every man who knew him, from the Genera l to the
drumm er,
would agree with me. His frank and open manner , his
unusua l
benevolence, his gaiete de coeur, his almost chivalr ous valour,
and, above
all, his unassum ing tone made him the idol of all who served
under him.
He had great animal spirits, which bore him up against all fa~igue,
but his
courage was entir.ely indepen dent of such spirits, it was valour sui
generis."
William Cobbett, the well-known writer, who served under Lord
Edward
as his sergean t-major , described him as a most human e and excelle
nt man,
and as the only really honest officer he ever knew in the army.
After the capitul ation of Yorktown, the scene of hostilit ies was
transferred to the West Indies, and Lord Edward was appoint ed to
the staff of
General O'Hara at St. Lucia. Here his knowledge of French
made him
useful, and he was employed in the negotia tions with
the French
Comma nder in the Island of Marting ue. Having served for some
time in
the West Indies, Lord Edward returne d home in 1783, and was
elected a
membe r of the Irish Parliam ent for Athy, through the influenc
e of his
brother , the Duke of Leinste r. After five years in Ireland he
again joined
his regime nt in August , 1788, in Nova Scotia, with the rank
of major.
In Februa ry, 1789, he set off accompanied by a brother officer
and his
faithful negro servant Tony on an expedition through the hitherto
unexplored
country lying betwee n Frederi ckstow n and Quebec. The journey
, which
had never been previously attemp ted, was accomplished in twentysix days.
After this expedit ion Lord Edward lived for sime time with an Indian
tribe,
and became so popula r amongs t them, that he was adopted as
a membe r
of the tribe by the Chief, who gave him the name of Eghnid
al. Lord
Edward left Quebec in 1789 to again return to Ireland , and spent
six months
journey ing through the United States on the homew ard journey
.
The next three years were spent at Frascat i, Blackro ck, with
his
mother and her second husban d, Mr. Ogilvy. Lord Edward visited
Paris in
1792, when the monarc hy was abolished and France proclaimed
a Republic.
In November, 1792, an announ cement appeared in the English
newspa pers
of a meeting held at White' s Hotel in Paris by some foreign sympat
hisers
with the French Revolu tion, to celebra te the victories gained by
the French
armies over the invader s of their country . An address of congrat
ulation
was prepare d for present ation to the Nationa l Convention, and revolut
ionary
toasts were prepare d by • citizen s' Lord Edward Fitzger ald and
Sir Robert
mith. who renounced their titles. The toast proposed by Lord
Edward
w .. the speedy abolition of all heredit ary titles and feudal distinc
tions."
Lord Edward , Lord Semple and Captain Gades were deprive
d of their
military rank for having taken part in this ceremony, and because
of their
republican ympath ies. His military career in the service of Englan
d was
at an end, and after this comme nced his career in the service
of his own
country , which has made him one of the deservedly beloved charact
ers in
Irish histor,y
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REN DER UNT O ClESAR.
By

MAJOR

L.

EGAN.
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At the same time, it is now possible to consider with an unbiass ed
mind
the qualities which have establis hed De Bello Gallico as a masterp
iece of
its kind, and one which deserves far more attentio n from the
military
student than it general ly receives.
Opinions may differ regarding its merits from the purely literary
viewpoint_ But, as a comprehensive military docume nt it is extrem ely
doubtful
if it has any rival.
In the course of the Gallic War, Caesar, according to Plutarc
h, took
by storm above eight hundre d towns, subdue d three hundre d
nations or
tribes and inflicted over a million casualt ies. When it is remem
bered that
in those days G.H.Q. were generally located where the fight was
hottest ,
one cannot help feeling amazed that the chief actor in this mighty
drama
could find time to compile what must surely be regarde d as the most
simple,
concise and comple te war diary on record.
Even the most cursory examin ation reveals these comme
ndable
features. Their advanta ges are so obvious that it is difficult to
underst and
why modern chroniclers do not adopt such an excellent modeL
For instanc e, there is neither foreword, introduction, nor preface
. No
self-respecting military author of our time would dream of writing
a book
unless he could be sure of securing a foreword from an officer of
rank not
lower than major-generaL It simply is not done. And even if
it were, no
responsible publish er would underta ke to sponsor such an unblest
production.
Unlike his modern prototypes, Caesar was able to make his meanin
g
quite clear while employing the most rigid economy of words.
The
simplicity of his narrativ e is evident in every line_ Terse. Direct.
No
beating about the bush, and no rambling digressions or long-wi
nded
explanations .
.. All Gaul is divided into three parts, one of which the Belgae
inhabit,
the Aquitani another , those called Celts in their own languag e
and Gauls
in ours, the third." Just imagine a modem diarist starting off a
book with
a sentenc e contain ing that much inform ation; or following it
up with a
short paragra ph giving the geographical boundaries of these three
territories
and the charact eristics of their inhabit ants I And this first paragr
aph-it
is really a chapte r-is typical of the whole work in that it gives the
maxim um
of information in the minimu m of writing.
Examin e the sevente enth chapter of the fourth book and see how clearly
and conoisely Cae ar explains the con truction of a bridge across
the Rhine.
Even the non-technical mind can easily grasp the plan. Had
he been a
modern technician he would have made his bridge the subject
of a book
complet-e with blue-pr ints.
De Bello Gallico , consisting of four books, can be fitted into a
surprisingly mall numbe r of pages. Nine years of war in one small
volume I
There are some militar y authors nowada ys who would write mor~
about a
pillow-fight.
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TALES OF A FLYING COLUMN.
By A. W.

K WARD.

2. ONE OF THE MOTHERS.
PARAFFIN LAMP, fitted with a shining tin reflector, burned on
the shoulder of masonry that framed the open fireplace. From
the shadows of the ceiling hung a flitch or two of bacon, and
a saucepan of milk was warming on a mound of red coals beside
the fire. Little bursts of wind whispered at the shutters, as if spirits
were stopping to listen for a moment. A woman, a girl of twenty, and
a gorsoon were on their knees in the kitchen. Following the R{)sary and
the Litany of the Blessed Virgin, they were saying their night prayers in
silence.
and may God and His Blessed Mother protect the three of
them, and all the lads, this night!
Thus, in 1921, a mother prayed for her three sons, who were away,
she knew not where, with the Flying Column. A little black shawl was
coiled on her head and shoulders. Her elbows rested on the seat of a
spun-yarn chair, and her rough fingers held an old brown beads. She was
about fifty-five, but work and worry had made her older. Her husband
was twenty years dead. To he~ scarcely-audible prayer for the safety of
her sons and their comrades, the milk-boy and her daughter responded
with whispered " Amens I" She rose stifily from her knees, making the
chair creak as she leaned on it for support.
"The back is at me to-night," she said, "but, sure, I can't
complain. " . . . "Kuth 1 pussy," she said to small black cat that
had come with joyous purring to brush itself against the end of her coarse
skirt.
.. You know there's milk around, you deceiver 1 A shame for
you I"
She pulled the chair to the fire, and seated herself .
.. Tommy, will you run out and see if the haggard gate is closed. I
saw an old horse around the roads, this evening." Peg Neylon spoke
to Tommy Brew, the self-appointed companion of Mrs. Neylon lind her
daughter. The workman and the servant-girl came and performed their
tasks during the day; but nothing would prevail on them to stay in the
house at night, because of their fear of a midnight vi it from a party of
.. the murderin', bumin' Blackbirds"; in other word, the Royal Iri h
Constabulary .
.. I will , to be sure, Miss," said Tommy, nimbly making for tbe door.
He was twelve years of age and had a brotber in the Column. Driven
almost to tears because he would not be permitted by the Column
Commander to ~ccompany the Column occasionally, he had, a a r pri aI,
volunteered to live at Neylon's house and to drive the milk to the Creamery.
The latter was not always a simple operation. The Royal Irish
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Constab ulary and their assistan ts, the .. Black-a nd-Tan s,"
amused
themse lves on .. off " days by spilling Mrs. Neylon 's and other
people' s
milk about the roads. Now and then, Tommy 's blitheso me journey
ing on
the donkey and car was rudely interru pted by lorry-lo ads of
police, and
he had to look on, grindin g his white teeth, while the tankard
s were
tumble d overboard and the fresh milk was sent streami ng in
the gutter.
One day, they made him go on his knees and lap up some of
the spilled
milk, just as if he were a cat. He was so enraged and felt
so powerless
that he nearly exploded. For that he would never forgive them.
Every
night he slept at Neylon 's "to keep Peg and her mother
compan y,
when the fine, brave men we have won't do it," he had said,
jn childish
scorn, obliquely referrin g to the servant -boy.
Peg Neylon handed a cup of milk to her mother , and, at once,
the
black cat leaped into Mrs. Neylon 's lap, where it began to purr,
.. fit to
blow his head of," as Tommy put it .
.. That cat is a curse! Can't you hunt him !" said Peg to her
mother .
"Wish a, God help us! what harm is the cr'ature doing?
Poor pussy! " and she stroked the little animal 's glossy back,
to its
stertoro us content . It was coal-black, and had strayed from nowher
e into
the house one day. The mother had kept it .. for luck," thinkin
g of her
sons. She was very fond of it, and both Peg and Tommy were
a little
jealous of the attentio n it received.
Tommy returne d and pulled his chair round the fire. Peg gave
him a
mugful of milk, and he lost no time in showing her how he liked
it .
.. Wisha, Tommy ! wouldn 't you leave a tint for the little
cat?"
Tommy glanced at Mrs. Neylon, extrava gant astonis hment creepin
g over
his face .
.. Haith! then, ma'am , he can kill a mouse for himsel f,"
replied
Tommy , as soon as he was able to recover his speech.
Mrs. Neylon laughed softly to herself, and gave the cat a saucerf
ul
of milk.
.. ure, you'd want a drop, too, before going to bed," she said
to it,
deriving covert amusem ent from the disappr obation that was
manife st
on Tommy 's face. Peg laughed , knowin g the simple things
that came,
at time ,to peed away her mother 's sadness .
'fommy Brew said .. Good-n ight," and went upstair s to the
small
baok room, where he slept. Mrs. Neylon .. heated her toes,"
and she
and Peg went up tairs hortly afterwa rd , leaving the cat to
mind the
kitchen for the night.
P
Teylon fell a leep, almo t as soon as her head had touched the
pillow.
leep did not come to her mother ea ily. In the brooding hours
of night all the worrie of her trouble d life came like gnomes to
sit around
her bed. Th week before one of her best year-an d-a-hal f
heifers had
fallen into a trench in the coreass and, almost dead when found
had since
died, in spite of all efforts to save it. That meant a loss oi fifte~n
pounds ,
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and was serious at a time when the farm was beginning to .. go wild"
on account of the long-continued absence with the Column of her son
Tim, the farmer of the family. Since the Summer of 1920, when Tim
had found himself compelled to join his brothers .. on the run," the
neighbouring farmers and workmen, with their sons, had come in bands of
twenty and thirty, periodically, and had tilled the ground, sown the crops,
reaped and saved the harvests. In October they had drawn home the
hay and threshed the oats-a rollicking, singing crowd of men and youths,
moved to action by a spontaneous determination .. to help the cause."
But a farm needs the constant attention of the master's eye, and, though
the neighbours stood unsurpassed for the help that they rendered, even in
the teeth of threats from the R.Le., Mrs. Neylon's land began to
deteriorate, and the gates and fences to fall into disrepair. The workman
did his best, but, as Mrs. Neylon said, .. he had no head"; and the head
he had was not improved when police, careering along the roads in lorries,
amused themselves by sprinkling lead around him as he worked in the
fields.
Mrs. Neylon was thinking of such farming difficulties while she lay
awake, listening. Her mind also wandered constantly to thoughts of her
sons. On rare occasions, treasured in her aching heart, one of them would
call surreptitiously in the dead of night, and her eyes would recapture
their brightness for the few dangerous minutes that he dared t<> stay in the
house. The sight of rifle and equipment frightened her on these stolen
visits; but mingled with her fear was pride. With a convulsive movement she buried her face in the pillow as she thought that any hour might
bring her news that one or more of them had been killed in action, or
captured and tortured to a Ogrisly death. Yet, she prayed that God would
spare them, and, like all mothers, she clung to hope.
But there was one thing that she felt would steal on her in the
darkness, and it was inevitable that fear of it should haunt her. Every
night, no matter what her thoughts, her ears kept watch for its coming.
Only sheer fatigue brought sleep, when dawn was whitening the east. She
dreaded the darkness. To-night she listened, as always.
he heard her
daughter'S breathina across the room, and all the variations in Tommy
Brew's snoring, at ;he other side of the landing, were familiar to her. If
the cat rattled a saucepan in the kitchen, she heard it. She caught the
sound of the pony's hooves, whenever he pawed the floor of the sta~le at
the back of the house. The flowing of the stream, half a mile away 10 th
bottom of the Glen, was a melody unceasing that turned ber though to
death and rest. She heard the song of the stream to-night. It rose and
fell, as the breeze came and died. Her weary sen e idled on it crooning.
Then, a foreign note, faint and distant, stabbed her world of sound .
he
started. Lifting her head from the pillow, she reache~ out .through the
whisperings of the night, listening.
Something different was
there I
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.. Blessed Mother , help me!" she breathe d, crouching in sudden
fear
before the though t of the thing that she sensed was on the way.
The sound
increased in strengt h, gradual ly. In a short time she identifi ed
it, beyond
doubt, as the purr of motor engines. She got up and went to the
window.
Yes! lorries were coming from the west.
How well she
knew the sound, now I
The night was dark, and a fitful breeze
brough t the perfum es of the Spring fields to her nostrils .
.. They're coming at last I" She sighed. .. Dear I
Dear I
. . . " . . . .. God's will be done! . . . " . . . ,and
a sob broke
from her. The drone of the engines change d to a whine that
grew louder
from momen t to momen t .
.. They're coming up the hill, now," she though t. In a few minute
s
they stopped outside the gate of the flower-garden that lay betwee
n the
house and the road. They had no lights. Engine s splutte red
into silence,
and she heard men's voices .
.. Peg, wake up I" She shook her daught er.
.. What is it, mother ?" asked Peg, drowsily .
.. They're below I" answer ed her mother.
.. What a time they come I" The girl yawned, Gnd her voice
was
sleepy. .. And I suppose the fire is out I" she added, thinkin g
that some
of the .. boys" had called for a bit to eat .
.. Get up and dress yourself. 'Tis the peelers I They're here
at
last I
"
. Before Mrs. Neylon could continu e there was a
crash at the front door and a voi~ roared someth ing unintelligible.
Peg
jumped from bed. Furthe r blows at the door alarmed them,
and, in
response to a peremp tory shout of, .. Open the - - - door,
at once I"
they pulled coats over their night attire and went downst airs
togethe r.
Mrs. Neylon pushed back the bolt and the door was driven,
violently,
again t her. As he tottered , her daught er caught her. The
two women
were forcibly hustled outside and detaine d on the road, about twenty
yards
from the hou e. They were refused time to dress, even k. secure
boots
or stockings. Two partially-disgui ed membe rs of the Royal
Irish
Con tabular y stood by them.
The noi e had awaken ed Tommy Brew, and half a dozen police
who
ru hed upstair s found him standin g in his shirt on the landing
.
.. Are you a Neylon ?" they demand ed, turning a flashlig ht on
bim .
.. No I" he aid. .. I'm Tommy Brew I"
There and then he received a kick, and the next thing he rememb
ered
wa triking the floor at the foot of the staircas e, where snothe
r kick sent
him through the door. He ro e to his feet. bu~ and flabbergasted,
only
to g t a mercile s thump on the head that laid him flat
in a rose-hed.
H crouched for a momen t, regardless of thorns. and watche d
the moving
figures. Winkin g fla hlamps enabled him to size up the situatio
n. He
scrambled out of the clutche s of the dwarf rose bushes and ran
for his life.
Armed men, carryin g cans of petrol, shied kicks at him, but
he evaded
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them and scuttled over a bank into a field. No one fired at him, perhaps
because the raiders wished to work in silence. With a fluttering shirt· tail
to mark his flight through the night he ran over the fields to Hohan's .
•• Come on!" he called to Frank Rohan, rattling at a window, furiously,
.. or they'll be shot and pelted into the house." F'rank Rohan sprang
from bed, thinking the devil himself was at the window.
While Mrs. Neylon and her daughter stood on the road, under the
supervision of their guards, the rooms of the house were sprinkled with
petrol and fired. The police worked quickly and, it seemed, nervously.
They may have been afraid that a mysterious attack would come suddenly
from the will-o'-the-wisp Column, whose leader was Meechaul Neylon,
a son of the house they were burning. In less than seven minutes flames
were visible through all the windows.
At first MrS. Neylon was stunned. Although she had expected it for
long, the consummation staggered her, and she leaned, clasping her
daughter's arm, hardly understanding. But when the first flickering light
appeared inside the windows her heart shrank and, in an agony, she
screamed:
.. Where' are they?
Why aren't they here?
to save
me from this I
Oh I
. . Jesus in Heaven!.
"
One of the RLC. sniggered: the other shifted about uneasily .
.. Mother I . . . Mother I . . . Whisht I" pleaded her daughter .
.. Come: we'll go away," and she began to lead her mother from the scene .
.. No, ye won't," growled one of the police, stepping into their path .
.. Ye'll stay where ye are, and watch it!" and he pushed them back with
a threatening rifle .
•• What right have the peelers to throw me out on the road I " cried
the distracted woman, .. to burn my home I .
God I where are my
sons? . . . Where are the lads?
. Jesus, Mary I . . . "
he
shrieked and tried to rush to the house. Her daughter held her back.
.. They're at the country's work, where they should be I" Peg's
voice came sharp and proud. . . . .. Mother, dear, can't you be
quiet I . . . "
The young girl had difficulty in restraining the frantic
woman. Flames, issuing from the windows, began to throw .9. fitful
radiance about the group. The two men were seen to be wearmg ~ft
hats and Constabulary waterproofs. The girl held the mother, struggltng,
in her arms. A sycamore, which had stood sentinel be ide the, hou~e for
forty years, saw leaves that pad .whispered at Mrs. Neylon wmdow
crumble to ashes in the kiss of a withering streak of fire .
.. Ah!" said the mother, sending a long breath lowly out from her
throat, .. how well you thought of that I" She ceased to truggle . . .
.. To be sure, the country is first I . . . "
She trembled , and the words
he tried to. be
came softly . . . .. I have no right to complain I "
brave, but her throat was strung with chords of woe.
he grew qUIet.
Her breathing was quick and irregular, and she shook all over. At times
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she intertw ined the fingers of both hands and clenche d them fiercely
against
her breast.
Great tears sudden ly sprang from her eyes and tumble d
down the face that was lined froIll years of toil and worry.
Wild sobs
racked her. Who could clothe the though ts or paint the picture
s that
flashed through her mind in those momen ts of anguish during
which she
stood, barefooted, on the public highwa y in her own country ,
covered with
a night-gown and a man's overcoat, and watche d her home being
destroy ed
by native- born mercen aries of a Govern ment that held no sanctio
n from
the people! What though ts came to her, as she saw tongues
of fire burst
through the windows and sketch fantast ic shapes on the white
walls?
What far-off picture flashed through her brain when hex ears caught
a new,
strange sound- the wailing of the furnace that was eating up
the vitals
of her home?
She had come there, thirty years before, a blushin g bride of
twenty five. Did she think of that, and of the man who had proudJy
brough t her?
Did she wonder if his spirit was near while the burning
homest ead
illumin ated his birthpl ace? Did she think of the grindin g poverty
in which
she had .. dragged and slaved .. for ten years after his death,
to stave· off
eviction, to educate her childre n? When she raised her hands
before her
stricken eyes to shut out the final sinking of the massive roof
amid a
shootin g sea of flame, what did she say? It was in a low, dry
voice, tinged
with utter loneliness, that she spoke .
.. I offer it up to God! . . . May He keep the lads from all
harm!"
was what she said .
.. Come on, miss us : you aren't finished yet," said one of the
RI.O.
He grasped her arm, roughly, and led her to the haggard gate .
.. There you are," said he, pointin g to flames already licking the
sides
of the hay-bar n. .. And I hope you like it, you
mother of
murder ers! ..
She winced, but never answer ed him. To her, he was a
peeler.
Shortly afterwa rds a striden t whistle -blast summo ned himself and
his silent
comrad e. They left hurried ly. Engine s roared into life and in
a twinkli ng
the .. Force" had departe d. They had done their work in less
than twenty
minute s.
Peg Neylon led her mother from the glowing skeleto n of their
home.
They passed from the circle of Hght into the kind darknes s, two
lonesom e
women, weeping. One hundre d yards along the road a small
white figure
bounced from over the wall and startled them. It was Tommy
Brew, still
in his shirt .
.. The local lads are coming, Miss," he said to Peg, .. but the
lorries
are gone." There was a touch of disappo intmen t in his voice
.
.. Never mind, Tommy . There's enough damage for one
night,"
an wered Peg, in a strained tone .
." A?d," said To~my, addressing Mrs. Neylon, "ye're to
g'up to
Gallivan 8. Mrs. Galliva n told me to tell ye she was waiting for
ye."
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'l'he three of them walked along together.
. .. Tis over now, and thank the good God'
. It had to go '"
saId Mrs. Neylon. She stopped and raised her right hand to the side of
her head. .. Look at that , now'
. We never thought of the little
cat' . . . " She made a clicking noise by drawing clipped gasps of air
between the tip of her tongue and her upper front teeth. . . . .. I wonder
where he is? . . . "
.. No fear 0' that fello'," said Tommy. .. He'll turn up to·morrow,
looking for his tescaun 0' milk, I bet you '"
.. I suppose he will, then, the cr' ature ," She sighed, as if relieved,
and walked on.
It was a mile to Gal!ivan's. Walking over scattered stones, in bare
feet, was painful to Mrs. Neylon, and they went slowly. The night was
dry and mild. P att Gallivan and his wife met them half·way with shawls
and boots. Towards the end of the journey Mrs. Neylon had to be assisted
along, and she collapsed on arriving in Gallivan's kitchen. Holy water
was thrown on her and she was put to bed, unconscious. It was 1.30 a.m.
They sent for the priest and he annointed her. The doctor came and stayed
for an hour. He appeared to be perturbed, and , when leaving, gave strict
instructions as to the manner in which she was to be treated. Exhaustion
overcame Peg, and she fell asleep in a basket chair beside the bed on which
her mother lay.
Patt Gallivan gave Tommy Brew a coat and trousers many sizes too
big for him; but it was not beyond Tommy's ingenuity to get the super·
fluous portions out of his way, and, having done so, he trotted back to
Neylon'S, where Frank Rohan and a party of Volunteers, covered by scouts,
were working might and main to save the out-houses and portion of the
hay. They were successful, in a large measure. Tommy made himself
so busy that he got in everybody's way. He almost tripped up Matt
Foran, who yelled at him:
.. Get yourself and your swallow-tail to hell out of it'"
Mick Considine threw the drainings of a bucket of water upon him,
saying:
.. Make yourself scarce, you kaffier'"
A firm believer in reprisals, Tommy ambushed Mick Considine, later,
by throwing a forkful of smouldering hay over him. At Mick's oath of
dismay the youngster scampered off, calling back:
• You big boolim, you'"
Wandering in the yard, Tommy accidentally discovered the motionles
form of the cat under the back window of the kit{lben. Its glossy coat
was scorched to shreds and not a hair of its whiskers remained. Its tail
was a shrivelled cord.' Raw patches of burnt flesh spoke mutely of the
agony it must have suffered. It appeared to be dead. Unaccountably,
Tommy took it up tenderly and carried it to Gallivan's, where he placed
it on the hob beside the fire. Peg Neylon and himself made a very inexpert
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examin ation of the victim and, after a consult ation, they wrappe
d the body
in warm flannel and wetted its burnt mouth with milk. Puss never
stirred.
Its eyebrows were gone and the eyes were open. The amateu r
doctors were
unable to say whethe r it breathe d .
.. He's dead I" said Peg .
.. He never isl" asserte d Tommy . . . You can't kill a cat. He's
only
suffocated, Miss."
They unrolled the flannel and soaked the raw skin in Sweet Oil.
Said
Tommy :
.. 'Tis great for burns! "
Present ly the disfigured carcase twitche d, and a hind leg straigh
tened
out slowly. The leg tremble d, and then became very stiff. To
Tommy it
must have looked inordin ately long, for he exclaim ed:
.. I never knew his leg was so long, Miss!"
.. He's dying now, anyway ," groaned Peg .
.. He's coming to life!" contrad icted Tommy .
It was a slow process ; but, in respons e to their combin
ed and often
diverge nt ministe rings, the wretch began to show signs of
animati on.
Eventu ally it emitted a faint croak. This bore no resemb lance
to a eat's
.. Meow I" but it was sufficient to make Tommy exclaim cocksur
edly:
.. What did I tell you, Miss I"
Peg left the resurre cted animal to Tommy and returne d to her mother
's
beside. Since awakin g from the stupor in which she had been
sunk for
hours the poor woman moaned continu ously. Her eyelids were
closed and
twitchi ng, and the eyes seemed to have sunk into the head. The
hands lay
on the quilt, and her fingers opened and closed withou t ceasing
. She
spoke ramblin gly, in a voice that rose and fell. Broken phrases
were caught
here and there, amid much that was unintell igible .
.. My home."
.. the scuts of peelers "
.. going at
last. "
.. Where is Meech aul?"
.. little cat
burned ." . . . .. \Veddin g ring . . ."
Her ring went to the flames, along with all her little persona l treasur
es.
She was deliriou for three days. At times she slept, only to
awake with
moans of terror. She sat up in bed at other times and glanced
around,
her face and eyes drenche d with a sadness that was heartbr eaking
to behold.
She knew nobody, and it wa with the greates t difficulty that she
could be
made to take food . The doctor feared for her reason. Her daught
er was
t rror- tricken , and in de perate hope on the third day she rushed
out and
caught up the emacia ted cat. It had recovered sufficiently to be
able to sip
a little milk.
.. Maybe ," said Peg, .. you'd remind hert"
In piteous yearnin g she placed it on the white quilt and
led her
mother ' hands towards the ghastly body.
Strange miracle , when the
t~itching fingers touched the hideous ly-maim ed animal
it lifted a feeble,
8tghtle bead and snuggle d again t tbe band. An almost
imperce ptible
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movement ran through Mr . Neylon and her head became still on the pillow.
For an instant her eyelids flickered, then they dropped, and a wan smile
stole over her face. Her hand caressed the cat. Peg burst into hysterical
tears of joy when she heard her mother say, in the old, droll manner,
" Poor little cr' ature 1 How well you got away from the scuts 1"
Before dark the cat died on the hob in Gallivan's kitchen. Tommy
Brew buried it under the sycamore in Neylon'S yard. He marked the grave
with the door-knocker, retrieved from the debris . Mrs. Neylon recovered
slowly, after weeks of careful nursing; but she was never the same woman
again .
" That black kitten wasn't right, the Lord between us and harm I"
said Patt Gallivan to his wife, as t hey stood in the loft, preparing to go to
bed. Their room was given over t o Mrs. Neylon. With a little start,
Mrs. Gallivan looked at Patt, her eyes opening widely on him in an
enquiring way, as if she would catch his thought. It was a mystery to
P att how the cat had come alive out of the burning house, and he could
not put out of his head the thought that it had lived solely to save Mrs.
Neylon's wandering reason. He did not speak his mind; but his wife
understood, and she nodded.
" Twas God Himself sent the poor thing into the house the first day
to her 1" said she, crossing herself.
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CAMPAIGN OF 1705.
EFORE THE CLOSE of the campaign of 1704 Marlborough plann~d
to seize the line of the Moselle from Coblenz to Treves m
order to start an offensive movement against Paris in the
Spring. There was some delay in the carrying out of this plan,
but, on October 29th, he entered Treves with 12,000 men and established
himself along the river. But then, it was necessary to make preparaticns
for getting his army into winter quarters; and, this done, he proceeded Or!
his diplomatic visits to Berlin and the Hague. Returning to London, he
was received with congratulations and acclamations as the victor of
Blenheim.
Louis XIV, on the capture of Treves, discerned Marlborough's plan,
and saw that the space opposite the latter's proposed Une of departure was
the danger space. He thereupon entrusted the defence of this front to his
ablest general, Villars.
In 1705 Marlborough went ahead with his plans for an advance from
the Moselle, but, eventually, the scheme fell through owing to various
allied t~ps not arriving in time or at all, the principal defaulters being
Lewis of Margrave and the Austrians. Marlborough waited some time on
the Moselle but in June he had to return to Flanders owing to a threat from
Villeroi. The campaign in Flanders consisted of: (a) a surprise penetration
of the French lines, which was not followed up, (b) an ineffective attack on
the French position, which was not properly supported by the Dutch
generals through pique, (c) a plan for attack which Marlborough had to
abandon owing to Dutch opposition and even opposition of his own officers,
(d) the withdrawal of the allied army into winter quarters.
In August, 1705, French diplomacy first began tampering with the
allegiance of Holland to the Alliance. Proposals were made but were
turned down by the Dutch Government. Marlborough spent the latter part
of the year at Vienna with the Emperor, at Berlin, in Hanover, and at the
Hague, cementing the bonds of the alliance which threatened to become
loose.

B

RAKILLIES.

M rlborough returned to the Hague in April, 1706, and it was settled
that the main theatre of war was to be Flanders, to the Duke's disappointment. He i believed to have been anxious to lead a force to the assistance
of Eugene in Italy.
Villeroi left his lines with instructions to capture Leau and, if aUacked,
to fight. Marlborough, on hearing of this move, advanced against him from
faa tricht, in the hope of forcing the French to fight. His wish was
gratified. Villeroi determined to place his forces athwart the advance of
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the Allies and thus termina te a movem ent which seemed to threate
n Naruur
and Louvai n as well as his own commu nicatio ns. This he did,
taking up
a position on Mont St. Andre on May 23rd, and he was surpris
ed when he
found the Allies to his front 'prepar ing for combat . He had though
t they
would retire before him. He .decided to fight a defensi ve action
on the
position he had taken up.
TERRAIN AND FRENCH DISPOS ITIONS.

The total strengt h of the French forces was approx imately
62,000.
The right of their position was at the village of Taviere s, on the
Mehaig ne,
a rapid stream bordere d by swamp y meadow s. From Taviere
s, open
country gradual ly ascende d in gentle undulat ions to the viUage
of Ramilli es
which lay just in front of the right centre of the line. The line
continu ed
northw ards through Offuz and the extrem e left rested on Autre Eglise,
which
had a steep and broken slope in front of it.
The front of both Offuz
and Autre Eglise was well protect ed by bog and marsh land , adjoinin
g the
banks of the Little Gheete , a stream which followed an almost
norther n
course in front of the line from its source near Ramilli es.
The whole
extent of the line was about four miles. The approac h to Ramille
s, while
being steep and broken on the north and south, was a gradual
slope on the
east and present ed no obstacl es. Betwee n the Mehaig ne and
Ramilli es,
about one and one-hal f miles, the ground east and west was
broken by
numero us hollows.
Five battalio ns of infantry , with outpost s in Franqu inay, protect
ed
Tavieres. Seventy -six squadro ns of cavalry, in three lines,
in the open
fields, were extende d betwee n the Mehaig ne and Ramilli es. Detach
ments
of infantr y were statione d in Ramilli es, Offuz and Autre Eglise;
and, in rear
of these villages, the main body of infantr y was placed in two lines.
Anothe r
fifty squadro ns of cavalry were statione d behind the left flank.

THE BATTLE .

Marlborough had about 60,000 men at his disposal. He saw that
the
French left wa more or less impo sible of approac h and also estimat
ed that
the French cavalry there could not be used effectively. His
scheme of
manoeu vre wa simple -a co-ordi nated attack along the whole
front, with
a. vigorou feint against Offuz and Autre Eglise and a decisive attack on the
great body of hoI' emen betwee n Taviere s and Ramilli es. It was
essentia l
that Villeroi should be deceive d as to the directio n of the main
allied effort.
rtiUery wa in nction on the north side from 13.30 hours. At about
15.00
hours, the Allied infantr y in two line moved forward on Offuz
and Autre
EgJi . Vill roi eeing the English red coat among this
conting ent,
imm diately concluded tha.t the main attack wa to be made here
and withdrew everal battalio n from his right and centre to the left.
Twelve
battalio n were ent again t Ramillj e , four battalio ns and two
pieces of
~I\nnon were order d to attack Franqu inay and Taviere s,
and Overkirk waS
m t~uct cl to advanc e on the extrem e left with cavalry . Franqu
inay and
Tavlere were cleared after some time and Overkirk was free
to move
forward.
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A vigorous attack had been made on Offuz and the officers had to be
restrained from the attack in accordance with the plan of a feint. To
further impress the French that the main effort was intended against their
left Marlborough made use of another subterfuge. He ordered his red
coats to ascend the reverse slope on the right wing and draw up so that
only one line was visible to the enemy at a time. Having fired, this one
line was to withdraw and re-appear so as to give the appearance of a fresh
line. Thus he withdrew most of his infantry to the left-and his one line
of conspicuous red coats held the attention of the French.
Reinforcements were sent to Tavieres by Vil~eroi but were cut to pieces
by Danish horse which had been held behind the cavalry of the left. Then
the advance of the cavalry under Overkirk commenced-they were at first
checked and driven back. Marlborough saw the situation and ordered up
all available cavalry from the right; and, these latter decided the rather
even conflict in favour of the Allies. The allied cavalry swept round the
right flank of the French to the prominence, known as Ottomond's Tomb,
and the French cavalry retired across their own rear.
In the meantime, Schul~z with twelve battalions was ordered to begin
the attack on Ramillies; and, as soon as the cavalry conflicts had started,
the attack developed. Two attacks were repulsed but, on the third attempt,
he succeeded in capturing the village with the bayonet.
Villeroi endeavoured to form a new front from Geest-a-Geromp9rt to
Offuz and· Autre Eglise; but this movement was impeded by the presence
of his baggage train immediately behind his lines and was not completed
when Marlborough gave the order for a general advance along the whole
line. Attacked in their front and right the French left and centre gave way.
For a time the retreat of the left and centre was orderly but, frightened
by the attacks of the allied cavalry, the French columns broke and fled in
disorder. The allied cavalry continued pursuit until 2 o'clock in the
mOrning and inflicted heavy casualties.
The Elector and Villeroi halted first at Louvain, but, deciding to
ab·a ndon it, they proceeded to Ghent. Marlborough followed with his army.
GAINS AND LOSSES.

The French losses amounted to 12,000 killed, wounded and mi sing;
with about 2,000 desertions during the night following the battle. The Allied
losses were placed at 3,600 wounded and killed . All the French cannon
remained in the hands of the victors.
Ramillies still further depressed the French Army and lowered its
morale.
Within fourteen days, practically the whole of ~18nders and
Brabant, including Brussels, Louvain, Ghent, Antwerp, wa m the hand
of the allies and the French were back to their own frontier-Marlborough
reducing fortress after fortress.
By this victory, Marlborough proved to his critics that he was more
than a fortunate blunderer. The main cause of the disaster to the French
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forces seems to have been the wea
kening of the righ t wing on acco
unt of
the misleading feint atta ck against
thei r left. However, it would seem
that ,
at no time , was the righ t held with
a sufficient force of infa ntry -the
cap ture
of Tavieres was effected too easi
ly. Villeroi was wrong in aJlo
wing his
baggage to rem ain betw een his line
s-it was the cause of muc h con
fusion
subsequently.
The Fre nch position was quit e a
stro ng one. The left and cen tre
were
difficult of access and the righ t affo
rded excellent opportunities to cava
lry.
There were cert ain disa dva ntag es:
-(1 ) the approach to Ram illie s was
easy,
(2) Ramillies and Tavieres were too
far apa rt for the inte rven ing grou
nd to
be completely covered by cross fire,
and (3) the line iteself was concave
and
thus the assa ilan ts ope rati ng on
the chord could con cen trat e mor
e quickly
at decisive poin ts. The original
disposition of the Fre nch troops
seem s to
hav e bee n fairly sati sfac tory -the
blun der was com mitt ed whe n batt
alio ns
were tran sfer red from the righ t of
the line to the left, as a resu lt of
the feint
atta ck. Thi s mus t hav e weaken
ed the righ t considerably.
170'1.
On learning of the debacle in the
Net herl and s, Louis XIV took vigo
rous
mea sure s to prot ect his frontier.
Ven dom e was sum mon ed from
Ital y to
supersede Villeroi and larg e re·in
forc eme nts wer e sen t from Alsa
ce to the
Net herl and s.
Marlborough's nex t move was
to besiege Ostend and he was
now
com mitt ed to a war of sieges. Circ
umstances had obliged him, against
his
will, to open the cam paig n of 1706
in Bra ban t and the victory of Ram
illies
and the surprising collapse of Fre
nch power in the Net herl and s left
him
no option but to con tinu e operatio
ns ther e. He could not leave the
Net her·
land s now ; for, on his dep artu re,
the citie s which had surr end ered
would
probably declare for Fra nce . Mar
lborough was firmly of the opinion
that
the Allies oug ht to hav e stru ck
at Fra nce thro ugh Lor rain e but
the
Alli
es
decided otherwise. He was offe
red the app oint men t as Governo
r of the
Spanish Net herl and s by the Aus tria
n Em pero r but knowing that this
would
offend the Dut ch who had claims
to the terr itor y, he respectfully decl
ined.
In 1707, Marlborough was opposed
by
Ven
dom
e
in
the
Spa
nish
Netherlands, and the advantages,
as a whole, rest ed with the latt er
on the
conclusion of the cam paig n in Oct
ober. Bot h armies had done noth
ing at
all for about seve ntee n weeks. Bot
h bad exe cute d some long mar che
s and
suffered severely from sickness but
not at aU from batt le.
17~ AND OuD BNA llDB .

Returning from Eng land in April,
17~, Marlborough had a con
ference
with Eug ene at the Hag ue &8 to the
Allied plan of campaign. Eug ene
was
anxious to borrow BOrne men from
the Net herl and s and invade Fra nce
from
the MoaeUe. Marlborough, who
had bitt er experience of the fail~
of one
BUo b deaign, objected
and favoured B campaign in Flan
u.e 8IWIly intended to OOIlcentrate thei r forces ther ders, &8 he believed
e. If the Allied arm y
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could be con cen trat ed ther e, he
had hopes of crus hing the Fre nch
forces.
It was eve ntua lly decided tha t
thre e arm ies should take the field
:
one
in
Flan ders , und er Marlborough, of
80,000 men ; one on the Rhi ne,
und er the
Elec tor of Han ove r, of 45,000;
and a thir d, und er Eug ene , of
40,000 on
the Moselle. All thre e were to
act offensively and any one was
free to
mar ch to the assi stan ce of eith er
of the othe rs, if circ ums tanc es so
required.
By mea ns of this provision, Eug
ene hoped to unit e his arm y witb
Marlborough at the earl iest opp ortu nity
and mad e a secr et agre eme nt with
him
to this effect.
The Fre nch had assembled an
arm y of 100,000 und er Vendom
e
with the Duk e of Bur gun dy in sup
rem e com man d. The re app ears
to have
been a grea t amo unt of indecisio
n by the Fre nch com man ders as
to wha t
plan s to purs ue. The y spen t a mon
th in cam p on the upp er reac hes
of the
Dyl e and then mar che d nor th
and cap ture d Ghe nt and Bru ges,
the two
keys to the nav igat ion of the Sch
eIdt and Lys . In the mea nwh ile
Marlborough had kep t his arm y at a
safe dist anc e from the Fre nch as
he was
not anxious to risk an eng age men
t unti l Eug ene 's rein forc eme nts
arrived.
Eug ene , arri ving a cou ple of day
s before his arm y, pers uad ed him
to risk
a batt le and he now plac ed him self
midway betw een Alost and Bru ssel
ls.
The nex t objective of the Fre nch
was Oudenarde and the recovery
of
the line 01 the Sch edlt . Ven dom
e accordingly sen t deta chm ents sou
th from
Ghe nt to cap ture Oud ena rde and
moved his mai n body on Les sine
s, which
was still furt her sou th, to pro tect
the inve stm ent. Arriving nea r
Lessines
he lear ned tha t Mar lbor oug h's arm
y was on the very ground on whi
ch he
had inte nde d cam ping . Marlbor
ough h ad reac hed here at 11: 00
hours on
the 10th hav ing carr ied out two mar
che s of 15 miles each and hav ing
star ted
at 02:0 0 hou rs on the 9th . Ven
dome wheeled nort h across the Sch
eIdt and
recalled the inve stin g forces from
Oudenarde.
At 10 :30 hou rs on the 11th July
Cadogan, in com man d of the Alli
ed
advanced guard, reac hed the Sch
eIdt just above the village of Een
ame with
inst ruct ions to prep are the road
s in the direction of Oud ena rde
for the
mar cb of the Allied colu mns and
to bridge the Sch eIdt above Een ame
. He
observed the Fre nch arm y to the
nort h-ea st crossing the river. He
crossed
the river and took up a position
opposite the village of Eyn e to
cover the
projected pa sage of the Allied arm
y. Some of his reconnaissance
part ies
cam e into con tact with the Fre nch
van gua rd nea r Heu me and his pres
ence
was reported to Fre nch hea dqu arte
rs.
::FRENCH PLA NS.

The r were now two course op
n to the Fre nch : one was to atta
ck
immedia tely and driv e back the deta
chm ent of allied forces tha t wer e
acros
the riv r and , hold ing the line
of the Soh eldt , repu lse the allie
d colu mns
according a they arrived ; the seco
nd was to take up a defensive posi
tion
on the heig bts of Buy e in rear
of the Riv er Norken (see map ).
This
would hav e b en an extr eme ly
trong position and could have bee
n take n
up at leisure by the Fren ch. Ven
dome favoured the first plan and
pro-
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ceeded to put it into execution, but Burgundy interposed and ordered th('
adoption of the second. In the confusion which resulted, seven battalions
which had been sent to Eyne were not withdrawn and were more or less
annihilated in the beginning of the subsequent fighting.
Meanwhile Marlborough and Eugene arrived with their cavalry and
crossed the river but the situation continued perilous for the advance guard
until the main body of the infantry arrived.
THE BATTLE.

Shortly before 15: 00 hours the allied infantry began to arrive and to
cross over the pontoons erected by Cadogan. It had marched 15 miles from
Lessines. Cadogan's cavalry had completely cleared the plain of enemy
cavalry and captured Eyne.
The intervening hours were spent by the
French in strengthening the position behind the Norken; but, about 16.00
hours, Burgundy appears to have changed his mind and decided to attack
from the right flank. Grimaldi, with cavalry, was sent forward on the
right, some battalions were sent against Groenewald and then the whole of
the right wing was ordered forward and attacked between Groenewald and
Herlegem. Vendome despatched orders t.o the French left to advance, but
Burgundy cancelled t.hem as he was informed that the ground was
impassable owing to a swamp. An accurat.e reconnaissance would have
disclosed the non-existence of this swamp. Thus, for many hours, the
French left took no part and it is quite conceivable that if it had gone into
action as ordered by Vendome the Allied front might have been seriously
jeopardised.
Marlborough, when he saw that a French attack was coming,
estimated that their main effort would be made on his left and he proceeded
to strengthen his dispositions there . Some of Cadogan's infantry were
ordered into Groenewald. The line was held by Cadogan on the right,
Argyll with the Prussians in the centre and Lottum on the left. Eighteen
battalions of Dutch and Hanoverians arrived and were placed on the left
and twenty battalions were detached from Lottum to Eugene who bad by
this been assigned the right wing.
At 17 : 00 hours there were thirty French battalions opposite Groenewald
-Cadogan's re-inforcements had reached there just in time. Later on
twenty more allied battalions arrived, and the allied left now extended a
far south as Schaerken. The conflict at this stage was one of battalions.
The French had some success on their right at first but were finally repulsed.
Eugene's activities on the allied right relieved the pressure con iderably.
A further twenty battalions of Dutch and Dane arrived and were placed
with Overkirk and the main body of the allied cavalry on the left at Bevere.
The conflict up to this had been piecemeal but now both force were
almost completely committed. Marlborough observ('d thRt the Fre~ch
right was weak-it was more or Ie s resting on air and he ordered Overkirk
with the general reserve to envelop it. In his envelopment Overkirk madA
good use of the ground. The country between Oudenarde and the Norken
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is fairly flat and is bounded on the west and nort.h by a semicir
cle of
moderately high ground. This semicircle beginning south of Eyne,
passes
west through Bevere , north through Oycke (its highest point) and
curves
round behind the valley of the Norken till it gradual ly descend
s to the
ScheIdt at Gavre. This semicircle is known as the Boser Couter.
From its
eastern slopes flow two rivulets, which unite at Schaer ken and flow
into the
ScheIdt.
Overkirk took his troops around the reverse slope of the Boser Couter
and launche d his infantr y against the French right flank and his
cavalry
against their rear. This flank was now surroun ded on three
sides and
began to give way. Vendom e ordered up re-inforcements from
the centre
but they only got in the way of the troops retreati ng towards Roygem
and
Huysse .
A council of war was held on Huysse and Vendome wished to defend
the
position behind the Norken .
He was not support ed by the officers and
Burgun dy ordered a retreat to Ghent. Th~ retreat was carried
out practically withou t order or control. The allied cavalry was in pursuit
. To
preven t confusion betwee n allied detachm ents, MarJborough ordered
the
pursuit to cease at 09: 00 hours.
LOSSES , ETC.

The French losses were considerable: 15,000 killed, wounded
and
prisoners. This, being the third consecutive victory gained by
the Allied
Forces under Marlborough, had a very serious effect on the morale
of the
French Army.
So far as the publish ed accounts go the main responsibility for
the
French defeat can be ascribed to the vacillation of Burgun dy and
his nonco-operation with Vendome. In the first place he was wrong in
changing
Vendom e's original plan, which, if carried out, would have probabl
y meant
a repulse for the Allies; secondly, when he did adopt the defensi
ve line
behind the Norken, he should have mainta ined his position there
and not
abandoned it for the afternoon attack on the Allied left wing.
Further more when he did attack, he did not employ his full team and left
almost
the whole of his left wing withou t any mission for no apparen tly good
reason.
It would be difficult to quarrel with the decision to retire to Ghent;
it
was forced by the sequence of events. However, it is hard to see
any good
reason as to why the almost fresh troops on the left and centre
were not
employed to cover the retreat.
Unlike the other battles of Marlborough, this one was fought mainly
by the infantr y and deoided by that arm. This was probably due
to the
nature of the ground. It was a good exampl e of an encoun ter battle.
It
approaches muoh more closely to later develop ments of combat
and was
totally unlike the usual battle of that day. There was no drawing
up in
two lines opposite each other: the advanoed guard of the allied
forces
brought on the action and held its ground until the arrival of
the main
bod,..
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The severest criticism offered against Marlborough's conduct of the
battle is that he allowed it to develop piecemeal, with his main body
stretched out in column to the rear.
A vigorou8 attack in force by the
French could have driven back his foremost troops and a forced retirement
on the advancing columns might have served to throw the latter into confusion and cause a rout. A more careful examination of time and space
factors and of the dispositions of the day would probably justify his
decision. Until 16 :00 hours Burgundy was organising the defensive position
at Huysse and Marlborough's main body had begun to arrive at 15.00 hours.
The French attack was not pressed forward very thoroughly and at no
time did the troops who had arrived have any great difficulty in holding off
the French. If Marlborough had received any indication of a French attack
in the forenoon or early afternoon it is to be presumed that he would have
acted quite differently.
(To be concluded).

Our readers will be glad to learn that the number of subscribers to
AN T-OGLACH is now higher than at any time since the commencement, of

the quarterly issue, The Committee of Management takes thi,s. OpportuDlty
of thanking all who have contributed to making this happy po ltion possJble,
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A 17th CENTURY ENGLISH SOLUTION
FOR THE IRISH PROBLEM.
By DR. T. J. KIERNA N .
HE primar y causes of the colonial concep tion of the British
conque st of Ireland were geographical. At the time when Irish
maritim e expedit ions might have led to conque sts and
colonisations, English domini on of the British seas was strong enough
to isolate Ireland ; and after the invasio n by Strongb ow, English
influence was strong enough in the Archipelago called the Pale to prevent
the constitu tion of a modern Irish State. Just when Ireland might
have
become an interna tional power, she became, by force of circumstances,
a colony.
The loosely-knit system of Gaelic governance made conque st of the
part easy, and of the whole tedious and difficult. The Celtic form
of
state was despised by the Anglo-Normans because it was, as a
unit,
militari ly weak.
It was militari ly weak beacuse it was local and
decentralised.
Besides it was heretical. The Church as an interna tional body
suffered in Ireland from the effects of the decentralised pattern
of the
civil governm ent.
The English conque st might, in contem plative
momen ts, be though t of as a Christia n crusade.
From the fifteenth century the political status of Ireland was that
of a colony, and its history for five hundre d years is that of a colony
slowly becoming a dominion of some kind. In Ireland the clash
of the
Anglo-Norman feudal law and the Gaelic commo n law continu
ed all
the time. The one regarde d the land as the propert y primari ly
of the
soverei gn; the other, democratically, regarde d it as the propert y
of the
people.
The aim of the conquerors was impede d by the Catholi city of the
natives ; and the coming of Protest antism was a blessing to
the
colonials, because it drove a wedge between the two peoples.
Mter
the Reform ation the continu ance of the conquest might, with greater
fervour, be offered to the Almigh ty to cover a multitu de of sins; and
the
change from Lord to King of Ireland might be regarde d by Henry
the
Eighth as 'i credit entry in his spiritua l profit and loss account.
Wentw orth was the first colonial governor to make Ireland P?Y;
and since his period Ireland remain ed an importa nt, if unwillin
g,
influence in English politics. The Plantat ion of Ulster was success
ful
politica lly; the Plantat ion of Connac ht was of financial benefit to Charles
the First. Cromwell, carryin g previous conquests to a logical conclus
ion,
was unfortu nate in his successors, as all good dictator s are who,
being
dictator s, fail to devolve. His creation of an Irish Pale in Connac
ht
remained as perman ent as the creation of the 1613 Pale in Ulster.
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The Settlement made in the reign of Charles the Second is the
beginning of the history of the Ascendency in Ireland. There had been
loyalists before, but the new loyalists were not sturdy adventurers
financially backed by English guilds. They were Irish landowners who
wanted, as all men do, to achieve political freedom but were
restrained, even to the last days of their parliament, by the nature of
the titles under which they held their estates.
The Union caused a whole century to be lost in the political
development of Ireland. From it Ireland has emerged as a dominion,
with the Pale of 1613 in the north, and the Pale of 1649 in the West,
and the mixture of breed and class and interest in the capital. To this
mixed community out of which Irish Governments will always be drawn,
the two Pales are difficult problems.
Purely as a financial investment Ireland has never been an English
success. The keenest of the conquerors were, like all military men,
carele5s of expenditure. As an investment, little benefit accrued to
England from Ireland, though much harm was done to Irish trade.
Ireland, to England, has always been rather like an army, an object of
precautionary expenditure.
These are some of the by-way speculations of the French writer, Yvan
Goblet, in his scholarly work on the changes in the ownership of the land of
Ireland.· Dr. Goblet has made some recompense for France's debt to
Ireland. May the liability continue to be discharged by scholars rather than
by soldiers.
Ireland at different periods attracted some great Englishmen to its
ravage able hospitality-Spencer and Raleigh, Sir John Davies, Wentworth,
and Sir William Petty. Petty was not the least of these. He did many
~trange things, and always wisely. For instance, when choosing his own estate
ill Ireland, he took lands in Kerry.
His first adventure into finance, at the
age of thirteen, was along the manly path of cardplaying. He wrote poetry
at twenty, but sacrificed the Muses for the mercantile marine. He went to
France when the Charles I. rebellion began. There he met Descartes, the
philosopher and poet, and lover of music, who had been an officer in the army
in his youth-a slip he later attributed to a state of physical morbidity. He
Petty,
overcame his physical aberration, and resigned his commission.
While on the Continent studied medicine and became later a doctor of
medicine of Oxford, without examination. 'A spectacular adventure led to his
being appointed professor of anatomy at Oxford. He revived a half-dead
girl, Anne Green, who had been hanged for infanticide. Although the
girl's recovery was due chiefly to brandy, Oxford recognised Dr. Petty ~ a
skilled anatomist and made him besides professor of Anatomy, Vlceprincipal of Bra:enose College. 'Petty, with his unerring vision, quickly
tired of vapid professors, and got two years' vacation, during which he went
to Ireland.
.
... La Transformation de la GtIographie politique de I'lrlande au XVIIE

si~cle."

Y. M. Goblet, Paris: Berger-Levrault, is Rue Auguste-compte, 3 volumes.
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Cromwell, typifying order and state-regulation, attracte d to himself
the
virtuosi of his day. Milton, Goodwin, Hobbes, and Petty were amongs
t them.
Petty had now reached the highest rung of the intellectual ladder.
He had
become a political economist. He aimed at a rationa l political
and social
and economic system built on a scientific basis. Ireland offered
attracti ons
to a practical philosopher, and Petty saw prospects of interesting,
maybe
even successful, social experiments. A philosopher may find sermons,
but never
bread in stones. Accordingly Petty went to Ireland as Medica
l Director
of the Army of Ireland . He was then thirty. He was barely two
months
ill Dublin when he had stopped a lavish waste of medicines, and reduced
the
budget for this service from £620 to £120. He turned his attentio
n in many
directions, studyin g the country as a social connoisseur, watchin
g for an
opportu nity to make a scientific experiment on the political animal,
Ireland.
This he got through the survey of the land of Ireland, which was
a necessary
preliminary to its distribu tion amongst the various claimants.
There was a surveyor-general of survey, Worsley, but Petty embark
ed
privately, at his own expense, on a more thoroug h scheme than
Worsle y's;
and was able to prove eventua lly that for a satisfactory and exact
survey
of the country the contrac t must be given to Dr. Petty.
For five years he worked on the survey and made a profit of £9,600
.
.. Si un intervalle de deux siecles et demi permet de porter sur ce
salaire un
jugement imparti ai, on peut se risquer a dire qu'il n'avait rien d'exage
re"
is Dr. Goblet's comment. It is a large sum in modem currency.
Ability is
not always paid so generously; but Petty placed the map of Ireland
on
the map of the world. On balance of errors, the Down Survey was
twelve
per cent. less than the true area of Ireland.
To a medical doctor all men and women and things are pathological
or
physiological or anatomical studies.
Medical men carry this mental
distortion through out their lives. Petty, having made the survey,
decided
to anatomise Ireland. His later work, The Political Anatomy
of Ireland,
was the result.
He was a far-seeing Imperialist. He saw that the small states, separat
e
and distinct, which Englan d controlled, but had not assimilated, were
unable
to defend their shores, so that the smaller kingdoms and dominions,
instead
of being additions, were really sources of loss. His remedy was
to create
two Great Councils, representing the whole Empire, one chosen by
the King,
the other elected by the people.
Like Molyneux, Dobbs, Adam Smith, and Madden, Petty favoured
some
kind of legislative union between Great Britain and Ireland ; but
like them
his main object was not political but economic. He wanted to free
Ireland
from the economic shackles which Englan d had imposed on her.
He did
not advocate the abolition of the Irish Parliament, but that it should
send
members to the Imperia l Parliament. Cromwell, of course, had
the same
idea, not because he was interested in the economic fate of
Ireland , but
be<:auae an good militari sts favour centralisation.
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Petty advocated the provision of better dwellings for the Irish, and
encouragement to them to eat more and better quality food, so that a higher
standard of living might compel them to work harder and produce more.
He categorised Irish industry under the headings: (1) Cat tie, (2) Grain,
(3) Fish, (4) Leather, (5) Wool, (6) Linen, (7) Butter and Cheese, (8) Mineral"
and Metals. For each oJ these industrial groups he proposed the establishment
of a corporation or a guild. To improve exports he suggested that these
cOlporations should be empowered to insist on a standardised quality and
packing of exported goods.
But as his plan for Ireland progressed, his impatience with the continuing
chaos of Irish Government increased, and his final scheme aimed at conferring
the benefit of complete anglicisation on" Ireland by transferring the Irish to
England, and re-peopling Ireland with pure-blooded Englishmen. This is not
quite a fair way to put it. His more subtle plan was based on the fact that
thele were in Ireland 20,000 unmarried and marriageable Irishwomen, and
every year a fresh 2,000 arriving on, might one crudely say, the market. Half
of these women he would transfer to England, to marry Englishmen,
replacing them in Ireland by an equal number of Englishwomen who would
marry Irishmen, make the home tidy and neat, and interest the Irish in the
cultivation of gardens. The entire scheme would take only five years, and
would cost only £20,000 (which, Petty added, was equivalent to the pay of the
Army for six weeks). To complete the scheme, the Irish, if they must have
priests, ought to have English priests; so that both priests and wives
reignmg over the consciences and hearts of the men would transform them
and make them English. He laid much strcs<; on the anglicisation of domestic
life, and of the language of the children. Denationalisation, like nationalisation,
is bred in the home.
Was Petty's dream fantastic? Dr. Goblet says no: because all he wanted
came to pass, by other means, in the 19th century.
..'
Petty invented the tank as an instrument of warfare. His lDvention
remained on paper. He anticipated the eugenists. He was ahea~ of the
twentieth century in some of his less debatable proposals. For his work
on tbe cartography of Ireland, and as the creator of the Map of Ireland, be
deserves the posthumous honour of Dr. Goblet's monumental an~ s~olarly
work-a work which must for generations be used by students of Insh history.
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DEF ENC E.
DILLON .

F WE TRY to fix a date for the beginning of the applica tion of
chemis try
to warfare our conclus ions will depend on our point of view.
If
we give the broade st meanin g to the word chemis try we must
include
the burning s of towns and villages which occur through out the
whole
of history . If we narrow the term a little to include only
the use of
special highly combus tible substan ces, our date will be far
back in the
history of Greece. But, if by the applica tion of chemis try we
mean the
use of some specialised knowledge of chemic al phenom ena, to
produce a
new implem ent of war, then we appear to be brough t at once to
somewhere
betwee n A.D. 645 and 600, when an archite ct with a chemic
al bent fled
from Heliopolis to Consta ntinopl e, and there produce d the substan
ce known
as Greek Fire, which was used in the defence of the city
against the
Turks. The propert ies and composition of this substan ce are
not known
exactly . According to some accoun ts it was contain ed in pots
and was
set on fire before being thrown at the enemy; according to others
it took
fire after being thrown , being perhap s ignited by a fuse. It had the
propert y
of remain ing on fire on the surface of water, and destroy ed
the fleet of
the enemy. In spite of some stateme nts to the contrar y,
it probably
contain ed nitre. If this is so its introdu ction is indeed an
approp riate
date for the beginning of chemic al warfare , for it marks the first
appeara nce
in war of the elemen t nitroge n the compounds of which are to-day
among
the most import ant factors in alJ military operations.
The secret of Greek Fire was very careful ly guarded in Constan
tinople
and its use does not appear to have extende d. It may seem
strange to
us that its fame did not give rise to the employ ment of chemis ts
by military
leaders . We must, howeve r, remem ber that in those days the
chemis t or
alchem ist was a being apart. He was not looked upon with
favour by
the Church and was even not above the suspicion of being
on friendly
terms with the devil. The soldier was illiterat e, and even
if he came
in contact with the alchem ist he was perhap s chary about
employing
an ally of such doubtfu l charact er. Whatev er be the reason, it
seems that
althoug h the writing s of Marcus Graecu s in the eighth century
contain
a recipe for gunpowder, the discovery of that mixture is attribu
ted to
Albertu Magnu s or to Roger Bacon in the thirteen th century
, and it is
said to have been fir t used at the Battle of Crecy in 1346.
The hi tory of warfare from this date onward s is mainly the
history
of the d velopm ent of firearm s and artillery .
For five centuri es the
advance were chiefly mechan ical, consist ing in improv ed method
s of
utilising the charge of gunpow der. Thc composition of the powder
itself
remain ed practic ally unchan ged-a mixtur e of nitre, sulphu r and
charcoa l.
The fact that no improv ement took place on the chemic al side
is to be
attribut ed to the vague ideas then existing as to the nature of all
chemic al
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change including the change that takes place when gunpowder explodes.
In the seventeenth oentury Robert Boyle laid the foundations of modern
chemical soience; but it was not until nearly a hundred years after Boyle's
death that building upon those foundations can be said to have begun.
Just before the French Revolution, and in the same country, a chemical
revolution took place which was at least as. important in its effects upon
the human race as the political upheaval. Between the years 1770 and
and 1794 the French chemist J.Javoisier showed the part played by oxygen
in combustion, explained the nature of chemical change, and directed
chemical science along the path which it has followed ever since.
Although the revolutionaries who put Lavoisier to death declared that
the "Republic had no use for science," their successors took a more
sensible view, and the wars of the Revolution provide perhaps the first
instance of the use of chemical research to solve a military problem.
The nitre for the manufacture of the gunpowder for the French Army
was imported from India, and the blockade of the country by the British
Fleet had cut off these supplies. A prize was offered for a method of
obtaining a home supply of nitre, and about sixty solutions were sent
in. Out of these a process was developed for producing nitre by the
fermentation of nitrogenous animal refuse. This process was put working
on every farm in the country and adequately supplied the needs of the
Army. The work was carried out under the supervision of Berthollet,
one of the greatest chemists that France has ever produced. Berthollet
afterwards accompanied Napoleon to Egypt, a fact which showed that
the great general was already alive to the possibilities of chemistry in war.
Notwithstanding Napoleon's foresight, chemists were in those days
little concerned with warfare. It was in the century that intervened
between the Battle of Waterloo and the Battle of the Marne that the
?Teat developments took place which gave chemistry its supreme importance
m military operations. These developments amount to nothing more or
less than the growth of modern chemistry on the principles laid down by
Lavoisier, and on Dalton's atomic theory.
This is not the place to describe the growth of modern chemistry;
but in order to compare the character of modern warfare with. that of
the past it is necessary to emphasise some facts in the recent hiStory of
chemical science. In the year 1815 very little was kno~n abou~ the
chemical character of the substances which make up the bodIes of arumals
The study of most mineral substances accor~g to the
and plants.
new principles had proved a comparatively simple matter and It had be~n
found possible to produce many such naturally occurring substanc~ m
the laboratory. It was found, however, that animals and plants contamed
a great variety of substances all containing carbon united with a ~a.ll
number of other elements. Thus, fat, sugar, and the red dye alizarm
are examples of thousands of compounds consisting only of carbon, hydrogen
4
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and oxygen. These compounds of carbon, since they occurre d in
organised
beings came to be known as organic compounds, and their
study was
called organic chemis try. So compli cated and difficult was the
study of
these substan ces that for many years it was believed that
they were
subject to different natural laws from those prevail ing in the
minera l
kingdom and that their produc tion in the laborat ory, withou t
the intervention of animal or plant life, was impossible. During the
ninetee nth
century an intensiv e study of these substan ces brough t to light
two important facts: first, that the differences betwee n these compounds
containing
the same elemen ts was due to differen ces in the arrange ment of
the atoms
of the elemen ts; just as the difference betwee n two houses
is not that
they are made of different kinds of brick, but that the bricks are
differently
arrange d. Secondly, it was realised that if the way in which
the atoms
were arrange d could l?e discovered, it was often possible to put
togethe r
or synthes ise organic substan ces in the laborat ory. A natural
corollary of
these discoveries was that by arrangi ng the atoms in differen
t ways it
was possible to make new substan ces regardl ess of whethe r they
occurred
in nature or not. Conseq uently, not only were many natural ly
occurring
substan ces, such as the dyes indigo and alizarin, synthes ised
in the
laboratory, but many substan ces with interest ing and useful propert
ies such
as dyes and drugs, which did not occur in nature, were artificially
produced.
In the more enlight ened countri es of the world business
men were
quick to realise the importa nce of these scientific discoveries.
Factori es
were soon produc ing dyes and drugs which had hithert o been
obtaine d
by agricul tural method s, and in German y especially manufa cturers
began
to employ chemis ts not merely for the purpose of m anufact
uring substances by processes already known, but to engage in researc h with
a view
to discovering new substances to sell, or new and economical
method s of
manufa cturing substan ces already on the market . In this way
an industr y
grew up which began to depend less and less on the possession
of raw
materia l and more and more on the presenc e in the country of
skilled and
intellig ent chemis ts.
These develop ments affected militar y science in various ways.
The
first effects were an improv ement in firearms and artillery. During
the
investigation of organic substan ces many compou nds of nitroge
n were
discovered which exploded with much greater violence than gunpow
der.
Thus in 1845 ScMnb ein, by the action of nitric acid on cotton
obtaine d
the substan ce known as nitrocellulose or gun cotton, and in 1847
Sobrero,
by acting on glycerin e with nitric acid obtaine d nitroglycerine
which was
calcula ted by Nobel to have an explosive force thirteen times greater
than
that of gunpowder. Schonb ein experim ented on the use of his
explosive
in rifles, while about 1860 the Austria n general , Von Lenk, attemp
ted to
use it in cannon . The e early experim ents were all unsucce
ssful and
it was no\ until twenty years later that powders suitable for milita
~ use
were made from gun cotton alone or from mixtur es of gun cotton
and
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nitroglycerine. Meanti me about 1840 the principle of the flint
lock of
the rifle had been replace d by that of the detonator consisting essentia
lly
of fulmina te of mercur y.
These improv ements in gunpowder made possible the machine
gun,
emptie d and recharg ed by the explosion itself.
In 1854 Bessemer had
attemp ted a gun on this principle, but failed, probably owing
to the
clogging of the machin ery by the tar given off from the" black"
powder.
In 1884 Maxim took out his first patents for his gun, and his
success
was in no small measur e due to the fact that the new nitrocel
lulose
powders were smokeless and gave no tar.· The Maxim gun was
adopted
by the British Army in 1889 and by the British Navy in 1892.
In addition to explosives for ballistic purposes many others
such as picric acid and trinitrotoluene were discovered which
were
available for use as a burstin g charge in shells or for
demolitions.
In fact, in 1914 the position was, that a well trained
chemis t could produc e explosives from a great variety
of raw
materia l.
The militar y importa nce of the chemist was, therefore,
beginning to be obvious. Yet probably no one who had not
a special
training and perhap s not many even of these, realised how vital
a part
chemis try was to play in the Great War. It is probably no exagger
ation
to say that it was the chemic al superiority of the Central Powers
that
enabled them to hold out so long and almost gave them a victory
over the
world alliance against them. To give a complete account of the
chemical
activities of even anyon e of the contending nations during the
'Great
War would occupy a volume. All that can be attempt ed here is
to sketch
briefly one or two of the leading features in the development
of the
chemical side of warfare among some of the belligerent countries.
These
sketches will, perhap s, serve to show the enormous importa
nce that
chemis try has now assume d in military operations and will enable
any
reader with sufficient imagin ation to attemp t a forecast of what may
happen
in future· wars.
At the outbrea k of the war, the leading countries on both sides appear
to have been under the impression that they were supplied with
stocks
of ammun ition sufficient to last for the duration of hostilities.
This
impression was based not only on the belief that the war would
be short,
but also on a serious under-e stimate of the rate of wastage of ammun
ition.
The war had not been many months in being before it was realised
that
the stocks were rapidly diminishing and that the explosive factorie
s would
not be able to keep pace with demands for further supplies. The
Central
Powers were in the stronge st position to meet this situation
owing to
their possession of a great chemical industry. The plant for the
m~u
facture of synthet ic dyes and drugs can be easily adapted to the product
ion
of various explosives, and as the factories employed a great number
of
chemists, there was no lack of the necessary technical knowledge.
-The French "mitrail leuse " used in the war of 1870, and the
American
Gatling gun were not automat ic.
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But technic al knowledge of an ordinar y kind would not have sufficed
to save German y from destruc tion within the first year of the
war had
she not previously taken steps to foster in her midst the growth
of scien·
tific genius of the highest order. A few months after the outbrea
k of
hostilities she was faced with the same difficulty that France
had
experienced during the revolut ionary wars. The new explosives
resembled
gunpowder in one respect --they require d nitre for their manufa
cture.
The nitre was not, however, used directly , but was convert ed
into nitric
acid from which explosive nitroge nous organic compounds could
be pre·
pared. The nitric acid used in the explosive factories of Europe
was
not the expensive potassi um nitrate of India but the cheape r sodium
nitrate
which was obtaina tle in practic ally unlimit ed quantit ies from Chile.
The
British fleet was able to preven t supplies of this substan ce from
reachin g
German y, just as a hundre d yerrs before it had prevent ed
supplies of
potassi um nitrate from reachin g France . The device of the
nitre beds
which had supplie d the armies of Napoleon would have furnish
ed but
a drop in the ocean of the require ments of the armies in the Great
War.
Some new and hithert o unhear d of source of nitric acid must
be found
if German y was to be saved.
Now it had been shown by the Germa n chemis t Ostwald,
that if
ammon ia mixed with air were passed over heated platinu m,
nitric acid
was formed. Supplie s of ammon ia were available from the produc
ts of
distillation of coal-a process which was in operati on for the
supply of
coal gas for domest ic and other purposes. These supplies were,
however,
limited, and moreover, their use would deprive the farmers of
fertilisers,
which, with imports of food cut off, were doubly necessary.
It was at
this junctur e that scientific researc h stepped in. Many years before,
the
Frenoh chemis t Deville had shown that if an electric spark was
passed
through a mixtur e of nitroge n and hydrogen, ammon ia was formed
; but
the rate of formati on was extrem ely slow so that the process
could not
be used as a comme rcial source of ammon ia. Startin g with
this knowledge, "Profes or Haber of the Kaiser Wilhelm Institu te for
scientific
resear(lh at Berlin, had, just before the war, worked out the
theoret ical
and practic al require ments for obtaini ng a good yield of ammon
ia from
nitroge n and hydrogen. He had found that ty heating the mixture
of
ga es under certain conditions to a high temper ature at very high
pressur es
rapid combination took place. The problem now became one of
technic al
r arch-t o constru ct vessels capable of withsta nding the high
pressur es
t he high temp ratur and at the same time of sufficient
size to give
a sati factory output. This problem wa solved by the Germa
n chemical
engin rs a few months after the outbrea k of the war. Thus
German y
was enabled to utilise the unlimited supplie s of atmosp heric nitroge
n for
the manuf cture of explosi ve. Scientific researc h had largely neutral
ised
the effect of the blockade.
The above is probab ly the most dramat io inciden t in the history
of
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chemistry in relation to war. The Great War, however, was responsible
for other. chemical developments which were more interesting from the
military point of view, since they marked the birth of a new kind of weaponthe so-called poison gas.
The first gas used was chlorine, a substance which had been discovered
in the eighteenth century, but which remained a chemical curiosity until
about the middle of the nineteenth, when it became an object of manufacture. Before the war industrialists had learned to store it in cylinders,
and so it was an easy matter to use it at the front. The defenoe against
it was, however, easily found since masks for its at sorption were already
known in industry.
Once the use of noxious gases had been started the new weapon
rapidly developed. The objection to the gas attack was that it depended
on a favourable wind. This was got over by throwing the noxious substance in shells which burst and distributed their contents within the
enemy lines. The substances thrown in these shells were in most cases
not gases at all, but liquids which lay on the ground and volatilised more
or less rapidly. The German fact-ories turned out a great variety of these
bodies. There were the .. tear gases" which incapacitated by causing
a copious flow of tears so that the mask had to cover not only the air
passages but also the eyes, and when the enemy had produced a mask
which was a universal absorbent for all gases, a substance was sent over
which, penetrating at the junction of the mask and the face, caused such
irritation as to induce the soldier to remove his mask and expose himself
to other disabling vapours. Finally, there was produced the substance
known as " mustard gas," a liquid which lay for a long time on the ground
or on pools of water and which caused terrible blisters when it came in
contact with the skin. An area shelled with this substance became
untenable and could not be occupied again for a considerable time. These
noxious bodies were all or nearly all substances which in times of peace
had been discovered and studied either from the purely scientific or from
the technical point of view by the German chemists in the laboratories of
the universities or of industrial organisations.
The Allies were not in a very strong position to meet the new tactios.
In England there was indeed a large chemical industry, but is was not
organised on the same scientific lines as in Germany. Consequently the
supply of scientific and technical ability necessary to solve the new problems
was scarce. Early in the war the available chemists were mobili~ ~or
the development of industries neoessary to safeguard the economiC life
of the country as well as for the production of war material, and by the
time hostilities were ended, the country had come to a very much better
realisation of the need for chemists in the industries of both war and peace.
In 1916 the Government set up a Commission of chemists to inq~e into
the nitrogen problem; but no plant for the produotion ?f ilIDmOllla from
atmospheric nitrogen was in operation in England until after the war.
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With regard to gas warfare, the ohemis ts of the Allies were,
before the
cessation of hostilities, sufficiently organis ed to be able to imitate
German
method s and sometim es even to improv e on their processes of
production.
Space does not permit me to say more about the chemis t in the
Great
War. What I have said will, perhap s, suffice to show the change
that
has taken place. Science which has done so much to improv
e the lot
of the human race has also provide d it with the most terrible
weapons
for its own destruc tion. This is especially true of chemic al science
. When
one speaks of the horrors of the next war one means chemic
al horrors.
It is not the long-ra nge gun or the fleet of aeropla nes droppin
g shells
on a city that horrifies so much as the though t that these
shells may
contain chemic al compou nds which may spread death and
destruc tion
over a whole town. Furthe rmore it should be remem bered that
the reason
why towns were bombed in the last war and will be in the next
is because
behind the lines a war of technic al skill is being waged and these
towns
contain factories and technic al experts whose remova l would paralys
e the
enemy.
From the point of view of defence no country can now claim
any
kind of security unless it has chemic al industr ies. This fact
has been
so well realised that most of the nations of Europe , great and small,
have
taken steps to foster such activities in their midst. This state
of affairs
is not ~ooked on with favour by the big industr ial combines and to
it has been
attribu ted an over-production in certain fields. For the small
countries,
however, the necessi ty of fostering chemic al industr y cannot be
regarded
as a misfort une. It does not mean that a large body of civilian
s must
be mainta ined in idleness during peace time in order to be
ready for
work in the event of war. It means that work is to be found in the
country
for an intellig ent and educate d body of men who will enrich the
country
by developing its resources in times of peace, and will be ready
to defend
it in case of attack.
In oonclusion it may be pointed out that any compet ent military
leader of to-day should have a knowledge of chemis try. Napole
on used
to say that he knew every side of war-th at he could shoe a horse
or cast
a. oannon. He learned' all these things by study and practic e in
his time
of leisure. If he were beginning his career to-day he would undoub
tedly
be found in a chemio al laborat ory.
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IN YUGO-SLAVIA TO-DAY.
By

M

THE EARL OF LONGFORD .

ENTION Yugo-Sla~a to ma~y West-Europeans, and you will see a
blank look on therr faces; If the name conveys anything to them,
it will be merely because they confuse it with the equally historic,
but more highly industralised, and, therefore, better known,
Czecho-Slovakia. It is unfortunate that these countries should have taken
new names on their liberation, and such similar ones at that, but they had no
choice. Bohemia, it seems, could not include the Slovaks, and after an attempt
to be Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (a title not nearly so
cumbersome as the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland),
the Slavonic people of South-Eastern Europe finally became the Kingdom of
Yugo·Slavia (South Slavia), or more correctly Kraljevina Jugoslavija. One may
regret this elimination of separate historic nationalities, but it seemed to offer
the best hope of that national unity, without which prosperity and even
freedom are always insecure.
Before I visited Yugo-Slavia, which I did this year, I was very vague
as to the difference between a Serb, a Croat, and a Slovene; still less was I
clear about Dalmatians and Herzegovinans, Bosnians, and Montenegrins,
Macedonians, and Slavonians. It was surprising to go from one part of the same
country to another, and find similar people talking the same language, but
calling it by another name, and writing it in another alphabet (for the
question of the Roman as against the native" Cyrillic" type is acute). But
when one has visited most parts of this large kingdom, one realises that with
all the minor differences of custom, religion, and character, which are visible
in the different regions, here is a single people distinct from all other peoples
and determined to remain so, no matter what its name may be.
The white-kilted Serbian peasant, the Moslem of Bosnia or Herzegovina
in fez, sash and baggy trousers, with his veiled women, and his innumera~le
mosques, the westernized Slovene, the prosperous Croat and Slavoman
from the plains, and the Montenegrin from mountains as barren as those of
Connemara, are one, though, as yet, they feel many; and it must be the task
of any Yugoslav government to create a sentiment of unity among the
diverse elements of the population. But for the tourist to-day it is this v~ry
diversity which is interesting. Cross a mountain range in a bus or a tram,
and you might be not merely in another country, but at the other end of ~e
earth. This, together with the incomparable scenery, makes Yugo-.SlaVla
the most interesting and exciting country in Europe for .travel;. but It also
makes it the hardest in which to collect any general ImpressIOn, except,
perhaps, that the Yugo-Slavs are a hardy, determined and courageous people,
and at the same time generous and friendly.
.
The diversity of national types is due to two causes. The first IS the
amazingly mountainous nature of the country, which cut off one ar~a from
another in the past, and still makes communication slow and difficult;
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incredible mounta in-railw ays wind under the hills, hang over
bottom less
chasms, and twist and twine up sheer cliffs. (As regards road traffic
the best
chauffeurs in Yugo-S lavia seem to be ex-airm en). The second
and more
importa nt cause of diversi ty is the history of the country . Once
a powerful
kmgdom , the country of the South Slavs fell in the later Middle
Ages under
the sway of the Turks, with the excepti on of Montenegro, and the
semi-It alian
port of Dubrov nik (Ragus a), which survive d as an indepen dent
republic.
Certain portion s of the country came under the control of
Austria and
Hungar y, while Venice acquire d some of the coastal towns.
Later, the
Christia n inhabit ants revolte d and gradual ly expelled the Mahom
medan
invader . The result was that when after the Great War Yugo-S
lavia became
a united kingdom , Orthod ox Serb, Catholic Croat, Moslem Bosnian
and other
inhabit ants of the country had each a differen t history behind
him, and
to some extent a differen t civilisation.
In some parts of the country Turkish civilisation has to a greater
or less
degree affected the people' s lives and custom s; in other parts Austria
n habits
are much in evidence. Small and dwindli ng groups of Italian speaker
s may be
found on the coast. In consequence of all this, not only is there to
be observe d
great differences in the type of culture , but also in the degree of
civilisation.
Some parts are as civilised as any other country ; other areas
are still very
primiti ve. To raise the standar d of living in the latter district s
has been one
of the main objects of the governm ent. This has involved a heavy
expend iture
of money, which, inevita bly, the richer and more civilised regions
have had to
provide . Catholic Croatia must pay for Orthod ox Montenegro,
(particu larly
as the latter has stipula ted a very high price for acquiescing in the
suppression
of her former independence.) The Moham medan landlor d of Bosnia
has been
squeezed out in order to gratify the Christia n peasant . The result
has been
that though the ultimat e unity of the country , which demand s a
more or less
equal standar d of living, has been promot ed, immedi ate disagre
ements have
been aggrava ted, and local, cultura l and religious cleavag e
is only too
apparen t.
How far the Govern ment has acted in all cases with fairness and
discretion, I will not presum e to say; but all Irishme n will sympat
hise with
it in its effort toward s nationa l unity, strengt h and prosper ity.
It is clear
that not even the oppone nts of the centrali sing dictato rship of King
Alexan der
have any desire to break up the country comple tely ; to do so would
be to make
all sections alike powerless before certain imperialistic neighbo
urs.
Whatev er may be though t of the present regime, there is no doubt
that
King Alexan der has behave d with great courage , and with an attemp
t to be
just to all concerned. The political situatio n which precede d the establis
hment
of the dictato rship was an intolera ble one, since the parliam entary
parties
were mostly purely local, out only for the interest s of their own
district s.
When shots were fired in Parliam ent, it was time to end the
opportu nity
for such a nationa l disgrace. It is to be hoped that it will be possible
before
long to introdu ce a system with more elemen ts of perman ency,
depend ing
less on force. At the momen t the govern ment demand s our sympat
hy in
its difficulties.
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At the beginning of the present century, Serbia was a small remote
State. To-day, Yugo-Slavia is a large kingdom stretching from the
heart of
Europe into the Near East. If it can overcome its difficulties, if it
can unite
its people, and develop its resources, it will have a future of the
utmost
importa nce to the world. It is foolish to neglect so large a country, just
because
it is remote, and not at present extremely influential, for the Kingdo
m has
13,000,000 inhabit ants, rich com lands, and vast if as yet only
partially
developed mineral wealth. Whatever may be said of the people,
there is
no doubt that they are a virile peasant race, very close to the soil,
and not
weakened by too much city life, or a too complicated social system.
From
the King downwards, almost every Yugo-Slav comes of peasant
stock,
though this does not mean that town life is not developing. Belgrad
e, in
paIticu lar, is growing rapidly, and is full of large shops, offices and
banks.
Agriculture is the main industr y of the country. Pig-breeding
is
particu larly in favour, and the pigs may be seen on all sides in the
fields.
While the men do the harder work, the pigs are looked after by the
women,
who often pass the time in the fields spinning wool on a distaff,
for the
Yugo-Slav is aInazingly self-supporting, and the country people
wear
brightly coloured nationa l dresses, often embroidered, of their
own
manufacture. Owing to the world depression it is hard at present
for the
Yugo-Slav to sell his produce. Accordingly, he consumes it himself,
and is
strong, healthy , and happy, if not wealthy. In the towns, howeve
r, there
are many people of considerable wealth, and in fact, at a time of
universal
distress Yugo-Slavia is a comparatively bright spot. The pigs and
other
produce of Yugo-Slavia were largely exported to Germany, and this
export
trade, though affected by world causes, might also be improved, if the
quality
of the produce itself was raised to the level which prevails in compet
ing
countries. This will doubtless come in time; it is for the momen
t more
import ant to the Yugo-Slavs that their own people should thrive.
I may say here for the benefit of intending visitors to Yugo-Slavia
that
they will live there extremely well and cheaply. The food is plentifu
l and
excellent, and there are good and very cheap hotels in the most
surprising
places. The local wines are extremely good, and a bottle costs a few
pence.
In fact, though the journey there and back may cost a certain amount
of
money, once you are in the country, it is one of the cheapest parts of
Europe,
as well as one of the most fascinating. Numerous travellers visit the
country
chiefly Germans and Czechs, and to some extent Poles, Hungar
ians, and
English. German is probably the most useful foreign language.
though
English is fairly widely known.
.
'
Soldiers are in evidence everywhere. The Army IS large, . an~
. IS
recruite d by compulsory service. There are several good reasons for mamtam
mg
large armed forces. The country must be defended, internal disorde
r must
be suppressed and service in the Army tends to unite the people
of the
various distri;t s. Moreover, the good food and quarters are said to
raise the
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standard of living among the conscripts from such remote places as
Macedonia, where primitive conditions prevail. When the soldier returns home,
he is no longer content with the conditions under which he lived before,
and. in consequence more civilized standards are adopted in the villages.
There is a small navy, manned chiefly by Croatians, who are good seamen,
and formerly formed the greater part of the old Austro-Hungarian Navy,
in which they gave a very good account of themselves. After the Great War,
the dissolved Austrian Empire gave over its fleet to the Croats, but owing
to Italian opposition the Allies seized and divided the ships themselves.
During the War the military qualities of the Yugo-Slavs were amply
proved on both sides, the Croats having prevented strong Italian forces from
breaking into Austria, whilst the Serbian's defence of the country was
amazingly heroic. This people also showed great valour in earlier campaigns
against the Turks and the Bulgarians. Serbia was in effect engaged in one
continuous war for nearly a decade, and emerged battered, but with her national
spirit unbroken. Whatever may be said against these people, their valour is
undeniable. They are a nation of flourishing peasant proprietors, prepared
each one to defend his farm and country to the death.
A very curious feature of Yugo-Slav life is the large number of Russian
refugees living in the country. Friendship for Russia is a passion with the
average Serbian, carried at times to amazing lengths. Every Russion refugee
is pensioned if in need. The dole he receives is small, but it is large enough
to keep him from starvation, if he cannot find any other means of subsistence.
The Russians keep together, wear their national dress, and in some cases
live under a sort of military discipline. The gratitude and generosity of the
Yugo-Slavs could not bear to see them starve, for they are mostly convinced
that Russia was their historic friend, and liberated them from the Turks.
As a matter of history, this is dubiously true, since Tsarist Russia created
the other South Slavonic kingdom of Bulgaria, and encouraged it to the
detriment of Serbia, as a means of furthering her own ambitions in the
Balkan peninsula. Curiously enough while supporting the anti-Bolshevik
refugees, the less well-informed Yugo-Slavs still feel a certain sympathy
for the Russian of to-day, though as a nation of peasant proprietors the last
thing they wish is to admit Bolshevism into their own country. This
tendency to minimise the great danger which overhangs all Europe to-day
is deplored by the better informed, who realise the perils into which popular
sentiment might lead the country.
Another temarkable element in Yugo-Slavia is the Tsiganes or Gypsies.
This nomadic tribe supplies the cafes and restaurants with their orchestras,
and the Yugo-Slav is never tired of sitting listening to the native music which
forms about three quarters of the long nightly programme in these crowded
places of entertainment. Sometimes there are also Gypsy girls singing
folk-songs. Curiously enough the gypsy performers wear ordinary European
dress, though if O'le is in Serajevo the audience may largel} wear fezzes or
veils. The Tsiganes have been larg;ly responsible for keeping alive aJ1 interest
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in the national music, which is extremely rich and varied, -being a mbdure
of Slavonic and Turkish elements. Sometimes inspired by the music one
or two young men will get up and with great skill perform a national dance
in the middle of the cafe, and once in a Belgrade restaurant all our party
found themselves dancing, or attempting to dance the" Kolo," the Yugo-Slav
round dance, to the strains of the indefatigable gypsy band. These bands can
go on all night, now and again passing round the tambourine for contributions.
The singing girls also come round for money after each song, and usually
each person gives them a few pence; sometimes an enthusiast will throw
bank notes for large amounts into the tambourine. The songs might appear
harsh to those whose Jlatural taste has been degraded by sloppy modern
music, but they have the true characteristics of folk-song, the natural music
of mankind, east and west. The people of Yugo-Slavia are fortunate in
being able to appreciate their national mU 'ic and dancing without artificial
attempts to excite their interest.
As I have already said, it is hard to give a general impression of the
country. My own impressions are confused, and for this I blame the amazing
variety of the colmtry. It is hard to realize that one country can contain
Belgrade growing up under one's eyes like an American city-Zagrab and
Ljubljana, the ancient capitals of Croatia and Slovenia, ordinary well-built
towns of Central Europe with centuries of slow development behind them
-Split, built largely inside the palace of the Roman Emperor Dioc1etianDubrovnik, still a m'ediaeval city-Cetinje, ex-capital and mountain village
-and most amazing of all Mahommedan Serajevo, with its mosques,
fountains and minarets, whence the Muezzin proclaims that there is one God,
and that Mahommet is his Prophet, where in Europe one may expe~ence
the sights and sounds of the East, where business is largely transacted 1D the
Bazaar, and clothes, red leather shoes, Turkish delight, and metal water pots
are made under the eyes of the purchaser, and foreign tourists purchase the
rich Persian and Syrian silks of impoverished Moslems. And th~n the~e
are. the plains and the mountains, the island off the Dalmatian coast WIth th~ll"
cypresses, date-palms, and olives, their orange trees and lemon-trees hung WIth
ripe fruit, and the gorges and waterfalls of the inland districts.
Truly, it is hard to give an impression of the country, and the people
and their problems are no more easy to describe concisely. A country
remote from the centres of western civilisation, Yugo-Slavia stands athwart
the imperialistic ambitions of many nations. She has not many friends,
.
f' dshi
She
p.
for It IS not particularly profitable for anyone to court her nen
.
t al wealth .
finds It hard to raise the loans needed to develop her vast na ur
,
it is almost equally difficult for her to excite the interest of distant ~oples.
Yet, I am confident that Yugo-Slavia is a country with a future, .and if they
.
. . .
at things In store for
can overcome theIr present difficultIes, there are gre
her people.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF MACHINE
GUNS ON THE BRITISH WESTERN
FRONT. 1914-1918.
By SENATOR LIEUT.-COL. THE MAcGILLYCUDDY OF THE
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HE POSITION of the Machine gun as an essential part of the

may be taken for granted and there is little divergence of opinion
may be said to be taken for granted and there is littl~ divergen«e
This position, however, has not been attained
as to its value.
without serious and constant work on the part of those who, in the face
of conservative opinion over a number of years, continued to preach the
Gospel of the economy of M.anpower which was to be obtained by the use
of automatic weapons.
At the outbreak of the Great War, the General Staffs of the Armies concerned with the opening of hostilities on the Western Front prescribed to
somewhat similar theories as to the methods in which Machine guns should
be handled, but it was in the German army alone that their value was
correctly appreciated.
That this was so is due to the fact that the German General Staff
had for years been confronted with the problem of trainjng a very large
number of men to a definite standard in a very short period of time-a
period which made intensive rifle training an impossibility in the case of
the majority of conscript recruits; the tendency of German mentality
moreover has always been definitely in the direction of mechanical devices
and in addition they had witnessed, marked, and learnt the lessons given by
the Russo-Japanese War.
The position of the Machine gun in the French army was somewhat
curious. The mitrailleuse-a form of Machine gun mounted on wheels
and drawn by a team of horses-had been introduced in the War of 1870
with a great flourish of trumpets and with the assurance that its effect
would neutralise the heaviest infantry rifle fire; but the weapon was crude,
clumsy, and visible and for these and other reasons was a complete failure
-so much so that, though the conditions which affected the French
conscript were similar to those which obtained in Germany and though
the Frenoh Army were in fact armed with an excellent weapon in the
Hotchkiss, comparatively little reliance was placed on it and instructions
regarding its employment were meagre.
The British Army were equipped with two Vickers Machine guns to
each Battalion and Cavalry Regiment which were carried in limbers. Until
hortly before the outbreak of War these were sometimes consigned to the
First Line of Transport and occasionally utilised as a convenient means of
oonveying refre hments during field exercises. The reason for this was not
far to seek; the Maxim gun used in the South African War had not been
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understood-the personnel had not been highly trained and the .. immediate
action" which infallibly clears all stoppages had not been developed. As a
result there had been constant failures of the gun at critical moments and
the weapon was regarded by many officers as a discredited article, and this
notwithstanding very definite indications as to the tactical methods of
employment contained in the Training Manuals.
Over and above this was the fact that the outstanding lesson which
the British Staff and Regimental officers had absorbed from the South
African War was the efficiency of rifle-fire properly controlled and directed,
and training was therefore directed towards obtaining results in this arm
rather than to experiments with the possibilities of an .. auxiliary "
automatic weapon.
There was, however, a younger school of thought which had been
enthused by the results of exercises and the general teaching of the Staff
of the Machine Gun School at Hythe. It was their views which in the
main impressed certain Brigade and Divisional Commanders to the extent
of permitting Machine guns to be brigaded on certain occasions and to be
used both in attack and defence under higher control. It was not, however,
until they were used in war that their value was really appreciated and
their absence definitely felt .
In the first few months of the War numerous instances were recorded
where Machine guns, correctly placed and efficiently handled, held up or
even defeated massed infantry attacks, and there is a classic example,
supported by evidence from German sources, * of a Machine gun on the
Conde Canal which not only held up the attack of two German Battalions
from 2 p.m. till dark but practically annihilated them. In the course of
the first four months' fighting many guns were lost and damaged and as
there were comparatively few in reserve it was the actual want of the
weapon which brought their value home to the majority of Commanding
Officers. During the same period many lessons were learnt by a study of
the German tactics which caused machine guns to be effectively used with
advanced guards as a means of developing with rapidity a large volume of
fire against the rearguards of a tired Army-at the same time sparing their
own infantry the continuous fatigue of constant deployments for attackand aaain when warfare beaan to enter the static phase on the Aisne, caused
them <> to be utilised to co~er large areas of open ground with but little
infantry support and to command enfilade po itions elsewhere.
Those whose responsibility was to secure the immediate area of the
front line continued during the winter of 1914 and after to rep~rt ~ the
inadequacy of supply 'and the necessity for the better orglUllsatl~n of
Machine guns to such purpose that serious attention began to be paId by
the General Staff to Machine gun matters and strenuous efforts were made
not only to keep pace with the wastage but also to increase the numbers
·O/1lcial History 0/ the War.
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of Machine guns in the Field. In March, 1915, from small beginnings, a
Machine Gun School was established in France and made history in the
development of Machine gun organisation, tactics, and equipment.
For some considerable time the new formations were of necessity
armed with Lewis Machine rifles instead of Vickers guns and one of the
preoccupations of this School was to teach these units the essential difJerence
in the tactical employment of these weapons. The School held courses for
eacb Division as it arrived and preached by demonstration or otherwise the
considered use of Machine guns in the room of manpower to hold defensive
lines and in support of attacking infantry. Numbers of officers and men
were trained in the tactical and mechanical handling of the guns, the
shortage of trllined personnel was made good, and the supply of reserves
was maintained.
The experience gained in War showed that, under certain circum·
stances, many of the items of equipment were defective or could be much
improved and that many items were entirely wanting. The Staff of the
School examined reports from the front and with the material at their disposal extemporised battle sights-light tripods-metal belts and many other
things which were later on adopted officially as part of the regular equipment
of the guns. They not only filled a gap created by the fact that higher
Machine gun training had not been adequate in peace time but they did
more; they suggested large schemes of defence and evolved the system of
indirect fire which was to play such a large part in the later stages of static
warfare.
At the outset, it must. be understood that this method of the utilisation
of Machine gun fire is desirable only in circumstances where the alternative
of the close support of the infantry is not po~sible or where a sufficient
number of guns is available to allow of indirect fire being used in conjunction with guns in close support, or again where the whole fire-power
cannot be effectively deployed. In the situation which then obtained,
however, indirect fire was found to be extremely valuable, p3rticularly during
the hours of darknes , by reason of the fact that Machine guns fired from
the front or from near the front line were either located and silenced by
field gun fire with unnecessary los of personnel and much needed equipment
without having, as a rule, inflicted appreciable loss on the enemy or the
position of the guns wa noted by the enemy without action being taken
until such time a.s a preparatory bombardment was undertaken; the guns
would then be accurately demoli hed without hope of their replacement
before the attack wa launched.
For the purpose of indirect fire, the guns were placed at varying
di tance from th front line-were fitted with elevating and traversing
di Is-and by me n of clinometers and quared maps were enabled to search
enemy communications, annoy ration parties, attack reliefs and close
support Field Batterie , etc., without being located, and incidentally relieve
their own artillery of much of this work.
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Continuous practice, otherwise impossible, stimulated and increased
the knowledge .and the interest of both officers and detachments, and large
and more ambitious schemes for co-operation were evolved. There was,
however, always considerable opposition from conservative riflemen, and
evolution here, as in all things, was comparatively slow.
There was at this time a growing feeling that until Machine guns
were formed into specialist units the full value of the weapon would not be
obtained; as a result of the representations by formations and the Machine
Gun School it was eventually decided by the War Office th~t Machine gun
units of sixteen guns should be formed. Officers and men were withdrawn
from the line and the formation of the Companies was commenced at
Grantham. The first twelve units were despatched to France in the early
spring of 1916 .a nd the remainder of the Companies at the rate of one per
Brigade followed as soon after as personnel could be trained and equipment
provided. The increased efficiency and the facility with which these units
could be disposed of soon made itself felt; the Brigade units were
amalgamated into Battalions and a fourth unit was added. Machine gun
defence schemes covering Corps Areas were worked out by Corps Machine
Gun Officers in conjunction with the General Staff.
This organisation remained until the conclusion of hostilities, and was
a definite improvement on that of the German Army which in many
directions copied the British evolution. There was now a definite new arm
organised on a higher plane than ever the original enthusiasts contemplated,
with a Staff Officer at Headquarters working in conjunction with the General
Staff.
Machine rifles had taken the place of Machine guns in the first wave of
trench to trench attacks and had freed them to take an intermediate po ition
in the carefully staged attacks of trench warfare. Indirect fi re wa
exploited to the full, and a.t the Battle of Arras some 300 Machine gun
were concentrated with, as the German reports confirm, devastating result
there were similar concentrations elsewhere.
It is not the intention of this article to do more than to give a general
idea of the process by which the value of the Machine gun was developed
in the Great War on the British Western Front and it suffice to ay that
there and elsewhere instances of the conclusive influence on the re ult. of
operations of Machine guns correctly and intelligently handl d wer
remarkable.
With the conclusion of hostilities and the dispersal of forc to Gam n
duty in the various coaling stations, etc. , and the economi d m nd
the taxpayer, a new situation so far as the Machine Gun Corp w concerned arose. It was decided by the General Staff that the orp s110uld
cease to exist and the guns should once more become an ~t gr .1 .p rt of
infantry and cavalry units reorganised for the purpose. Thi d C1 1 n w
based on the fact that if Machine guns were concentrated in peciali t
units, Battalions located in outstatioDs would lose touch with both the
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theory and practice of the utilisation of these weapons and would consequently go to War without adequate knowledge of their correct employment;
as a result they would become an entirely separate arm instead of one so
closely allied to infantry and cavalry operations, both large and small, as
to make them an essential factor of any operation in which these arms took
part.
In this decision, notwithstanding the argument that further
development could only be obtained by a School of higher ~hought directed
to one special subject, the General Staff were undoubtedly correct, and they
were fortified in their decision by tlie fact that the Machine Gun Corps had
been evolved from a regimental basis in the stress of War for a definite
purpose and that, with the experience gained, a similar organisation could
be re-established without difficulty if the necessity arose.
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'SAN TIR-FO-THUINN.
AN Maor Mac Cionaotha, StiUrth6ir DochtUireachta.

D

IA DOMHNAIGH, Mi Meithimh, ar muir anonn 6 Harwich na Sacsan
go Vlissi?gen. ~hi ~n ghrian ag spaIpadh anuas i rith an thrathn6na
acht nuarr a bhl delreadh lae ann agus an long i ngar do'n chaIadhphort bhi nealta dubha go mear 'nar ndiaidh agus an t6imeach ag
bUithre i gcein. Do dhubhaigh ar an speir agus do ghearuigh ar an
ngaoith agus ar an t6irneach. Annsin tinntreach agus t6irneach ar n6s ordnais
ag crustail 'san dorchadhas, c1agamach calIannach fearthainne agus
c10ichshneachta ar mhullach na sean-teach 'Custllin agus MaI-Anfadh
uathbMsach gaoithe,-an stoirm mh6r do chuir long taistealai go t6n
puill ar ch6sta na Frainnce an trathn6na ud. Annsin an traen go dti den
Haag (FaI an Iarla), agus go moch ar maidin De Luain amach do'n Binnenhof
-foirgneamh oifigiUil go bhfuil preamha a sceil greamuighthe fada shia! ins
na bliadhantaibh-mar a mbeidh comhdhail idir-arm na Seirbhf!>
Dochtuireachta.
'San gcMs amuigh fe'n speir ta na sean-chairde-gur chuireamar aithne
orra i London, i bParis, agus 1 Varschau na P6lainne-ag teacht Ie ceile
ads as gach aird de'n domhan, as an t-Sin agus Seapan 'san Domhan Thoir,
as Aimeirioca Theas 'san Domhan Thiar, agus as na tiorthaibb ata 'na
luighe eatorra sa'l, tuairim Ie dachad naisiun. Ta na ceadta culaidh mUeata
galanta ar Jonnradh, cnapai agus 6maide ag drithle agus ag spreachamaigb
i ngach uile ait, agus ta g16rtba an t-sluaigh il-teangaigh Ie c1oisint.
Cromtbar ar chuirteis agus ar lamh-cbrothadh thar aireamh, agus c1uintear
cling na spor agus c.liotarail agus gliogarnach truailleacb na gc1aidheamh
ar an leic. Is amhlaidh a bhionn na modhanna cneasta ar siubhal ag a
leitheid so de chruinniu; fill 'san tig 6sda agus an Mile bidh 'gM chaitheamb
bitear ag eirighe 6'n mb6rd ag sleachtadh do'n charaid ag dul thar bbraghaid.
Seirbhfse DochtUireachta mUeata an domhain ata ar turas oifigiUilidir dochtuuri, dead6iri agus potacaed (a bhean n6 a inghean i n-aoinfheacht
Ie corr-dhuine aca) ag pleidhe ceisteanna speisialta, ag arnharc asteach ar
cuairt ar spideal n6 ar bbearraic, ag cur agus ag cUiteamh 6 maidin go
trathn6na beag,-ag caitheamh fleadh agus feasta agus ag eisteacht Ie ceoJ
'san oidhche. Nf thig leis an teacbta aonarach dada do scaoileadh thairis.
Ta sp6rt agus aoibhneas na h-oidhche chomh oifigiUil Ie obair an lae-agus
ta siad araon ar feabhas.
Ag an dinnear do fearadh ag an Rialtcl.s ta oifigeach 6'n painn os rno
chomair ag an mb6rd; hi oifigeach 6'n Tfr-f6-thuinn Ie n-a ai, agus nf
d6igh go bhfuiI Alva n6 an scrios do rinne se 0 fad 6 ag cur asteach ar a
gcaidreamh. La agus an chomhdhail go leir ag Ieagadh fl asca ar tuama
Uilliaim Tostaigh ('5e Guillaume Ie Taciturne agus nf Liam na B6inne ata
i gceist annso) 'san t-sean-teampull ag Delft do-bheireann Aimir~al acsanach
an 6raid uaidh; do-ghnf sf tagairt do chomacht na dTfr n-I eal agus dh'a
5
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starr ar muir. B'eidir go bhfuil taidhbhse Van Tromp ag eisteacht Ie n-a
fhoc1aibh. Saghas ComhdhcUa Siochina a bhios 'san gcomhdhail so againn-ne
-na sean-naimhde cairdeamhail Ie ceile ag deanamh iarracht ar cur Ie sonas
agus sean an chinidh daonna agus ar baint 0 n-a chrcidh chorpordha.
Do chuir an Eibheis teachta o'n "Cros Dearg" (Coisde Idir-naisiunta)
do'n chruinniu.
En passant tathar ag baint an mhoirteil (ar mhaithe leis an ealadhain)
o bhallaibh na h-Eaglaise i n-a bhfuil tuama an Liaim ud shuas, agus ta an
Chrochcheasta agus dealbha craibhtheacha 'gha nochtadh aris-ar luighe
i bhfolach doibh ins na bhallaibh leis na ceadtaibh bliadhan.
Bhi se orainn turas beag do thabhairt anonn agus anall ag amharc
asteach ar dhUn no a leitheid . Ta na boithre go min reidh-gan cnoc ar an
machaire acht ar an teorann 0 dheas. Ni bhionn aon ghadh annsin Ie
•• feag do mhalairtiu " i ngluaistean ag dul sUas cnoc no sios Ie f<inaidh marab
ionann agus a Ian tiortha 'san Mor-roinn, agus is foras marcuigheacht ar
rothar orra. N i doigh go bhfuil tir eile 'san domhan go bhfuil na rothair
nios iomadUla innti. Bionn siad 'na scaothaibh ar na boithribh ar nos
libini i srUill. Is guatltach an t-athair agus an mhathair ag marcuigheacht
agus an chlann 'na suidhe r6mpa amach agus ar chUloig ar gach rothar ar
dhiallaidibh speisialta.
Ta b6ithre uisce ann freisin-na cancUaigh-ata Dios fiUirsighe 'na na
gnath-bh6ithri. La do chuamar amach 0 Leiden ar na cancUachaibh ar luing
gaile. Is iomdha an muileann gaoithe do chonnacamar ar an t-slighe acht
bhi na sgiathain gan easadh mar ata an aibhleis ag deanamh oibre na gaoithe
Ie tamall siar. Congbhuighthear na foirgnighe m6ra teagartha so 'na
seasamh dfomhaoin ar maithe Ie illneacht agus Ie c1u na tire. Nforbh
fheidir do'n tUrasaidhe Tir-fo-thuinn gan muileann gaoithe do shamhlu
dh6 fern. Bhi na br6ga adhmaid (c1ompe) 'na sraith fe leith lasmuich de
dhoirsibh na mbotban. Baineann an duine na br6ga so uaidh ar an tairsigh ;
bfonn an bothin is dear6ile gan smol istigh. Uaireanta do-chiti sean-bhean
ag nighe na soitheach agus drlosUr seasmhach aici ar an mbruach.
Ta m6ran fslean (polder) 'san Tir-f6-thuinn-a mbarr nfos isle 'na barr
na fairrge, agus c1aidheacha arda leathna m6ir-thimcheall orra; sin iad na
corraigh do saoradh 6'n loch fad 6. Talamh torthamhail ata ionnta anois.
Tathar ag tnuth Ie polder ana-mh6r do dheanamh de'n Zuyder Zee fe lathair.
Ag feaehaint ar an neart polder ata annsin nf feidir gan smaoineamh ar an
ainm .. Fir-bolg." Daoine duthrachtacha dioghraiseaeha go bhfuil duil
an-mh6r aca 'san obair is iad muintir an tirfn so, agus nf ems iongantais
impreacht thar lear agus a gcuid Min de thr3.cht3.il an domhain aca. Ta
18,000 saighidiUirf mar gMth-arm 'sa mbaile-agus 54 dochtUiri aca.
Ins
na h-Indiachaibh Thoir ta 40,000 saighidiuiri agus 300 dochtUiri aca, acht
sgaipthear an t-arm so i ndUnaibh beaga,-tuairirn Ie cead fear i ngaeh dUn
-ar fud Java, etc.
Is iomdha an duine 'san tir-f6-thuinn go bhfuil Bearla agus Frainncis
go h-aIuinn aige, gan tracht ar a theanga dhuthehais fein.
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Cuirtear ceist air "Ca bhfuair .tu do chuid Bearl ?" agus is d6igh
go bhfreagrochaidh se :-" Annso cois baile. Ni rabhas °ariamh i dtir eile."
Bionn an paisde ag foghluim Bearla ar scoil agus an ochtmhadh bliadhain
sIan aige-agus cromann se ar an bhFrainncis d'fhoghluim ceithre bliadhanta
'na dhiaidh sin.
Ta adhbhar machtnaimh agus d6chais annso do'n
Ghaedhilge6ir. Ba bheag nach raibh gach teanga fe'n ngrein 'Ie doisint ag
an gcomhdhail fein-nidh nach iongnadh. N i raibh an Ghaedhealg amuigh.
Bhi coirneal as Arm na Sacsanach annsin-(Eireannach ata ann)-agus do
rinneamar :i.r gcion fein gan faillighe do thabhairt uirri, agus is iomdha an
duine do chuir cluas air fein agus an chaint ar siubhal ag an mbeirt againn.
An duine a chuirfeadh suim i gcuiread6ireacht n6 i sean-pheictiUirtbh,
bheadh se ar a shaimhin sogh 'san Tir-f6-thuinn acht nt thig leis an ngobadan
an da thraigh do fhreastal. Bhi an chomhdh:i.il ann go ceann seachtmhaine,
agus biodh go raibh aimsear bhreagh againn ni h-iongnadh go rabhamar
sasta ,aghaidh do thabhairt ar an tir dlithcbais aris-tar eis na gcUirteis,
na liimh-chrothadh, na bpaipear, agus na teangacha go Ieir 'gM spreagadh
'sa l6--agus nua gach bidh agus seana gach dighe an uile oidhche.
n
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ARMY ATHLETICS.
By

LIEUT.

J. J.

HOGAN.

HE ARMY Athletic Association, formed in 1923, has for its objective
the promotion of all branches of athletics-with special reference
to national and such other games as may be approved at Annual
Conventions. Ever since its inception the Association has worked
steadily towards its objective-outstanding success marking its efforts in
the years 1925-26 when the International ' Boxing Team was selected from
the Army.
To the various Executive Committees who have held office in
succession the greatest possible credit is due for the work done. Incessant
demands have been made upon the spare time of the individual members
of these Committees, and such demands have been generously met. The
example of service and self-sacrifice set by the Executive is deserving of
imitation.
The Association has catered for athletics, boxing, hurling, swimming,
football, etc., and the contests in the Army finals compare favourably with
similar finals held under other auspices in Ireland. In view of the excellent
fare provided in the form of high standard of competition-the Army Finals
are deserving of more extensive patronage than they h ave hitherto enjoyed.
It rests with the general body to attend, and to create amongst the public fill
interest in the athletic activities of the Army. An Executive Committee
is entitled to at least this modicwn of co-operation. Even with bOtmdless
enthusiasm '8Ild the best will in the world it cannot do everything-including
propaganda work-unaided. Speaking of finals, the Army provides one
which has no counterpart in the civil community. I refer to basket-ball.
As an indoor game it is not to be excelled, and the Army finalists are
finished exponents.
An examination of the work done by the Army for all branches of
athletics will show the credit due to the Association. I append from
memory a list of ex-members of the Forces most of whom have achieved
international status either because they were discovered or developed by the
Army. The list is probably not exhaustive-so I apologise in advance in
respect of possible omissions.
B. J. Donnelly (Bertie), I venture to say, the greatest athletic cyclist
Ireland ha ever produced, served in Commissioned Rank as Captain,
1922-28. Lieut. G. N. Coughlan, present record holder Irish half-mile, and
ex-Iri h mile champion, served in Regular Army until 1928. C. McAlinden
(Garda), at present 100, 220 and 440 yards champion of Ulster, also held
the same titles last year-a record that will be hard to bea~erved in
N.C.O. ranks, 1922 and 1923. A. Sharkey (Garda), a sprinter and boxer
of no small merit-Irish second string heavy weightr-served in N.C.O.
ranks. F. Traynor, Irish boxing champion-at present a professional and
one of the moat promising boxers we ever had-served, 1922 and 1928.
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M. Doyle (Mossie) considered the best light weight Ireland has ever produced. Is now in U.S.A. Served until 1927. M. McDonagh, the hardest
hitting small man who ever represented this country. Brought many
International honours. Served from 1922 until 1927. Now in Australia.
Jack Chase (Garda), Middle Weight champion of Ireland for a record
number of years. Fought more International bouts than any boxer I know.
Served during 1922-23. Murphy (Boy), Garda. Another high-class Irish
champion of International repute. Served during 1922, '23 and '24. J.
J. Healy (Garda). The energetic Secretary of the I.A.B.A. fought some
worthy battles whilst in the Army. R. Clarke (Nobbie), ex-Irish champion,
and Tailteann finalist, now training the I.N.A.C., Cork, served from 1922
to 1930. R. Hearns (Garda), one of the most promising boxers of the
present day, served as a N.C.O. until 1928 and won many athletic disT. Morgan, Ireland's second string in Middle
tinctions whilst serving.
Weight, is now doing very well in professional ranks in U.S.A. P. Henley
(Garda), showing great promise for a good boxing future, served, 1922 to
1927.
Serving personnel.can also supply a goodly roll in the athletic tradition.
At present the Army is preparing to do its share in the big push towards
a general athletic revival in this country. N.C.O.'s who heretofore qualified
as Physical Training Instructors, simply because they obtained high marks
in Swedish drill and gymnastics, and possessed a knowledge of athletics,
no longer constitute the ideal. The present Physical Training Instructors
must, in addition to the above qualifications, pass a. very severe oral,
practical, and written examination in all branches of athletics, and must
classify in first, second, third or fourth class to receive an Instrutcor's
certificate. There is no object in making a man physically perfect if he is
to serve no purpose other than that of ornament. It is proposed to use those
men of muscle to bring honour on the country, the army, and themselves in
the routine discharge of their duties.
The very latest methods have been adopted from countries more
experienced in these matters than we are, and it is in those method. that
our Instructors are trained. Through the medium of those In tructora we
hope to convey to the various units in the Army, and to the Conven and
Schools, where a goodly number give instruction, the technique u.ed by
the most up-to-date athletic authorities. The extent of aueces ful achievement will not be realised for some time.
The Army, as will be seen, has done, and i doing, a goOd deal to help
in the athletic revival. The Army Athletic A sociatioo i, working h odin-hand with the mother associations. It intends to gain the proud
position the Army once held in boxing when a military
the country, and is ambitious enough to hope h t in .. ry
me th
majority of our international representativ will be drawn from th Army.
To achieve this the moral support of every individual is
tal. A long
pull, a strong pull and all together, and we secure the place which j is our
duty to occupy in this br8JlCh of 118 iQDlli endeavour.
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ARMY ATH LET IC ASSOCIATION.
We have been alked to publi&h the following Nomina l Roll of
Officer Member&
of the A Tm'll Athletic Auociat ion, 1931:-

DEPAR TMENT OF DEFEN CE.
MAlOR-GENERAL BRENNAN,
MAIOR-GENERAL SWEENEY,
COLONEL S. O'HIGGIN8,
CoLONEL E. O'CARROLL,
OoLONEL S, MOGORAN,
CoLONEL M. J. Co8TELLO,
COLONEL F. McCORLEY,
MAJOR G. P. HODNETT,
MAma T . DEVLIN,
CollDT. J. J. KING8TON,
COMDT. T. RYAN,
CoHnT. S. O'SULLIVAN,
CAPTAIN J. WHELAN,
OAPTAIN D. J. CoLLINS,
CAPTAIN J. E. NOLAN,
CAPTAIN P. CoWAN,
CAPTAIN S. CLANCY,
CAPTAIN J. P. STAn'oRD,
CAPTAIN A. LoBAN,
OAPTAIN P. J. WAL8H,
OAPTAIN D. J. MURPHY ,
CAPTAIN D. J. LAWLOR,
CAPTAIN P . KAVANAGH,
CAPTAIN D . lliRXIN8,
CAPTAIN P. SWAN,
CAPTAIN R . LEONARD ,
CAPTAIN JA8. DELANY,
CAPTAIN B . O'BYRNE ,
OAPTAIN L . OoLLIN8 ,
LIEUT. JOHN A. FARREN.
ISLAND BRIDG E.
MAJOR T. McGRATH,
CoHDT. D. STAPLETON.
CAPTAIN T . MEBNEGBAN,
CAPTAIN J . CUI.LBN,
CAPTAIN J . M. OuBBAN ,
OAPTAIN M. KELLy,
CAPTAIN H . J. OANNON,
CAPTAIN J . B . MoDONALD,
CAPTAIN J . O. DOYLB,
CAPTAIN J . M . MBmGAN,
OAPTAIN T. hAN_,
CAPTAIN R. SHAW.
OAPTAIN P . WJlBLAN ,
LIBUT. 8 . DAL!J
LIEUT. J . P . JULLY,
LIEUT. T . GIBLIN,
LIEUT. WK. DoYLE,
L1BuT. G. Mtl'JUUY,
LUUT. J . QuANE.

CURRAGH DISTRI CT.
MAIO. T. McNALLY,
CoMDT. R. J . FnLy,
OAPTAm M. CoM'lllBY ,
OAPTAm P . F . DnooD ,
CoXD'J'. M . NOONE,
LIEUT. J. J. HOOAN,

IRISH MILITA RY COLLE GE.
MAIOR-GENERAL MAcNEILL,
CoMDT. T. Fox,
CAPTAIN T. J. FEELY,
CAPTAIN JA8. O' FLYNN,
CAPTAIN J . FLYNN,
OAPTAIN M. TuoHY,
CAPTAIN S. TIMONEY ,
OAPTAIN M. MORIARTY,
LIEUT. J08. KEARN8,
RECRU IT TRAIN ING DEPOT .
CoMDT. L. WAL8H,
CAPTAIN P. TUITE,
CAPTAIN J08. TRIMBLE,
CAPTAIN C. CANNON,
LIEUT. P. J. LAWLOR,
OAPT. M. STACEY,
CAPT. J. J . TYNAN,
LIEUT. J. J. MOLONEY,
LIEUT. R. CoONEY,
LIEUT. JAS. POWER,
CAPTAIN L . BOOTH,
LIEUT. T. M. SHINE,
CAPTAIN J . F. HOBBINS ,
1sT BATTA LION.
CoHDT. E . DE BUITLEAR,
CAPTAIN R . FOLEY,
CAPTAIN D. HOUSTON,
LIEUT. S . COLLIN8 ,
LIEUT. O. MOGEEVER,
2ND-LIE UT. M. :KENNEDY,
LIEUT. P . POWER,
CAPT. J A8. MoC(>LE ,
CAPT. P. BYRNE.
3RD BATTA LION.
CoHnT. C. WHELAN ,
LIEUT. F. TUHMON,
CAPT. M. :KEARNEY,
LIEUT. J. J . MONAHARA,
LIEUT. W. J . SPAIN,
2ND-LIEUT. R . F . DALTON ,
LIEUT. D. ROOHE,
LmUT. C. P . BARRY,
2ND LIEUT. J . FiTZ8IHON8,
LIEUT. D . BEGLEY,
LIEUT. P . J . MURPHY ,
LIEUT. J . J . LBWI8,
CAPTAIN C. O'DOmatTY,
CAPTAIN M. HIGGINS ,
LIEUT. D. KIELY,
2ND-LIEUT. M. GLYNN.
DUBLI N DISTRI CT H.Q.
ColmT. P . OoLGAIN,
CoHnT. A. THOHP80N,
CAPTAIN T. O'HIGGIN8.
CAPTAIN T. F. O'DOHBBTY.
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2ND BATTALION.

ARTILLERY CORP8-{Oontinued).

ColU>T. P. PAUL.
CAPTAIN E. PRENDERGAST
CAPTAIN P. FARRELL
'
LIEUT. L. O'MEARA '
LIEUT. E. KENNDEiCAPTAIN P. J. DUN~ON,
LIEUT. P. LENNON,
LIEUT. JAS. H. SLATTERY
OAPTAIN P. KEOGH,
'
LIEUT. M. BISSETT,
CAPTAIN M. MURPHY,
LIEUT. M. O'DONOGHUE,
LIEUT. J. MURPHY,
LIEUT. M. H. LENIHAN.
CAPTAIN P. KEmSE.
5TH BATTALION.

CAPTAIN JA8. 1\UCLAUGHLIN
CAPTAIN D. J. CoDY,
'
OAPTAIN M. O' OARROLL
OAPTAIN O. TRODDEN, '
LIEUT. T. J. LA:MBERT,
LIEUT. D. J. FARRELL,
LIEUT. JAS. DOLAN,
LIEUT. O. F . BYRNE,
LIEUT. P. P. O' FARRELL,
LIEUT. W . DONNELLY,
2ND-LIEUT. P. CURRAN,
2ND-LIEUT. P. J. HALLY,
2ND-LIEUT. W. MAHO'O' ,
2ND-LIEUT. J . L . O' BRIEN,
2ND-LIBUT. A. DALTON.

COMDT. M. McHUGH.
CAPTAIN E. ROONEY,
CAPTAIN P. DONNELLAN,
LIEUT. H. MOORE,
LIEUT. D. PHELAN,
LIEUT. P. MODONALD,
CAPTAIN T. MARTYN,
LIEUT. J. MURPHY,
LIEUT. J08. O'ROURKE,
LIEUT. JA8. CAHILL,
LIEUT. 1\1. BELL.
LIEUT. D. O'SULLIVAN,
LIEUT. F. SLATER.

MAIOR M . A. O'CoNNOR,
OAPT. S . O'BEmNE,
ColU>T. J. J. CoMERFORD,
LIEUT. J . J. WALSH .
2ND-LIEUT. J . J . GALLAGHER,
2ND-LIEUT. N. P . HEALY,
CoMDT. J. GLEESON,
LIEUT. M. CoLUlIlI,
LIEUT. J. F. PRENDItRGA8T,
LIEUT. J. P . SHERRY,
LIEUT. J. G. KERNAN,
LIEUT. T. CoSTELLO,
CoMDT. J . F. KINNERN,
OAPTAIN J. O' DWYER,
OAPTAIN L. M . BRENNAN,
LIEUT. JAB. ConBY,
LIEUT. P. DowNES,
2ND-LIBUT. A. HORAN,
2ND-LIEUT. T . 1\UGUIRE-WAIN.
LIBUT. 1\1. :MOl\UNU'.

CORK DISTRICT H .Q.
CoLONEL S. MCCABE,
COMDT. T. F. CREAN.
4TH BATTALION.
CoMDT. JAB. lliNNON,
CAPTAIN JOS. BRANNIGAN,
CAPTAIN JAB. DEVINE,
CAPTAIN G. FOLEY,
LIEUT. J. HEALY.
LIEUT. S. O'FLYNN,
LIEUT. E. F. STAPLETON,
LIEUT. P . CoRRIGAN,
CAPTAIN S . O'MEARA,
LIEUT. S. LYNCH.
OAPTAIN JAB. P. HABPUR,
LIEUT. S . MORONEY,
LIEUT. A. GORHLBY,
LIEUT. H. GRUR.
ARMOURED CAR CORP
CoKDT. B . DUNNE.
CAPT. S . CoLLIN -POWELL,
LuUT. M . BRESLIN,
LuUT. T . 1\URRINAN,
LIBUT. P. O. BYRNJI.
ARTILLERY CORP
1\WOR P. MULCABT,
OoKDT. P. MAHER,
OAPTAIN R. OALUIUN,

ARMY CORPS ENGINEERS.

ARMY

Am

CORPS.

CoKDT. G. J . OAnoLL,
OAPTAIN
. LBNNOlf,
CAPTAIN A. FITZPATBICX,
LIB T. f . J . O' BRIBN,
OAPTAIN W . P . DBLElOU,
OAPTAIN W. I . llA.'fNON,
OAPTAIN A. X . LAWLOR ,
LmUT. P . QuINN,
LmUT. P . llillltTT,
LmvT.
. HEEIllN,
LmuT. A. G. RUllltLL,
LmUT. D . V. HOM AN.
2ND-LuUT. P . O'OUHAI ,
2ND-LlBUT. . 0 ' fAD OlfT.
2Im-LmUT. J . P. TWODl ,
2lro-LIBUT. T. Ka
LLT,
2lm-LuUT. W .
n.

AR

EDIOAL OORP
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ARMY MEDIO AL OORP S-(Oont d.)
CoHDT. M. J . O'CONNOR,
CoHDT. C. M. STUART,
CAPTAIN M. P. BUCKLEY,
CAPTAIN P. FAHY,
CAPTAIN M. A. MOINERNEY,
LIEUT. O. R. DALY,
LIEUT. F . J. POWER,
LIEUT. JA8 . FARRELLY,
CAPTAIN D. L. KELLY,
CAPTAIN E. F. KING ,
CAPTAIN I. N. RYAN,
CoMDT. P. DELANEY,
MAlOR D. DoYLE,
COHDT. M. H. O'CoNNOR,
CAPTAIN S. BOLAND,
CAPTAIN B. WHELAN ,
CAPTAIN P . FITZPATRICK,
LIEUT. W. HARRINGTON.
MILITA RY POLICE CORPS .
COHDT. B. SWEENEY,
CAPTAIN O. DILLoN,
CAPTAIN P. J. McKENNA,
LIEUT. J . DUANE,
CAPTAIN TH08 . DUl'PY.
EQUITA TION SCHOOL.
COHHANDANT G. O'DWYER,
LIEUT. F. A. AHERNE,
2ND-LIEUT. D. G. LEONARD.
ARMY TRANS PORT CORPS .
COHDT. C. SAUBIN,
CAPTAIN J08. DAVI8,
CAPTAIN J . P. TuxB,
CAPTAIN J. MANAGHAN,
CAPTAIN T. P. GALLAGHER,
CoHDT. S. BUGGLE
CAPTAIN T. CASSIDY,
CAPTAIN M. FLElUNG,
CAPTAIN B. J. KEARNEY,
LIEUT. T. R . MABSH,
LUUT. T. KELLy.
CAPT. T. lliLPIN, CuRRAGH,
LUUT. P . J. KELLy, CuBRAGH,
LUUT. P . YOUNG, CuBRAGH ,
LupT. J. DEVOy, CuRllAGH.

HORSE TRANS PORT AND
REMOU NTS.
OAPTAIN J. P. MURPHY.

•

ARMY SIGNA L CORPS .
Co.DT. J. SKlTH,
LIEUT. J. P. O' SULLIVAN,
CAPTAIN L. CRYAN,
CAPTAIN S. NELIGAN,
LIEUT. F. MURRAY ,
2ND-LIEUT. P. M. O' DONNELL.
CAPTAIN :J. SHITH.
ARMY SCHOOL OF MUSIC .
CAPTAIN L. MCCARTHY.
McKEE BARRA CKS.
Co.DT. I. O'NEILL,
CAPTAIN E. O'REILLY,
CAPTAIN M. O'FOOARTA,
CAPTAIN W. THOKl'BON,
LIEUT. M. LEDWITH,
LIEUT. G. O'DOHERTY,
LuUT. J. SlIlITH
LIEUT. F. J. O'DRI800LL.
CAPTAIN S. fuYE8.
VOLUN TEER RESER VE.
COHDT. J. O' DONOGHUE,
LIEUT. McGILLIGAN,
CAPTAIN P . J. O'CONNELL.
A.D.C. TO PRESD ENT.
MAlOR J. O'REILLY.
COLLIN S BARRA CKS.
CAPTAIN J . P. O'ROURKE.
A.D.C., GOVER NOR-G ENERA L.
CAPTAIN O'SULLIVAN,
CAPTAIN P. WALL.
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DRILL.
By

T

CAPTAIN

D. A.

KELLY.

HERE COMES A TIME in the course of every process of development when it is wise to pause and to examine the whole matter
in the light of first principles. In doing so we should, of course,
be guided I:,y the experiences recorded in history; but merely
to accept and continue, without test and thought, the military
customs of past generations is to risk allowing development to fall in
arrear of the requirements of the present day. The time seems opportune,
therefore, for a review in the case of drill in order to determine whether
our present system meets the needs of modern conditions.
That drill is of vast importance will be questioned by few students of
war. History, and especially military history, shows nothing more clearly
than that the necessity for it has always existed. The discipline which
enabled the Roman Legion to withstand the ponderous shock of the Macedoni an Phalanx, although owing much to the ideal of patriotism, depended
for its solidarity on a system of rigid drill which gave to it a mobility
and a precision of manoeuvre unique in the ancient world. Under modern
conditions drill, so far from diminishing, has increased in importance, and
to-day it forms the bedrock of the soldier's training.
Drill covers a wide field. That it consists only in the evolutions
of bodies of troops on the parade-ground is probably the popular conception.
But it is much more than this.
The action of a soldier in loading his
rifle, in remedying a stoppage in his machine gun, in adopting a suitable
position for firing, in adjusting his equipment-all this is drill. In short,
almost every action performed by the soldier during his training is a drill
movement.
Definitions are seldom satisfactory. However, if one had to define
drill it would be as the preparation of todies of troops, by the practise
and repetition of evolutions and exercises, for the duties which they may
be called upon to perform in war. Drill is the method, the art, of discipline:
it instils obedience, quickness, alertness and cohesion. Practice ensures
the harmonious action of each individual in the work to be performed by
the whole, while repetition will eventually make the performance of "that
act a reflex action. It is the principal medium through which is produced
in the soldier the habit of self-control; of subordinating his will to that
?f his commander, and of performing automatically in the tre of battle
the precise action with which he has been made familiar. By its means
the unit, large or small, is rendered susceptible to the stimulus of it
commander's will and amenable to his control.
Drill is a form of military education. In the past generation it was
customary to regard it a8 repressive, as tbe antithesis of education. To-day,
however, tbe empirical principle of its educative properties prevails against
the old notion. In the stress of battle soldiers have been observed to act
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as if they had gone completely insane. Faced with imminent danger, and
in the midst of disturbing influences, self-control and devotion to duty do
not, as a rule, come from individual reasoning; in such conditions the
reasoning faculties are dead, or at least numbed, and the soldier is the
slave of the unconscious. "Instinct" then replaces " reason," and a
method of teaching must therefore be employed which will ensure that the
soldier instinctively acts correctly when his reasoning faculties are submerged. The method is drill . Drill, then, is educative in object and should
therefore be so designed and arranged as to inculcate and develop those
instincts which are conducive to soldierly efficiency and to bring about,
through disuse, atrophe of such others, inborn or bred, as mi~itate against
the effective execution of the duties of combat.
Does our present system of infantry drill satisfy these requirements?
We find that although infantry tactics have changed radically since the
days of Napoleon the drill of our infantry to-day is substantially the same
as that in the Europe of the eighteenth century. The drill of the eighteenth century was, however, fundamentally sound and suited to the
conditions of the period; for the drill formations and movements of the
parade-grOlilld were then, as indeed they always had been, the tactical forIn the Prussian army of
mations and movements of the battlefield.
Frederick the Great, for instance, the entire army marched in column (ot
companies) at right-angles to the direction of attack and then formed simultaneously into line for combat with a precision and exactitude of which
no other army was capable at that time and which perhaps has never since
been excelled. AS': this movement is a feature of our close order drill of
to-day, it is unnecessary to mention that the greatest precision was essential
in order to avoid gaps or overcrowding after the companies had formed
into line. But the development of firearms, and especially the advent of
the breech-loader, first used in the Austro-Prussian Campaign of 1866,
dictated the drastic modification of these formations--for combat
at least.
The South African War was the age of extremes of
dispersion, of "individualism, " and the British frequently deployed
with an interval of as much as ten to twenty paces between the
men of the front line.
A comparison of this system with that of the
Frederickian army gives some idea of the wide field over which, since the
days of Gustavus Adolphus, had ranged the hot dispute between the
advooates of cohesive rigidity on the one hand and those of dispersion on
the other. The Russo-Japanese war, however, had the effect of bringing
military Europe back to the sY!ltem of close formations for the final stages
of combat. The linear form which characterised these formations prevailed
right down to the closing stages of the war of 1914-18, and oonsisted in
Buccessive waves or lines of infantry, capable only of attack direct to the
front. The principal function of the rear lines 'was to •• feed " the front
lines, with the idea of gaining superiority of fire preparatory to launching
the final assault with the bayonet. "Building ·up the firing line," this
process was called; in reality what was being liuilt up was human
atop-butte.
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Before attemp ting to describe briefly the new infantr y drill, I
should
perhaps explain that recruit s of all arms-b oth Regula r and Reserv
e-are
first grounded in Close Order Foot Drill. This drill covers the
various
positions of the soldier, as well as dressing, turning s, marchi ng and
saluting
-in short, it covers such portion s of drill, arms drill and physica
l drill
excepted, as are commo n to all arms of the service. The new infantr
y drill
therefo re begins with section drill.
The section is formed in Single File, with the section leader in
front,
and number s from front to rear.
Double File is formed by the even
numbe rs acting as did the even numbe rs in forming fours from
file in the
old drill, and the only close order movem ents are those "necessa
ry to form
Double File from Single FI1e and vice versa. There are three
open order
formations, Combat Column , Arrowhead, and Skirmi8 h Line, and
these are
formed by the section comma nder simply naming the formati
on required
and then comma nding •. deploy. "
On the comma nd or signal •• close,"
the section forms Single Fl1e-it s normal formation.
The platoon forms as shown in Plate 1. This is its normal formati
on
and is termed Cl08e SquaTe; in this, as in all other formati
ons, except
Column of Route, section s may be in Single File or Double File
as desired.
It will be observed that when sections are in Double File the
platoon is in
fours; while to form Column of Route comma nders simply take
post in
that formation. When on the move Open Square (Plate 2) is formed
by each
section wheeling outwar ds and, when the require d interva l has been
reached,
wheeling again to the front, the leading sections doubling forward
until
the required distanc e is gained. Wheth er the movem ent be execute
d from
CloBe Square or Column of Route no change is necessary either
in the
word of comma nd or in the detail.
When the movem ent is execute d from the halt to the halt the section
s
turn outwar ds and, having marche d to the required interva
l, the rear
sections halt and turn to the front, while the leading section s turn
to the
front, move forward the required distanc e, and halt. This movem
ent is
normal ly used only to teach the formation.
The only other prescrib ed formations are Line of Section , (Plate
3) and
Column of Section8 (Plate 4). These are equally easy of adoptio
n and the
method is fully treated in the draft" manua l; to avoid weariso
me length
the detail is omitted here, but it is hoped that the plates will
lIerve as a
guide to this. Placing marker s, inspect ion (for which the platoon
tUrDS
to the left flank) , roll call, and changing direction present no difficulty,
and
althoug h the difference in organisation betwee n the rifle platoon
and the
machin e·gun platoon necessi tated some additio nal detail the movem
ents of
each are the same in princip al and almost identica l in detail.
Plate 5 shows the normal formation of the company. All the
movements execute d by the platoon may also be carried "out by the
compan y;
the formations, words of comma nd, and detail are exactly the
same as in
the case of the platoon (exeept, of eourse, that" company is used
instead
'J
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of .. platoon" and .. platoon" instead of .. section "), and the only
additional company drill movements are those necessary to advance in
Column of Route from Close Square and to form Close Square from Column
of Route.
The normal formation of the battalion is shown in Plate 6. Line of
Companie8 is another battalion formation, and the only drill movements
are those used in moving from these formations to Column of Route and
vice versa. The student who has mastered platoon drill has, therefore, at
the same time, learnd practically all there is to know about both company
and battaJion drill.
All movements from Close Square or Column of Route may be executed
either as a close order or as an open order drill. In the close order drill,
which js drill .. at attention," commands only are employed, and the drill
retains all the precision which we h~ve learned to associate with the
rhythmic movements of the parade ground. Open order, or battle, drill is
executed " at ease "; signals or commands may be employed, and subunits move to their new positions in the most expeditious manner. Dispersion in the close order movements is limited to an increase of six paces
interval and distance from the Cl08e Square formation, while jn the open
order movements the dispersions are those which the tactical situation
demands.
Such, in outline, is the proposed new infantry drill. A number of ,
minor points, such as the formation of sections under strength, movements '
suitable to a unit reduced to three sub-units, and the drill of battalion
headquarters company, all of which are covered in the new draft manual,
have not been touched on here. It win be observed that ~he fundamental
idea of direction is emphasised from the beg~ing; close order and open
order movements are effectively combined, and the drill of the paradeground bears the closest resemb~ance to that of modern infan~ry combat;
rapid dispersion, without confusion and without losing cohesion, is
simplified; the battalion on the march can, without disorganising the
smallest sub-unit, split to each side of the road to avoid the attentions of
that most potent enemy of marching troops-hostile aircraft; the formation
of fours disappears completely from the section (as indeed was necessary
since the section consists of only six men and a leader); sufficient movements remain to ensure flexibility; the whoJe system has been modernised
and simplified, and, finally , the amount of detail to be learned has been
reduced by about 60 per cent. from that contained in the old manual.
Any survey of drill would be incomplete without some mention of
ceremonial. While it may be argued that ceremonial has no direct practical
value and that it may convey the impression that the army is as much
an instrument of pageantry as of policy, it has nevertheless a great, though
perhaps indirect, moral value and, for this reason, should be retained in
some form. But our present system of ceremonial suffers from the samedefects as does our close order drill: the formations are obsolete and the
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system is cOlpplicated. It is suggesteq that ~he new drill already outlined
lends itself admirably to a simplUied ceremonial which will contain none
of the defects of the old system while embodying th~ more important
principles of the new.
Let us consider tIre review of a battalion. A suitable forming up
formation would be Olose Square, and the battalion would be reviewed
while in that formation. Having moved in Oolumn of Route to a position
for marching past it would again form, and then march past, in Olose
Square. Oolumn of Route would then be formed and the battalion, having
returned to its original position, would again form in Olose Square and, in
th.at formation, advance in review order.
Line of Oompanies might also be used instead of Close Square, or one
might be employed in conjunction with the other. Any of these arrangements would require neither a new movement nor a new formation, while
the two movements of the old system which required so much training and
which presented such a bad appearance when executed by partially trained
troops-marching past in Oolumn of Oompanies and wheeling i~ Olose
Column-would be relegated to the region of .. old, unhappy, far-off things ;
and battles long ago." At the same time it is suggested that purely from
the point of view of pageantry, and of an impressive, spectacular display,
this system would be superior to the old; a suggestion of concentrated
fighting power and of martial strength would be conveyed, and altogether
the scene would be more suggestive of the battlefield than of the stage .

..
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DER SCHWARZWALD.
A PARADI SE FOR WANDE RERS.

·
W

By

CAPT.

RORY

MACFIREBOX.

ALKING HAS BECOME fashionable, so perhaps it will not be amiss
to say something about one of the .. wandering-places .. of that
race of great walkers, our late allies.
The Black Forest derives its name from the extensive tracts of evergreen 'pine and fir that go to form it. The general colour of the trees is
dark green, hence the name Schwarzwald (Black Forest). It lies partly
in the State of Baden and partly in ,W iirtemberg, in south-western Germany.
Roughly speaking, \the town of Pforzheim stands at its northern end, and
over 100 miles to the south the last wooded stretches reach to the line
of the Rhine between Basel and Schaffhausen. Pforzheim is called the
Gate to the Black Forest, and lies at the junction of the Enz, Nagold imd
Wiirm rivers. The forest area varies in width from 14 miles in the n orth to
38 miles in the south. It is not altogether continuous-there are sections of
high rolling country quite clear of trees, and, occasionally, miles of broken
woodlands remind one of the country between Blessington and the Curragh
-but for all practical purposes the forest may be said to run unbroken.
The soil is composed principally of clay and gravel, and everywhere the
ground is dry underfoot in summer.
The greater portion of the forest area is composed of successive lines
of rolling hills, having a general east and west formation, and dotted with
a sea of softly-contoured peaks. Spurs reach out in every direction and
sunlit valleys dream between the ridges . The highest point is the Feldberg,
4,903 feet, 15 miles south-east of Freiburg City. It is a round hill, free
of forest, capped with an Aussichtsturm (viewing tower) and a Gasthof
(hotel). The ascent is easy, and, provided there is no fog, the views are
magnificent. One aims to arrive at the summit in time to see the sun
go down in blood-red fire beyond a myriad peaks. The Gasthof is the highest
in the Schwarzwald, and, undoubtedly, one will sleep there and get up
in time to watch the sun rising. Should a white fog obliterate the morning,
one may have better luck the following year.
In general, the hills and peaks are densely clothed with trees from
base to summit. The valleys show cultivated clearings. There are few
sharp outlines, and the impression of flowing softness is heightened by .
the sight of miles of feathery plumes, bathed in a blue-grey haze. The
valleys are deep, and streams wind along them, past red-roofed hamlets
that appear lost in the crowding trees. Often, from a distant height, only
the angular spire of the Catholic Church is visible; but one knows that the
pretty wooden houses cluster around the Kirche and that the speckless
burying-ground sleeps at the edge of the village.
Two railways and many fine motoring roads thread the Black Forest,
tut we will speak only of the Wanderwege (Wander-Paths). These have
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been made by countless thousands of tramping feet during the past seventy
years. Only here and there has a pick-axe and shovel been used to drive
them through almost inaccessible spots. They are signposted, as are the
main roads in Ireland, and the Schwarzwald Clubs of Baden and Wiitemberg supervise them . Walkers only can travel over them. Three main
tracks (Hohenwege), the Western, the Middle and the Eastern, start at
Pforzheim in the north and traverse the entire length of the forest area
to the south. The Western is 200 miles long and ends at Basel. It runs
through the outstanding portion of the Schwarzwald. The Middle Hohenweg
is 160 miles in length, and ends at Waldshiit, on the Rhine. It, also, is
good. The Eastern is 100 miles long, runs mostly over high table-land, and
terminates at Schaffhausen, where one can see the Rhine Falls. Numberless
subsidiary tracks intersect the Hohenwege. Villages and inns are plentiful
on or near all tracks, so that the length of a day's wolk may be varied
to suit the mood or the physical condition of the walker.

-

•

In addition to the ordinary direction-signs, a " through" track may
bear a distinctive symbol. For example, the Western Hohenweg is marked
throughout its course with a red rhomboid. This is seen on the signposts,
on trees and prominent boulders, and on the walls of houses. Having picked
up the red rhomboid on the wall of a house in the middle of
Pforzheim, a town of 80,000 inhabitants, one has but to follow it along
forest footpaths, past lakes that mirror sombre tiers of pines, over the tablelands, and down into romantic valleys, and, after an exhilarating ramble
. of ten or twelve days, one finds himself in the Swiss town of Basel. The
main tracks endeavour to cling to the summits of the watersheds, at heights
varying between 1,500 and 4,000 feet. They descend, only to cross valleys;
and, ra.t her than descend, they will often make long detours. To the feet
they are much easier than roads, and at the customary height of 2,000
or 3,000 feet the air is invigorating, dust-free and fre h with the tang of
the pines. When possible, the tracks follow open spaces, but ometimes for
miles one swings along under trees. It is then cool and strangely beautiful.
Rather than through the interlacery of the massed crowns of the fore t
canopy the light appears to percolate from the distant sid . Compared
with the blazing sun of the outer world there is a green twilight, and th
whispering echoes that accompany the walker along the aisle of lofty
trunks give him the feeling that he is treading the muted floor of a Vll8t
Cathedral. Cow-bells in a near-by valley might be hymnal chim . At
such moments it is easy to forget the world of reami : the rambl r may,
perhaps, find himself trying to gather from his urroundingf3 something
that will help him to catch an understanding limpse f th oul of be
race whose beloved sanctuarie he has enter d; but he is u u411y recillied
to earth by some such shout, from one of his comrade , n • .. Hi I bo I
Look at that squirrel I"
Walking should be done from the north to the outh, in ord that the
sun, which is often very hot, ma.y be received in the face and no on the
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back of the neck.
Thick socks and boots should be worn.
Shoes are
unsuitable, because, apart from the risk of a twisted ankle, they permit
dust and fine gravel to enter at the heel. Combined with the heat, dust
or gravel may produce an unexpected blister. Shorts are healthier and
far more comfortable than long trousers, and, as the Germans are accustomed to them, one need not be afraid of exciting even the mildest curiosity
in town or forest, though endowed with the skinniest of limbs. Four pairs
of socks should be carried, and for the first few days a change should be
made every five miles, unless the feet happen to be in training. In the
Gasthouses, socks and shirts will be washed and dried while you sleep.
Open-necked shirts are a necessity. The rucksack and its contents should
not weigh more than 15 pounds; the lighter the better. A rucksack is best
purchased in Germany.
The normal day's walk is from 18 to 25 miles, but, as already said,
inns are usually to be found at frequent intervals and one can secure accommodation for the night after a seven mile walk as easily as at the end of
thirty miles. A little German is useful, although not necessary if one
is apt at the language of signs. For example, on arriving very thirsty at
a forest inn, on a hot day, it is simple to make a pretence of raising an
imaginary vessel to the mouth. In an instant, a gleaming glass jug will
find itself under the immaculate pump, and the enchanting sight of the
foaming, corn-coloured beer will be a fitting prelude to the crystal coldness
in which your lips will lie entranced a moment later. At the same time,
it should be remembered that it is not advisable to drink iced beer when
the stomach is empty and the body is very hot. Either t"ake Wein·undwasser (Wine and water) or wait until you cool down. Of course, you can
take milk, as did two famous Irishmen who visited the Schwarzwald a
couple of years back, lost their way every day, and astonished "all the
Gashaus-keepers in the country by demanding milk instead of beer or wine.
With a tapping of foreheads, the inhabitants of the Black Forest still speak
of that pair of oddities. Drink the local beer or wines, and eat the local
dishes. They are healthy and cheap.
Beginners should not depart from the main tracks unless they can
use maps and a compass, and have one amongst them who has a nose
for country. On bye-tracks the signposting is bad or absent, the tracks
themselves are often so faint as to be discern able only to the trained eye,
and one rarely will meet any people. Some years ago a. party of five
Irishmen left the village of Nordrach at 8.30 a.m. One of their number,
whom we shall know as McFadden, was regarded a~ the leader, because
he could speak some German and had bought a map. Subsequently the
scale of the map proved to be 1/200,000, and every tree was not shown
on it. McFadden's woodcraft came to him in Fairview Park. But it was
early morning, the rucksacks were feathers on their backs, the sun was
yet cool and the air like Rhine wine. McGinty tried to knock Brian Boru's
March out of a mouth-organ and McCluskey sang" The Peeler and the
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Goat " as they jogged adown the road to Zell. For some days they had
been performing criss-cross manoeuvres, under McFadden's baton, with the
result that they found themselves compelled to use roads, occasionally.
They reached the town of Zell about 10 a.m., and each bought a .. StockNagel." This is a piece of tin, about the size of a florin, stamped with an
image of something peculiar to the place of purchase, such as a waterfall,
a Grouse, a church tower.
They cost about twopence each.
You are
supposed to buy one at every town or village and nail it on your Black
Forest walking-stick, if you have such. They furnish proof that you have
passed through the places. The younger German walkers can be seen with
sticks that look like advertisements for the tin trade. The leader of the
Irish contingent had a stick, a great oaken wattle with a beautiful grip
for the hand and an iron spike at the end. It had cost 2m. 50pf. in Oppenau,
and, every day, at least six additional Stock-Nagels were tacked on it.
To-day as they left the road at Zell and stepped in single file along the
fussweg (footpath) that climbed from the town to the broad back of Brandenkopf, McFadden led the way, the map in one hand and the stick in
the other. He swung the stick and it glittered in the sun like the sceptre
of a king. Beside it, Sergeant-Major Beehive's baton would have been
nowhere. The map and the stick constituted McFadden's badges of office.
Brandenkopf is a flat-topped eminence, large in area and 3,078 feet
high. It is clothed with forest. Unlike a number of the high points of
the Schwwarzwald, it carries no steel tower from which, over the tops of the
trees, one can obtain a view of the adjacent country.
They cheerfully
followed McFadden into the depths. Suddenly he discovered that there
He
was no path; that he had been walking on nothing, so to speak.
ordered his squad to retire ill( open order and to keep an eye out for the
Fussweg. Within 200 yards McCluskey found it. 'Twas the wrong one ;
but neither he nor the others suspected that.
They had covered about another mile, still buried in the forest, when
McGoogan said,
.. We must be going wrong, or we'd be out."
" Not at all," called back McFadden, .. I have it here on the map."
Content to leave themselves in the hands of one who was willing to
shoulder all the trouble, and having full confidence in his ability to find
their way, they plugged along, singing and whistling.
After a while,
McGrogan, who was last, got a thirst for a smoke. The notice" Rauchen
verboten " (Smoking is forbidden) appears here and there through the
forest, and all walkers honour it. So McGrogan shouted,
" Any sign of a clearing ahead?"
.. We'll be out in 81 minute," yelled back McFadden .
They went on. McGinty began to long for a moke. H e added hi
complaining voice to McGrogan'S, and signs of a mutiny appeared in the
offing. The faint track dissolved into nothingnes on the needle-strewn
floor of the forest. The leader stopped and they bunched . An argument
started. McFadden displayed the map and affirmed,
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" Here is where we should he I"
" Ay I but where are we?" asked McGoogan, crustily, glancing up
the tall, clean trunk of a pine.
" I wish I were a monkey," said McGinty, reading the thought in
McGoogan's mind, " and I'd know where Zell is." They tried to line
up McFadden's map by guess-work; but they were not even roughly aware
of the points of the compass, as the sun had become clouded, and they
had no known point to work from.
"What way was the wind blowing this morning?" demanded
McCluskey of everybody.
" Over my right shoulder," replied McGrogan.
" That was from the north-west," said McCluskey. "We'll get it
in the same position and walk until we hit something."
They could not find the wind. Light airs floated this way and that.
When they had gone twenty yards, with the wind set accurately over
their right shoulders, itl gamboled round and kissed their faces.
They
became so confused, in the end, that McGinty said to McFadden,
" Any chance the spike of your cane 'ud show us the North l>ole?"
" Go to hell I" snapped McFadden.
" Well, I'm going this way I" said McGoogan, starting off at that gait
of his that was so like a Blue Terrier's. In silent high dudgeon, McGrogan
turned after him. McFadden moved away in an almost opposite direction
and McCluskey followed him. McGinty stood still, and winked to himself.
When they were well out of sight he gave vent to a passable imitation of
the German yodel.
He did so in order to mislead his companions into
returning, that he might make peace on top of their second thoughts; but
to his utter astonishment an answering yodel floated to him from the
depths of the forest. Then, he yelled for his life, in good Irish, fashion,
suddenly fearful that his comrades might not return. They did.
" Now I" said he to them, " you all listen hard, when I stop." He
yodelled long and loud. They cocked their ears.
" Be--I" said McGrogan. "Do you hear that? Hawh?"
Far and faint, the answer had come. By dint of yodelling, shouting,
and li tening, they made contact, eventually, with a party of the forest
workmen who fell grown trees and plant young ones. McFadden jabbered
to the workmen and received directions from them. He vouchsafed no
information to hi angry flock, but set off at a smart pace through the
tre , and, not knowing Oerman, they had no choice but to follow. In
a short time they truck one of the cart-roads used for the removal of
timber, and here they sat down and took their smokes.
For miles they followed the descending cart-track.
Hunger began
to gnaw at them. Breakfast in the Schwarzwald consists of coffee and
rolls, and they had wallowed the morsel at 7.30 a.m. It was now 1.30 p.m.
The un had dismi ed the clouds that had masked him when they had
most need of 1\ sight of his face, and the heat was intense. In the Schwarz-
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wald, seasoned walkers rest between the hours of 12 noon and 2 p.m.
The programme is arranged in a manner that will enable them to strike
a. Gasthaus or a village round about noon . A light mea! is then taken,
followed hy a rest in the shade. Having lost their way, McFadden and
his party had, perforce, to keep going because of the hunger. They rested
by the roadside and stripped off their shirts, to dry them in the sun . There
was no water to. be found, and all that could be produced, in the shape
of eatables, from the five rucksacks was an orange. McGoogan had that,
and he ate all of it, himself.
" It'll teach ye!" he said.
They felt scorched and parched. McGrogan 's calves were a turkeyred, and the five straight hairs on McFadden's chest had curled from the
heat.
No houses could be seen, anywhere.
They moved on, again,
grumbling. McGoogan blamed McFadden and his map for everything,
and McFadden told 'McGoogan to go to hell and find his own way, in future.
At long last, a small Wirtschaft (pub) appeared in a clump of lindens.
The owner turned out to be an ex-member of the Black Dragoons. He
had fought in the war. When he discovered that they were from Ireland,
he could not do enough for them. But he had nothing to eat except
bread and Speck, with plenty of cool beer. McFadden and McGoogan
turned up their eyes in horror at sight of the Speck, and they made a
meal of bread and beer.
The others had each two helpings of Speck:
they were ashamed to ask for more. Speck is two inches of coarse, fat,
half raw bacon, with a leathery rind along the top and a millimetre of
lean shadowing the bottom. After the repast, they smoked penny cigars,
and rested for an hour. under the lindens. The ex-Black Dragoon showed
them his photograph, in gorgeous uniform, and later, down the road, they
met a little stone slat, erected in memory of two brothers, " Dead in
France for the Fatherland."
At 7.30 p.m. McFadden and his squad arrived at Gutach. During
the day they must have walked and straggled close on thirty mile. They
were footsore and in bad tempers, and very hungry again . They met
a. Gasthaus and turned towards it, instinctively. Two pretty Fraulein I
seeing the dusty cavalcade approaching, clapped their hands joyfully and
disappeared within the door.
" Be hell I" said McGrogan, "I'm not going in thcre. "
They stopped and looked at him in astoni!lhment.
" Some people," he grated, .. want nothing but girl and b r I"
.. How bad they are, now" said McGinty, mildl , .. and
los
in the wild erne ,all day I" A he spoke, two fair had , wi h the lov liest china-blue eyes im aginable, appeared hyly at an up i
window. In the chwarzwald , ever 'one love the for t w dr , and,
probably, the young ladies were merely admiring the r ng rB . lcGrog
won the day and the tranger pas 'ed on. ..,IcGinty turn d and hr w a
ki s to the two Fraulein , causing them t<> di appear in h dlo . g confusion.
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Gutach is not a village. It is a mile-long string of scattered houses,
on a river bank. For purposes of irrigation the waters of the stream are
led in channels hither and thither, over the meadows that form the floor
of the valley. No other Gasthaus could be found. The ordinary houses
thinned out, and then ceased. Everybody, except McGrogan, wanted to
return to the Gasthaus at which the Frauleins had caused such a flutter.
The party sat down, and argued back and forth. No use: McGrogan was
adamant.
" I'll watch over your virtue, old hay-sop 1" said McGinty to him:
but this made matterSt worse. It was getting dusk. A passing workman,
in reply to a question, informed them that a Gasthaus stood farther along
the road. With joints stiffened by the long halt, they set off again. The
rucksacks weighed them down. To their weary bones it was a long time
before the haven of rest came in sight. It did at last, and, to their glad
eyes, it was a fairy palace, flashing with electric light in the gathering
darkness . An outer stairway led to a balcony, beyond which, in a brilliant
room, people could be seen at table. They had earned a rest, and it
looked cosy, indeed.
" We're into our wheelbarrow, whatever," said McCluskey.
McFadden had planted his right foot on the first step, and the spike
of his stick on the second step of the stairway when there c·arne a shocking
exclamation and two sniffs from McGrogan.
" Be - - " said he . . . Sniff 1 . . . Sniff 1 . . . " I'm not going to
sleep over cow-dung!"
.• What the devil is picking you to-night, anyway?" asked McFadden,
irritably.
" Look 1" said McGrogan, and his accusing forefinger rammed itself
towards a doorway on the ground floor of the Gasthaus. ., That 1" and
he sniffed a sniff that was eloquent of pain and sorrow.
They all looked. Inside the door an electric bulb showed a woman
milking a cow and, teyond, half a dozen cows stalled in a row. This is
frequently seen in the farmers ' houses-the cattle live underneath and
the people on the first floor-but rarely in a Gasthaus, except in the very
poorest.
" Ah, go to hell," rasped Mc"Googan. "I often slept over a sow
and a litter of bannivs I" and he marched upstairs. McFadden, McCluskey
and McGinty followed.
" Maybe, " said the last-named, as he passed by McGrogan,
you'd
like a grain 0' snu1r 1"
McGrogan swallowed his reply and, after a minute's hesitation, followed
them, his outraged nostrils protesting.
Always stay at a Gasthaus, if it is available. Avoid the institutions
in whose titles appear the words " Hof" and Hotel." A Gasthaus is an
inn of a type unknown in this country. In it there are cleanliness and good
plain food, at absurdly low prices; but there are no luxurious armchairs,
II
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nor even dilapidated ones. A Gasthof is a cross between a Gasthaus and a
hotel: it is more pretentious than a Gasthaus, is dearer, and in essentials
is no better. A walker has no business staying at a hotel. In a Gasthaus
one mixes with the hearty locals: in a Gasthof or a hotel decorum is present,
as well as, very often, benighted trippers who travel in motor cars,
charabancs and trains, and whose native language may happen to be English
or a cross between English and Nigger. Whatever brand of English it happens to be, the sound of it brings down your house of cards: a prosaic inner
destroyer of dreams that reminds you that the humdrum routine you had
clean forgotten is waiting for you behind in Dublin, and, surreptitiously, you
cover your knees with the napkin, suddenly confused at realising that,
for the past week you have been masquerading as a schoolboy, and you
a man of forty. Therefore, avoid hotels and hoIs and put off that evil day
when your legs as well as your mind must don their conventional draperies
for the return to the neighbours. Be a real member of the Wandervogel
(Wandering Birds) while you can.
The people of the Schwarzwald are poor, hardworking, kindly and
sensitive. They are mostly Catholics, and, in the exercises of their religion,
given to long-winded sermons and tedious ceremonial. Sunday morning
Mass in the villages is extremely diffuse and tiring to those who love
the stark simplicity of Short Twelve at the Pro-Cathedral. Everybody is
courteous to strangers, particularly so to Irish visitors, and a broken request
to be directed to an evasive forest track may result in a German accompanying you for a mile to put you right, his only trouble being a very
visible regret that you are unable to understand all he has to say to you.
There is an entire absence of that obsequious attention which the mind
associates with the person who expects to receive a tip for any little
service. The innkeeper or the shopkeeper will not overcharge a stranger
no matter how abysmal is his ignorance of the language. Bed and breakfast can be had at a good Gasthaus for 3s. 6d.: the mid-day meal for
2s. and for 3/;. one can have a satisfying meal of soup, meat, vegetables
and beer, at the end of the day's walk.
Amid the loveliness of the Schwarzwald there are one or two snag ,
and, although the intending visitor is here warned that they will annoy
him at times, their mention should not deter him from exploring that
wonderful corner of the German Reich.
To mention one, there is the
square, bulbous article that sits precariously on every bed in the Black
Forest. It is not a quilt: nor is it an eider-down. It is not a blanket,
and it is not voluminous enough to be called a tick. When you get into
bed, it slips to the ground. You retrieve it, and off it goes again. Becoming
interested, you find that it is lightly filled with feathers, that it is dresaed
in a violent red, and that it is no more than long enough to reach from
your shoulders to your knees. At 4,000 feet the nights are 0001, even in
summer, and the bedclothes consist of a sheet, a. blanket, and a. SDOWwhite coverlet of the texture of a pocket-handkerchief. The red balloon
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is, then a necessi ty. You place it over as large an area of your
body as
possible, and pat it. Then you lie down stealthi ly, so as not
to disturb
it. You will, after the exertio ns of the day, readily fall asleep;
but, about
two in the mornin g, the cold will awaken you, and of course
the red
thing will be on the floor. Therea fter, it will keep you busy.
The momen t
you doze it will leap off. Many times you will slam it back,
only to miss
its cosy warmth ten minute s later.
In the end, half awake and half
dement ed, you will think that you are in the delirium tremen
s and that
a red hag is bouncin g on and off the bed. In the very end, you
will spring
up in a rage, and rush with the thing t<> the window to flingand, then,
your eyes will soften before a beauty never dreame d of, sunrise
on the
feather ed peaks of the Schwar zwald I
You will be compel led to say" Thank you I" to the red nightm
are,
and your fingers will release their violent grip on its vitals.
But it will
be hardly your wish to greet the rising sun every day: therefo
re, secure
four iron safety pins, and by their aid you will be able to
put an end
to the midnig ht pranks of a thing that is a very demon until
brough t
under control . The other little surpris es of the Schwar zwald
had better
be met by your virgina l innocen ce when you put a rucksac
k on your back
and wander through the forest aisles next year.
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BATTALION STANDARDS.
By
O'NEILL'S

VICTORY

CAPTAIN

OVER

J.

E.

NOLAN.

SEGRAVE, BATTLE OF CLONTIBRET,
A.D. 1595.

This is the second of the series of articles outlining the incidents which
it is proposed to depict on our new Battalion Standards.
The incident chosen for this article is "O'Neill's Victory over Segrave,
Battle of CIontibret, A.D. 1595."

o CAREER

in the history of Ireland is more interesting or important
than that of Hugh O'Neill, Earl of Tyrone. He stands out in clear
relief the ablest man by far in the annals of his time. Endowed with
rare mental qualities, he was a consummate diplomat, and no mean
leader of men. He was raised to lofty station by Queen Elizabeth. At the
same time, he was the first man who endeavoured to organise a national
effort to drive the English out of this country.
He was born about A.D. 1547, spent the earlier part of his life in England,
and became a great favourite at the English Court. It was, one may suppose,
fondly hoped that he would at some time help to "civilise" the wild Irish
of his native Ulster.
He served with the English Army in Ireland and commanded a troop
of horse in the Munster wars against Desmond, He sat in the Dublin
Parliament of 1585, and in 1587 obtained the Queen's letters patent for the
Earldom of Tyrone, but not without certain restrictions on his power
in return. He had to agree to the erection of forts for the British troops
along the Blackwater, in the heart of his own country and not far from
his castle in Dungannon.
In 1588, when the Spanish Armada was practically destroyed, many
The
of the ships were driven on the North and West coast of Ireland.
majority of the crews were drowned; the survivors were for the most part
treated kindly by the native chiefs and the people. O'! eill was in this way
brought into direct contact with representatives of the pow r on hich th
Irish were beginning to rely for deliverance from the English yok ; it i
said that this meeting ex rcised con iderable influenc in hi d cic;ion to r bel.
In the South, Munster was again etbing, r ady to b t out on th first
hope of outside succour. Th n d for a lead r, wh m th poop! could ace p
as their head and as a representative of the Catholic cau.w wi h th influ
necessary to unite the inter t of the orth and South,
w m r u ·nt.
w
To all outward sign O'N ill was till loyal to th Crown, but
hich
steadily making preparations for th coming truggle. The . corp
he was allowed to keep in Tyrone in th Queen' pay, he took care frequently
to change; so the Tyrone men were trained in the art of war, and soon th
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male population of that county was transformed into a disciplined army.
He built a new house at Dungannon and was allowed to transport large
quantities of lead, ostensibly to roof in the battlements; this lead he used
for the manufacture of bullets.
For generations there had been jealousy and strife between the chiefs
of Tyrone and Tirconnell, but when Aodh Ruadh O'Donnell succeeded in
making his escape from Dublin Castle in 1591, O'Neill, realising that the first
step towards a united Ireland was a united Ulster, sent a message asking
him to come at once. O'Donnell came, and it is said that at that time the
plans for the coming campaign were drawn up and agreed upon.
In 1594 the two leaders believing that Ireland could not, without outside
help, expel the English, addressed a letter to the King of Spain asking for
assistance. Although most encouraging replies were received, with promise
of help, nothing was done at the time. (The first party of Spanish troops did
not land in Ireland until September, 1601).
In 1593 O'Neill reluctantly took part in a campaign against Hugh
Maguire, Chief of Fermanagh. In 1594 English troops were again stationed
at Enniskillen, which was at once attacked by Maguire and Aodh Ruadh
O'Donnell. A strong force of English troops was sent to the assistance of the
Enniskillen garrison, but Cormac O'Neill-Hugh's brother-with Maguire
defeated them at the" Ford of the Biscuits,"-so called because of the great
quantity of foodstuffs captured by the Irish troops in this engagement.
The garrison of Enniskillen surrendered on hearing of this defeat.
The English authorities suspected that O'Neill had been a party to his
brother's action in helping Maguire, but nothing could be proved. He in
fact went to Dublin and succeeded in convincing the Council that he was still
loyal.
Shortly after his return home O'Neill, seeing that there was no hope
of the promised assistance from Spain, and that large forces of English
troops were on their way to Ireland, decided that further delay would be
disastrous. He immediately instructed his brother, Art, to capture Portmore
on the Blackwater. This was done, and soon Tyrone was free of English
troops.
County Cavan was next attacked and wasted, and in May, 1595, O'Neill
in conjunction with Red Hugh O'Donnell, Maguire, and McMahon, took the
field and attacked Monaghan, then occupied by the English. Sir Henry
Bagnal immediately set out to relieve it. O'Neill allowed him to do so,
thinking it wiser to avoid battle, and attack him on the return journey.
He succeeded in inflicting severe losses on Bagnal's forces before it arrived
back at Newry.
About one month later Sir John Norris arrived with 3,000 men, and,
O'Neill still
accompanied by Deputy Russell, marched to Armagh.
continued to avoid battle, and steadily retreated as Norris pressed forward.
At this time he burned down his own castle in Dungannon, evidently with
he object of creating the impression amongst Ius enemies that he was
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becoming panicky, and thus inspiring them with rash confidence. But
Deputy Russell would not go further than Armagh. He put that town
in a state of defence, left a garrison there, and returned to Newry via
Monaghan. He shortly afterwards went to Dublin leaving Sir John Norris
in complete command of the troops in Ulster.
The town of Monaghan was again attacked by Irish troops, and Norris
with his whole force marched to relieve it.
O'Neill now resolved to meet the General in the open field, and chose
his ground at Clontibret, about five miles from Monaghan, where a stream
runs northwards through a small valley. On the left bank of this stream
the Irish army was drawn up awaiting the coming of Norris's troops.
When Norris arrived he saw that if Monaghan was to be relieved,
O'Neill would have to be driven back, and thought he had sufficient force
to achieve this purpose. Twice the English infantry tried to get across the
river, and twice they were beaten back. Sir John Norris and his brother,
Sir Thomas, were wounded in these attacks.
The Irish counted victory as won when a chosen body of English
horse, led by Segrave, an officer of gigantic bone and height, spurred
fiercely across the river, and charged the cavalry of Tyrone, commanded by
O'Neill in person. Segrave singled out O'Neill, and the two leaders laid lance
to rest for deadly combat, while the troops on both sides lowered their
The warriors
weapons, and held their breaths, awaiting the shock.
met, and the lance of each was splintered on the other's corslet. Segrave
again dashed his horse against O'Neill, flung his giant frame upon his
enemy, and endeavoured to unhorse him by the mere weight of his
gauntletted hand. O'Neill grasped him in his arms, and the combatants
rolled to the ground. There was a moment's deadly wrestle, and a death
groan; the shortened sword of O'Neill was buried in his opponent's groin
beneath his mail.
Then from the Irish ranks arose a wild shout of triumph. The still
thundercloud burst in a tempest as the cavalry of Tyrone, with their
battle cry .. Lamb dearg Abu," and their long lances poised above their heads,
swept down on their astonished foes. The banner of St. George wavered,
and went down before that furious charge. The English turned tail, and fled
headlong over the stream, leaving the field covered with their dead, and, worse
than all, their colours in the hands of the Irish.
Works consulted :-History 0/ Ireland, Eleanor Hull; History of
Ireland, Dalton; The Life and Times of Hflgh 0 ' NeiU, John Mitchell ; A
Short History of the Irish People, Mary Hayden and G. A. Moonan.
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TH E PRO VIS ION OF M.T.
VEH ICL ES AN D M.T. PER SON NEL
ON MO BIL ISA TIO N.
By

COMMD T.

J.

LILLIS.

N THE outbrea k of hostilities, an Army has to expand sudden ly
from
a compar atively small size to a large force- that is, to bring it
from
a peace to a war strengt h. During peace time, arrange ments are made
to have this expans ion take place smooth ly and quickly.
In the case of personnel, for example, we have in additio n
to the
Regula r Forces, a Reserve of Officers, O.T.C., "A" and "B"
Classes
Reserve, and Volunt eer Reserve. These number s would be supplem
ented
considerably by recruits who join up in a nationa l emergency.
In this article it is intende d to deal briefly with the possible method
s of
providing the additio nal Mechanical Transp ort vehicles and M.T.
personnel
required.
At the present time we have only sufficient vehicles to carry out
the
ordinar y work of the peace-time Army, and this is only a small fraction
of what
is required to set up the Supply and Transp ort Units provide
d in War
Establi shment s.
The types of vehicles required on mobilisation are:(a) Touring cars-fo r staff purposes,
(b) Load-c arrying vehicle s-vans, light and heavy lorries,
(c) Troop- carryin g vehicle s-omni buses,
(d) Ambulances,
(e) Motor-cycles and side-cars.
(f) Special vehicles, e.g., workshop lorries, store lorries, disinfec
tant
lorries, etc.
The method s by which the additio nal vehicles could be obtaine d
are as
follows :1. By storage in peace.
2. By a Subsidy Scheme.
3. By impressment.

O

1. Storage in Peace.
The disadvantages of this method are so great as to rule it out
as a
feasible proposition.
Firstly, there is the large capital outlay in purchasing new vehicles
.
Secondly, the vehicles, while lying up in store, would gradual ly become
out of date, and, also, as manufa cturers would have ceased to make
spare
parts for these particu lar types, stocks of spares would also have
to be
purchased and stored away.
Thirdly, a large staff would be required constan tly to keep
these
vehicles in good condition and preven t deterioration.
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Fourthly, considerable space would be needed, and additional expense
entailed in the maintenance of buildings .
If money were no object (and in our case it is a very big object) it could
be possible to have a gradual tum-over of the vehicles in store, using up the
older ones, and replacing by later types. By this method, sufficient
vehicles would be readily available, on mobilisation, to equip the various
units.
2. Subsidy Scheme:
In a Subsidy Scheme-the second method referred to abovemanufacturers of vehicles which conform to certain specifications as to
suitability for Almy use, would receive a Government subsidy.
Also, owners of those types of vehicles would receive a yearly subsidy,
subject to the following conditions :1. That the vehicle be of a certain specification.
2. That it be kept in good condition during the subsidy period, so as
to be available for immediate use.
3. That it be submitted for inspection, at certain periods, to Army
Mechanical Transport Staff
3. That it be handed over, when required by the Army, at a certain
price agreed to beforehand-the price varying to allow for
depreciation.
There are certain advantages in this scheme:(a) There is no difficulty or delay in collecting the vehicles, and no staff
is required for collection, as under a Subsidy Scheme the owner of
the vehicle must deliver it to a specified place.
(b) The vehicle is in good condition when handed up.
(0) Mobilisation schemes are simplified, as in peace-time sub idised
vehicles can be definitely allocated to a unit and arrangements mad
to have it forwarded direct to that unit on mobilisation.
(d) Only standard types of vehicles would be subsidised, and the question
of arranging for supplies of spare parts, and for maintenance
generally, is much easier.
The big disadvantage in this method, as in the first one, is th great cost
involved. If we adopted the scale in force in Great Britain, that i , £40 per
year per vehicle, the cost of subsidising, say, 1,000 vehicles, would be £40,000,
and we certainly could not afford to pay £40,000 per annum as an insuranc
premium that 1,000 vehicles might be available for purchas', when required
in an emergency.
3. Impressment:
The last method by which vehicles may be proeUl1 d j by Impr m nt.
Under the Defence Forces (Temporary Provisions) Acts, 1923-1932,
the State is empowered, in an emergency, to impress v hides, and in the case
of motor vehicles, to require them to be delivered at a place (within a hundred
miles), and time specified.
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Owing to the great increase in motor transport in this country, an ample
supply of vehicles is available, and the Impressment Scheme appears to be
the most suitable.
Its advantages are : 1. The scheme does not cost anything unless and until a state of
emergency exists, and mobilisation is ordered.
2. Up-to-date types of vehicles are obtained, in good running order.
3. Stocks of spare parts are available from Manufacturers' agents,
and from garages.
One of the main difficultues in this method is the delay entailed in
procuring the vehicles. Within forty-eight hours of the mobilisation order,
it is expected that all reservists will have reported to their units ready for
service. In that time, therefore, the additional transport is necessary, and
it would certainly be difficult to have sufficient vehicles collected together
in such a short space.
That delay is greatly minimised if, during peace-time, records are collected,
and kept up-to-date, of the various classes of vehicles available throughout
the country. The O.c. of a Supply and Transport Unit in a Military District
could obtain information, with the co-operation of Local Government Officials,
regarding all the vehicles in the District suitable for military use, and keep
records of the type and make of vehicle, year of manufacture, name and
address of owner, etc. Having this information, it is possible to draft a
mobilisation scheme, providing for the needs of a Mechanical Transport
Company.
In an Impressment Scheme it is impossible to avoid having many
different types of vehicles allocated to one unit, thus greatly increasing the
work of maintenance. This difficulty may be overcome, to some extent, by
allotting, as far as possible in Mobilisation Schemes, vehicles of the same
make to the one Mechanical Transport Unit.
To bring the Impressment Scheme into operation, it is necessary to have
It is probable that complete
Vehicle Collecting Centres established.
Mechanical Transport Units will be allotted, on mobilisation, to each
Military District. A vehicle Collecting Centre, therefore, could be established
in each District, and to this Centre would be brought all the vehicles impressed
in the District.
The procedure for impressment, when a proclamation ordering the
Reserve to be called out on permanent service is in force, would be as follows:
The Supply and Transport Officer of the District, who is previously
aware of the number of vehicles required in his atea, obtains" requisitions of
emergency" signed by the proper authority. He hands these out to his
Mechanical Transport Officers. The latter proceed throughout the area, and
produce the requisitions to a District Justice or a Peace Commissioner, who
issues warrants for the provision of the required vehicles, to be delivered at
the time and place specified thereon.
These warrants are handed to the Garda SiocMna to execute. The M.T.
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Offi~er accompanies the Garda, and carries out a detailed inspection of the
vehIcle. The Officer assesses its value, taking into consideration its condition
and its market value at the time. If the owner does not agree with the price
~xed, he has the right to appeal to the Circuit Court Judge of the area, who
IS empowered to assess the price.
The vehicles so impressed are despatched to the Vehicle Collecting Centre,
where adjustments or alterations are made, as required. They are afterwards
handed over to the Mechanical Transport Companies for service.
Having considered methods by which vehicles may be obtained, it might
be well to discuss the question of procuring the necessary personnel to
man them.
In Class" A" Reserve, of the Supply and Transport Service, we shall
have a certain number of M.T. personnel, who will be immediately available
in a national emergency. It is not expected, however, that this number will
be at all sufficient to deal with the war strength services, and it will have to
be supplemented by some other means.
One would say that the obvious thing to do in that case is to recruit
suitable men as drivers, fitters, etc., when the necessity arises. This
recruiting process, including interviewing, selecting, grading, and posting
men, is a naturally slow one. As was stated in a previous paragraph, a large
amount of transport will be required in the early stages of mobilisation, and
even if arrangements are made to have vehicles procured quickly, they .will
be of little use if we have not the drivers ready to take them over.
It should be possible to initiate a scheme by which men suitable for
M.T. duties could be got to enrol, sigrlifying their willingness to join the
Supply and Transport Service when a general mobilisation is ordered.
We would certainly get an ample number to join up in an emergency,
and it should be possible to induce a large proportion of these to enrol
beforehand. As they are already technical men, no annual training would
be required.
It is understood that a scheme of this nature is in operation in Canada,
and is working successfully.
Having the names, addresses, and other particulars of these" volunteers,"
they could be posted to a "Supply and Transport " unit-one, if possible,
attached to the District in which they reside. Calling-up notices, travelling
warrants, etc., could be prepared for them, just as in the case of the various
classes of reservists.
The schemes recommended for procuring the vehicles and personnel are
feasible, and serious consideration should be given to taking the pI' liminary
steps necessary to put them in force.
While admitting that the Supply and Transport Service is handicapped,
as compared, say, to the Artillery or Armoured Car Corps, in that so much
work and attention has to be paid in peace time, to routine maintenance
work, the main object should not be lost sigh t of, that the duty of an Army
in peace time is to prepare for War.
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NATIONAL STA'fISTICS AND THE
ARMY.
By CAPTAIN P. J.

KELLY.

N THE LAST ISSUE we discussed the Census of Population and studied
how the figures published therein could assist us in deciding ways and
means of recruiting the requisite force to assist our Regular and
Reserve troops in the event of national emergency. We must now
consider how, with the men at our disposal, we can maintain a steady and
efficient supply of equipment and materials, from the country's resources.
We will take first the article common to all arms of the Service and subsequently the needs of each type of unit, i.e., Infantry, Armoured Cars,
Signals, etc. From our school days we have recollections (sad and hazy
no doubt) that in certain towns and cities specified articles ar'3 manufactured
but the Census of Production published by the Department of Industry
and Commerce gives us a much clearer insight into the nature and extent
of those workshops and factories and of their output. It might be argued
that by a study of contracts for supplies placed in peace-time we would be
able to glean sufficient information as to where requirements could be purchased at short notice, but then we cannot lose sight of the fact that the
cheapest contractor is not always the one whose factory is capable of rapid
either can we
expansion to cope with a suddenly increased demand.
forget that a quantity of our supplies come from cross-Channel firms, and
our trouble in case of emergency would be to know where there is machinery
in our own country which could be adapted to produce such requirements.
Following the old saying that " An Army Marches on its stomach,"
let us see how our food supplies would stand. Obviously, our main industry
being agriculture, we are in a very strong position here. In our last issue
we saw that a large percentage of our population is engaged in food production.
We export annually large quantities of foodstuffs and the tariffs on
certain requirements have resulted in the expansion of native factories and
the establishment here of foreign-controlled ones. During the European
War vast con ignments of edibles left our shores to feed other armies And
yet there was hardly noticeable any curtailment of necessities at home.
Thus we can re t assured that having mobilised a large force for national
defence we can be in the happy position of having at hand adequate supplies
of the nece aries for feeding it.
We will next con ider the clothing question. In Report No. 12 on the
Censu of Production, 1929, which deals with the Clothing Trade, we find
the following information. The returns dealing with Men's and Boys'
readymade suits, overcoats and caps are as received from 39 establishments manufacturing tho e articles of apparel. "The majority of these
establi hments were working continuously during the year, only seven
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worked less than 275 days, but a number of the firms had workers on
time at various periods owing to slackness of trade. The hours per
normally worked by wage-earners were :-13 firms, 47/48 hours; 19
44/46i hours; 7 firms less than 44 hours. Seven establishments
started since 1926, whilst two closed down since that year."

short
week
firms
were

GROSS OUTPUT.
The following table shows the quantity and net selling value of the
products manufactured in 1929 for sale by the 39 wholesale factories:Kind of Goods Manufactured.
Men's and Boys' Overcoats of rubber and other
proofings, garments
Other descriptions (i.e., of Woollen Cloths, &c.)
Men's and Boy's: complete
Caps for outdoor wear-dozens
Overalls, Dungarees, &c. (value only)

Quantity.

58,816
65,835
219,502
66,018

£14,994

In the Wholesale Shirtmaking, etc., Factories, there are S3 firms
engaged in the Saorstat. Practically all these concerns were working continuously during the year-only six working less than 290 days (though a
few others worked short time occasionally) in the year, owing to lackne s
of trade. Four Shirtmaking factories were opebed since 1926, whilst one
The hours normally worked per week by w ge-earners
closed in 1929.
were :-in 19 factories, 44/46 hours; in 10 factories les thn 44 hoUl'S, and
in 4 factories more than 46 hours.
The following table shows the quantity and net elling value of the
products made in 1929, for sale by the SS establi hments:Kind of Goods
Manufactured.
Shirts:
Tennis
Tunic
Coarse
Collars :
Soft
Dressed
Dungaree Overalls

Quantity.
Dozen_

16,810
46,031
94,525

Net selling
value.
.£
2 ,745
117,692
176,2

103,806

29,219

-37,088
2,457

11,64
5.923

In the Boot and Shoe industry the Report ( o. 2) for 1929' conlin

to the nine comparatively large factorie which wer op ratin in th
SaorsMt during 1929. With the exception of two cone rn , all th factori
for which figures are included, were operating throughout the hole year,
though some of them were working hort time for a period. Th normal
hours of work per week were 48.
7
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Boots and Shoes wholly or
mainly of leather.
Hea.vy: Men's and Boys'
Women 's and Girls'
Light: Men's and Boys'
Women 's and Girls'

Septe mber.
Quantity.
Dozen pairs.
16,980
8,438
7,117
10,910

Return s were received by the Depart ment of Industr y and Comme
rce
from 35 concerns engaged in the hosiery busines s and they indicat
e that 26
were the usual type of business concerns, 4 of which employ ed
outworkers
only, whilst 9 returns were in respect of Institut ions (Convents,
&c.) at
which Hosiery Goods were made for sale. The following table
shows the
quantit y of articles produc ed by those 35 establis hments during
1929: -

Kind of Goods Manufactured.
Stockin gs and Hose:
Of wool, or of which the chief value is
wool.
Dozen pairs
Of cotton, and other textile materia ls
(mostly of cotton).
Dozen pairs
Underw ear:
Of wool.
Dozen
Of cotton.
Dozen
Fancy Hosiery (Cardigans, etc.):
Of wool.
Dozen
Of other materia ls (mostly of cotton). Dozen
Gloves (not leather ) ~
Woollen.
Dozen pairs
Other textile materia ls.
Dozen pairs

Quantity.

200,800

8,314
4,828
2,644
18,298
1,168
14,812
347

From those 4 tables we can readily see that the factories engage
d in
the articles of apparel most import ant to us can easily cope
with any
increased output that the mobilisation of a. large force would demand
from
them. The trained workers and machin ery are available and probabl
y only
slight modifications would be necessa ry to adapt the factories for
the production of Army clothing. The items of the latter now on issue
are of a
standar d type made to specification and manufa cturers could be
supplied
with standar d sample from stock thus ensurin g uniform ity of
production.
In the boot and shoe factories the heavy type of produc t seems
to predomina te so that there would probably be very )ittle difficulty in
any of the
factories in producing the type of footwear usually issued to troops.
We
can then assume that, provided the raw materia l is available our
troops can
be clothed from head to foot in uniforms manufa ctured in home
factories.
Therefore we must now see whethe r the raw materia ls are availab
le at home.
(To be continued.)
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13 WESTMORELAND STREET,
DUBLIN, 13th June, 1931.

To
THE LIQUIDATOR OF
CUMANN COSANTA NAISIUNTA,
PARKGATE, DUBLIN.
DEAR SIR,
We beg to report that we have audited the accounts of Cumann Cosanta
Naisiunta from the date of the last audit, 8th August, 1930, up to the
We enclose
present, as presented for audit by Commandant O'Sullivan.
the following accounts :Revenue Account for the period from 9th August, 1930, to the 12th
June, 1931;
Capital Account for the same period;
Balance Sheet made up to the 12th June, 1931, showing the financial
position at that date.
A statement showing the Members' Subscriptions up to the 12th
June, 1931, and how the assets will be distributed.
REVENUE ACCOUNT.
The Income for the period from 9th August, 1930, to 12th June, 1931,
was £177 lOs. 4d. The expenditure for the same period was £188 7s. 4<1.
The result is an excess of Expenditure over Income of £10 17s. Od.
CAPITAL ACCOUNT.
The Capital at 9th August, 1930, was £916 17s. 3d. We have charged
against this account items amounting to £119 45. Sd., the particulars of which
are set out, and we have also charged against it the excess of Expenditure
over Income on the Revenue Account of £10 17s. Od., making the total
charges against Capital £130 Is. Sd. The balance to credit on Capital
Account on 12th June, 1931, was £786 15s. 7.
BALANCE SHEET AT 12TH JUNE, 1931.
At that date there were no Liabilities outstanding as far as the books
showed, and according to the information given to us. The A ts consisted
of:£714 13 1
Cash in Bank
630
Boyne Valley Subscriptions outstanding .. .
66 19 6
Members' Subscriptions outstanding, for 1929-30
Making the total figure of Capital

£786 16 7
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FINAL STATEMENT.
The total amount of subscriptions received from members for
£572 10 0
the year 1929-30 was
18 13 10
And the subscriptions received for 1930-31 amounted to
£591

Making a Total of

3 10

As the Capital figure is £786 15s. 7d., there will be a return to members

Qf the paid subscriptions for the year 1929-30, with a dividend thereon which
we have worked out at 3s. 6d. in the £. From the Capital sum of £786 15s. 7d.
has to be deducted the outstanding subscriptions for 1929-30 as shown in
the Balance Sheet
£66 19 6
and also the cost of winding up
28 8 6
95 8 0
Leaving for distribution to members
£691 7 7
Of this sum the members' subscriptions for 1930-31 are
returnable ar the nett amount received, viz.
18 13 10
Leaving
to be refunded to members who had paid for 1929-30 £572 10 0
100 3 9
plus 3s. 6d. in the £ on same

£672 13 9

£672 13 9
In arriving at the dividend the costs of winding up have been anticipated
to be £28 8s. 6d. Provision is made in the latter item for Bank Charges to the
31st December, 1931, The account with the bank should be closed by that
date, and if there are any unpresented cheques at 31st December, 1931,
the Liquidator ought to draw the amount from the Bank and have the account
closed. The likelihood of unpresented cheques at that date amounting to a
substantial sum is small.
If there should be such a balance he may then
consider whether it would not be well to hand it over to the Army Benevolent
Fund or some other object connected with the Army.
Arrangements have been made to send out cheques to all the members
for the amounts returnable to them.
We saw vouchers for all items of Income and Expenditure in the
accounts we examined.
We are,
.Dear Sir,
Yours faithfully.
D. O'CONNOR & CO.
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CUMANN COSANTA NAISIUNTA.
Capital Account from 9th August, 1930 to 12th June, 1931.
1931-12th June.

To
..
,
..
Jt

EXPENDITURE.

Printing, An tOgJach
...
Photo Engraving . •.
Contn1mtion ...
.. .
.. .
Commission on Advertisements
Discount on Advertisements
Paid

.•.

.. Bad Debts .. .
...
.. Postage on Journal
" Tramfares, Receipts and
Stamps

'"

•..

£ s. d.
94 6 8

£ s. d.

1 12 0
6 6 0
27 4 0

0 14 10

...

To Exceptional Expenditure:
Pamphlets and Lea1Iets

Printing

lNCOME.

£ L d.
By Memben' Subscriptions
.. Advertisinl("-'~L tOglach 14,0 17 II
.. Sales An tvgJaCll
•••
8 S 8
.. Deposit Interest
.. :
...
•.. .
II Exce!8 of Expenditure OYf% Income,
taken to Capital Account

1816
..• 4, 17 6
... 1115 7

To Printing and Stationery ... 21 1 S
.. Cheque Book and Bank Charge 01810
2 1 6
.. General Postage

1931-12th June.

£ L d.
181310
1411 1 2

911

4,

1017 0

16817 0
24 1 7
5 8 9

-

£188 7

£188 7 4

4,

Revenue Account for period from 9th August to 12th June, 1931
£

1931, 12th June,

To Unexpired proportion of Sub·
scriptions to An tOglach
paid in advanoed disregarded
in last account ...
9
u Member's
Subscription
written off
...
... 0
" Commission on Advertisements
unpaid at August, 1980
20
.. Bad Debts for Advertising
accrued to August, 1980 22
.. Travellina Expenses, Audit,

1980

...

...

of Design .. .

...

s.d.

£

Sod.

1980 9th August,
By

Baim. pe< last AA:cowIt

...

£ .. d.
911117 •

S 4

10 0
5 8

7 II

812

... II 6 0
.. Printing Annual Report and
Accounts, Andit, 1980 ... 2S 15 0
.. Presentation Sword and Coat

.. Qerical AssIstance...

...

.. Footage, Special General
Meeting, 21st November.

1980

...

'"

...

.. Advertisements .. Creditors

17 8 0
916 0
111 0

4,

.. Exceptional Expenditure: Poetap and
Expenses...
...
. ..
Ex",,"" of Expenditure over lneome.
per Revenue Account ...

117 1 8
280
1017 0
110 1 8

BalaDce to Credit. carried down

78815 7

£911117.

1931. U

JUDe. •........

B, BaJaace

bn!ufIIt don

till' 17 •
.., 178111 1

)

-

--'-------"".-------'--_.

-

-~.

CUMANN

~~-

COSANTA

NAISIUNTA.

\0
N

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 12th JUNE, 1931.
LIABILITIES.
s. d.
786 15 7
£

Capital, being excess of Assets over Liabilities

ICash in Bank

ASSETS.

£
s. d.
... 714 13 1
Boyne Valley Subscriptious outstanding ... 5 3 0
Members' Subscriptions outstanding, 1929-30 66 19 6

£786 15 7

£786 15 7

FINAL STATEMENT SHOWING MEMBERS' SUBSCRIPTIONS TO 12TH JUNE, 1931, AND HOW
DISTRIBUTED.
£ s. d.
£
Total amount of Members Subscriptions for 1929-30 572 10 0 Capital Account, 12th June, 1931
Total amount of Members' Subscriptions for 1930-31
18 13 10
Less Outstanding Subscriptions
- - - - 1 1929-30
66
£591 3 10
Cost of Winding Up
28

~

ASSETS WILL BE
s. d.

£ s. d.
786 15 7

19 6
8 6

('f
I

01
tit
~

95 8 0
Members' Subscriptions for 193031 returnable nett
18 13 10
Members' Subscriptions paid for
1929-30 returnable with 3/6 in
the £ on above
... 100 3... 9

::s

I

~I

~.

691 7 7

(f)
CD

691 7 7 I ~
We certify that the foregoing Accounts and Balance Sheet of Cumann Cosanta Naisiunta have been prepared from the
cr
books submitted to us, and that they are correct.
CD
"'1
D. O'CONNOR & CO.,
13 Wesbnoreland Street, Dublin, 13th June, 1931.
Chartered Accountant, Auditors.
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NOTES ON OTHER ARMIES AND
MATTERS OF MILITARY INTEREST
GREAT BRITAIN.
THE EDUCATION AND PROSPECTS OF OFFICERS.

For some time notable developments have been taking place in the
educational programme of aspirants for commissions in the British Army.
These developments are all the more notable because of the fact that th y
imply an appreciation of the problem of defence as being of uch a magnitude
and complexity under present-day conditions of warlare as to n
itate
prospective officers being educated on a much more compr hensive basi
than was formerly the case.
In conformity with such a conception of the requirem n of modm
warfare the students at the military colleges of Sandhurst and Woolwich n
undergo what is practically a university training. This does not mean that
professional education is entirely absent, but that a university type educati · n
is provided as a basis upon which to build, during the coIl ge period,
outlines of military knowledge. The purely technical and d tailed prof . nal
training is relegated to a later stage when the tud nt has actually obtained
his commission, and has received an appointment in his particular arm of
the service.
The postponement of the technical and d tailed training, which fonn rJy
,and j
represented the sole basic preparation of officers for th ir aw
replacement by the new course of study, illustrat th far-r
that has taken place.
Military requirements have not, how v r,
development. The needs of an officer on hi
operated as an influencing factor. It
for the great shortage of candidat for commi
in civil life for an officer when he termin t
giving officers the education ordinarily n-""""OU
enhance considerably their chan
of civil mploymcnt
the Army at a comparatively arly ag • and ·th
pcnsiorlS.
of a great number. It i this compulsory r tire
ag of a large number of office that i th m
as a car r. Th
r timn
limi fOT each rank. Th ent'oroemc~
n cessary so
to en ur that
practice th operation of
offi
betw en th ag of
Army at an earlier
in a much better posation to obtain civil f"mlnlln.'D:l1!n
case, but th
who are t tired
0
benefit owing to the limited 0
f
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Efforts must, therefore, be successfully made to reduce the number
of
officers who are retired in early middle age before the Army as a
life career
can attract in sufficient number s the type of men required.
Various
suggestions have been advanced for the solution of this difficul
t problem.
One solution suggests a reduction in the numbe r of commis
sioned
officers, and the employ ment of N.C.O.'s in some of the appoin tments
now
held by subalterns. Commissions could then be confined to those
with the
ability to reach the higher ranks, and thus reduce the numbe r of
those who
must, under existing conditions, be retired in the middle ranks.
While this plan would certain ly reduce the numbe r of eady retirem
ents
it has the serious disadvantages that it would also reduce the strengt
h of the
reserve of officers; interfere with the arrange ments for providi
ng officers
for the numerous positions set up during war; increase the difficul
ty of
employing the partly- trained officers of the Officers' Trainin g Corps,
who can,
under the existing system, be employed as platoon commanders, and,
finally,
under this plan units would find it difficult to produce sufficie
nt trained
N.C.O.'s to replace those allotted officers' duties.
Anothe r solution of the problem is the far-reaching one that the
Army
should adopt the Royal Air Force system of short-service commis
sions to
make good a reducti on in the numbe r of perman ent commissions.
In the
Royal Air Force, however, the success of this system of short-se
rvice
commissions is due to the fact that a technical training is obtaine
d which
holds out good prospects of employment in connection with civil
aviation
when the period of short service expires. The main attracti on
that could
be claimed for the operation of the system in the Army would be
that it
would offer a substit ute for a university education. As such it might
attract
those who cannot afford the ordinar y univers ity education, and
also those
who, at the end of their secondary school period, have not yet
decided the
nature of their future professions.
Whatev er may be the expedient actuall y adopted it is clear that
the
authorities desire to associate the Army with the universities, and to
encourage
officers to qualify for a career in civil life. A recent Army Order
permits
an officer to detach himself temporarily from the service, and to
attend a
university, provided an underta king is given to serve in the Army for
another
three years after a degree is obtained.
ARMY TRAINI NG:

TEST MOBILIS ATION OF WAR STRENG TH DIVISIO N.

Considerations of economy have considerably curtailed the
Army
exercises this year. While the programme of Army training
makes no
provision for tactical or strategical schemes on a large scale, such
as usually
form a feature of each year's work, some very interesting and
instructive
exercises were included.
One of these was the test mobilisation of a division at war strengt
h
designed with the object of testing organisation generally. This
took place
during August at Aldershot, the lst Division being brough t up to war
strengt h
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by drawing on the personnel and material of other units. This is the first
time since the Great War that a division at war strength has been mobilised
in Great Britain, and the opportunity has been availed of to obtain' valuable
information, particularly as regards the effects of changes since the Great
War, such as mechanisation.
The initial stage of the test consisted of a march by the ruvision under
peace conditions. This was availed of to test road space allowances. It
also indicated the value of the mechanised convoys of the Army Service
Corps in delivering supplies much more punctually than horse transport could
have done.
Formerly the supply trains acted as a brake on the progress of troops.
Now they can move many times faster than the fighting personnel. This
consideration opens up a big question as to whether mechanisation has
actually increased the mobility of an army as a whole. It is expected that
this scheme will have provided much information on this problem.
The next stage of the scheme involved a march of the division in two
columns under war conditions. On this march the front and flanks of the
division were protected by the 8th Hussars, with detachments from the 26th
(mechanised) Field Company of the Engineers engaged in erecting "road
blocks," to protect the columns from hostile armoured cars. It is of interest
to note that two mechanised units accompanied the advanced guard of the
columns. These were a cable-laying detachment of the Signal Corps, and a
party of Military Police. The former, using a motor lorry as a cable wagon,
was engaged in cable laying with the advanced guard, so as to have
communication by cable established at the destination between the Divisional
Commander and his Corps Commander. The party of Military Police were
carried on motor bicycles and small Austin cars.
The third stage consisted of the deployment of the division, and the
staging of an attack on defended localities. This part of the exercise was
designed mainly with the object of testing organisation and administration
ill the rear of the fighting troops. In these circumstances tactics were only
a secondary consideration. As it happened, the tactical part of the scheme
was not completed owing to very bad weather intervening, but this did not
p~event the test of the administrative services being continued and brought
to a conclusion.
It is to be assumed that many lessons were learned through this exercise,
and that, if financial considerations permit, many changes in the organisation
of the British Division will result.
One interes$g point was the great success of the small Austin car as
part of the equipment of the division. The cavalry r gim nt already has a
scout troop transported in twelve such cars. Th sc cars are also in use in
the Engineers, Signals and Artillery. They are mainly used for r connaissanc
and maintaining communications, and there i now a movement in favour
of their more extended use to replace both the horse and heavier means of
mechanical transport. They would seem suitable for the quick transport
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of troops with such missions as delaying an enemy's advance, foretilling
enemy cavalry or seizing a key position. As compared with cavalry they
are also more economical, can move faster, and occupy less road space.
They are capable of crossing rough ground, and can actually be lifted with
ease over ordinary obstacles, such as walls or hedges.
Among the most likely decisions which will be arrived at as a result of
this test mobilisation, are, that the infantry brigade signal sections and the
engineer field companies should be mechanised.

A

TANK CONCENTRATION.

Another of the more important exercises in the British Army Training
programme for this year is at present being staged on Salisbury Plain.
For this exercise three tank battalions have been concentrated to form a
"Tank Brigade," this concentration of tanks being probably the greatest
since the end of the Great War.
Much remains to be learned as to the best system of control and
manoeuvring of tanks at speed, and also as to the most suitable organisation
of the higher tank formations. This exercise is expected to impart the
necessary information on these points.
The first part of the training scheme was of an elementary nature, but
the opportunity which it gave of manoeuvring such a large formation of
Tanks was most valuable.
In one of the earlier practices it was noted that the deployment from
column of route could be effected in 20 minutes, even where the ground was
broken. In another practice there was apparent a sound tendency to execute
the attack by outflanking movements against the enemy artillery and rear
organisation, rather than by frontal assault, thus making full use of the
mobility characteristic of the Tanks. In this practice the light tanks were
given the role of drawing the fire of the enemy artillery while the medium
tanks swept down from a different direction. It was considered that the
enemy artillery, having already turned to meet the attack of the light tanks,
would have been unable to execute a second turn in sufficient time to stem
the onrush of the medium tanks.
In a more difficult situation in which the enemy artillery area was
protected by a screen of anti-tank guns, disposed in a five-mile semi-circle,
the light tanks were again used to draw the enemy fire while the main attack
in the form of an encircling movement was made by the medium tanks.
In these exercises the movements of the tank brigade were controlled
by wireless and flag; the position of the commander of each tank unit being
in the leading tank of his unit practically throughout each engagement in
accordance with the new system of control.
ECONOKIES IN DEFENCE EXPENDITURE.

The financial crisis in Great Britain, and the resulting efforts to reduce
expenditure, will have far-reaching effects in the military sphere. The
Report of the Committee on National Expenditure, issued at the end of
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July, recommended drastic "cuts" in military expenditure, amounting,
apart from reductions in pay and pensions, to £979,000. The new National
Government, however, in its Budget proposals, provide for a saving of
£5,000,000 in defence expenditure, together with reductions in pay and
pensions of defence personnel, of £3,614,000, making a total saving of
£8,614,000 in defence expenditure during next year, and the remaining
portion of the present year.
This reduction of expenditure, the full details of which have not yet
been published, must naturally seriously affect many military activities,
especially research and experimental work. Therefore, the progress of
mechanisation is calculated to be considerably retarded as well as technical
development generally.

FRANCE.
ARMY MANOEUVRES.

The French Army Manoeuvres are now in progress in the vicinity of
Rheims. They are under the direction of General Claude!, Inspector General
of the Colonial Forces, and are being carried out by three divisions. Special
tactical and strategical methods will be studied, and the delivery of an
attack by 50,000 men forms part of the programme.
An instructive and important feature of these manoeuvres will be the
experiment of each unit of a mechanised army utilising its maximum
mobility instead of being limited, as previously, to the speed of the slowest
units.
Another special item in the scheme is a demonstration of the facility
with which commercial aeroplanes can be converted to military needs.

GERMANY.
REICHSWEHR OFFICERS AT DUBLIN HORSE SHOW.

(Translated from "Militar Wochenblatt," dated 25.8.31).
The German officers failed to obtain a victory in Dublin, sharing the
same fate as the Swiss, Canadians, Belgians, and Swedes, who were so good
in Aix-Ia-Chapelle. The German team and their horses created a very
favourable impression in Dublin. Our representatives secured two prizes
with Winzige in the Stone-wall Jump, and with Hein in the jumping on the
second day. Only four competitions were decided. Of these, two fell to the
English, one to the Irish, and one to France, Of the English victories the
most complete was that of the International Jumping. England competing
against Sweden, Ireland, Belgium, Switzerland, France, Italy, Germany and
Canada. As is the case in all competitions of this nature, the course must be
covered twice. It has been demonstrated on this occasion that foreign horses
must first get to know the course in Dublin, and that one can only compete
in Dublin with horses which are specially suitable for the peculiar jumps of
this course.
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UNITED STATES.

WAR DEPARTMENT EXPENDITURE 1931-1932.
The Approp riation Bill for the War Depart ment of the ·United
States
for the year 1st July, 1931, to 30th June, 1932, shows a decreas
e, compar ed
with the previou s years, of one million pounds in militar y
expend iture,
counter balance d by ·an increase of one million pounds on "non-m
ilitary "
expend iture.
This non-mi litary expend iture is of a nature not usually
associated with militar y Budget s, as it consists princip ally of votes
for work
on river and harbou r develop ment by the Engine ering Corps.
The increase
under this head is attribu ted to a desire to assist in the alleviat
ion of
unempl oyment . The decrease in militar y expend iture is due
to the lower
cost of materia ls, and to a decrease in the Army Air Corps vote.
This is the
first time in nine years that there has been a decrease in the latter.
The total estimat e for the year amoun ts to £93,000,000.
MECHANISATION.
Althou gh the estimat es referred to above provide a sum of £50,000
for
the organis ation of a mechan ised force, no definite steps have been
taken to
organise a perman ent force of this nature. An experim ental mechan
ised force
has, however, existed at Fort Eustis (Virginia) since 1929.
This consists
of the 34th Regime nt of Infantr y, compos ed of two battalio ns,
each of two
rifle companies, and one machin e gun compan y. Except for
the rifle
companies, the entire regime nt has been motoris ed. For convoy
s or for
tactical work necessi tating the sending of the regimen t more than
a certain
tactical work necessi tating the sending of the regimen t more than
a certain
distanc e from its post a sufficient number of three-to n lorries
are retaine d
for transpo rt of the rifle companies.
The mechan ical equipm ent of the Regime nt is distribu ted as shown
in
the attache d table. It will be noted that the distribu tion of
the materia l
is not always the same in units of the same nature. For instanc e,
D. Compa ny
(Machine Gun ) has three " all terrain " touring cars, six 1t ton
lorries, and
two 11- ton larrie , while H . Compa ny (Machine Guns) has, in additio
n to the
three touring cars, eight It ton six-wheeled lorries. ' This differen
ce in
equipm ent is explain ed by the experim ental nature of the whole
formati on.
The absence of horse-d rawn transpo rt in the regimen t demons
trated
that, apart from the light lorries, hand-c arts were necessary.
These handcart are needed for the machin e gun • trench mortars , and commu
nication
mat rial. Th hand-c art with its load i placed on a lorry which
transpo rts
it as far as the natur of th t rrain or the tactical situatio n allows.
Therea fter
it is dra'''Il by hand to th requir d position.
Th mechanical r giro nt i avail d of for experim enting with
various
types of . hiel . Among th types bing te ted at present ,
or about to be
so t ted. are armour -plated lorri for transpOrt of infantr y; a vehicle
of the
combined caterpil lar and wheel type destine d for the cavalry , and
a carrier
lorry intende d for artiller y use, also of the combin ed caterpil lar
and wheel
type. According to prelimi nary tests these latter should attain 20 miles
per
hour on the caterpillars, and 30 miles per hour on wheels.
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AUSTRIA.

MANOEUVRES.

The Autumn manoeuvres of this year, like those in Germany, have been
cancelled. Further economies in the Army suggested by the Committee of
Economy refer to the decrease in the number of higher officers and reductions
in salaries and pay.

RUSSIA.
An appreciation of the progressive increase in expenditure on armaments
by Russia may be obtained from the following figures of the Russian Military
Budgets over an extended period:1922-23
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1929-30
1930-31

244 million gold roubles.
692
814
930
1,113
1,930

..
..

..

..

..

..
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CORRESPONDENCE.
To the Editor, AN

T-OOLACH.

SIR,

An interesting article entitled " Promotion," which was published in
the last issue of AN T-OOLACH, dealt generally with the subject of ~he promotion of subaltern officers to the rank of Captain.
The article was a statement of the case on behalf of junior officers in
a recently formed National force, and the writer takes as the basis of his
argument that because maximum service is not characteristic of any rank,
the present unsuitable regulation must be amended and suggests a cure in
the shape of automatic promotion.
In the course of the article it is contended that:-

(i.) There is " stagnation" in the subaltern grades due to insufficient
wastage in the higher ranks.
(ii.) Accelerated promotion benefits only the few and leaves the
remainder without hope or prospect.
(iii.) Stagnation must have a demoralising effect on the service.

(iv.) A contented Captain will be of more value than a discontented
subal.tern.
Though the point of view which the article expresses is understandable
in the circumstances under which our Army came into being, certain
other aspects present themselves to a casual reader who has knowledge of
conditions of service in other Armies.
In the light of history, the basis of the argument is unsound or the
age of Napoleon's Marshals would have marred the efficiency of his Armies
and led to inertia and slackness on the part of those )eft behind rather ~han
the enthusiasm and devotion which was displayed to the bitter end.
Napoleon's Army came into being rapidly, as did our own, and had there
been automatic promotion, there cannot but have been a superfluity of
Marshals and few private soldiers to handle a musket.

It is contended that there is " stagnation," but it must be remembered
that the soldier's time for honours, advancement and reward is war, and
that in times of peace the mercenary soldier has little to look forward to.
The word stagnation should not be used without some study of the systems
of promotion elsewhere. In the British service in 1914 many officers of
SUbaltern rank had from; 14-16 years' service and late in the Great War
m.any officers were commanding French Army Battalions in the rank of
Lleutenant-generally without even acting rank. It cannot be said that
any of these officers were disconted, 0 rfelt that neither peace nor war
had brought them speedy promotion; nor did the efficiency of the Armies
Buffer.
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Accelerated promotion is now common to most Armies and is definitely
to the advantage of efficiency; there must however always be in an Army
as in a civil undertaking, a number of those who do not rise beyond a certain
grade in a certain time but who are nevertheless essential parts of the
machine.
Again, why, unless it is suggested to him that there is degradation in
being a subaltern officer, should a Lieutenant be discontented as such and
a Captain with his additional badges· of rank be the reverse? From time
immemorial the two ranks have been widely separated and the higher rank
should be difficult of attainment.
As to the suggested cure, promotion in the French Army is and always
was extremely slow, and though the same remarks applied normally to the
British forces, the war saw 1lo daily gazette of immense proportions due to
the formation of the new Armies composed of civilians who placed a remarkable value on their grades of rank; in this the regular Army obviously
had to share or find themselves continually in subordinate positions rather
than in command.
The value in the general estimation of the senior ranks depreciated
seriously and to the disadvantage of the Army as a whole, and the after-war
problem of absorption was acute and prolonged.
The Indian Army had a system of automatic promotion and there were
at one time instances of two or more Lieut.-Colonels in one unit.
Without elaborating the subject further, I venture to suggest that the
cure for the grievance, if such grievance does exist with any real reason
behind it, lies not in automatic promotion and a consequent superfluity of
Captains, and an increase of the hardships of the few remaining subalterns
by reason of the additional daily compliments to be paid to the increased
number of higher ranks, but in automatic increments of pay at definite
periods of service in anyone rank. It is hoped that this letter may not
be regarded as being unduly critical, but it is of the highest importance in
the interests of the discipline and loyalty of an Army, particularly in a State
which has only recently won its independence, that no suggestion should be
made to it without all the necessary materiul to allow a considered opinion
to be arrived at in the light of experience gained elsewhere.

I am, Sir,
Yours faithfully,
.. SOUS-LIEUTENANT."
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REVIEWS .
COMMANDO.

A Boer Journal of the Boer War.
Faber and Faber, Ltd. Cheap Edition, 7/6 net.

By Deneys Reitz.

T

HE author of this book was seventeen when he jojned a Boer
Commando for the opening of the Boer War in 1899. The book
possesses no great value for the military student, except in so far
as it paints a picture of the fearful difficulties and suffering that
men can face and endure when they are moved by pride of race and love
of country. It is a narrative dealing with the experiences of a single
combatant. Only the" high spots" could be treated within the compass
of a single volume, and, then, cursorily; but the author has succeeded
in presenting to us, clearly, the tragic human side of the fight . He was
a very active member of the Boer Forces, and accurate descriptions of
his adventures are woven on a background in which we catch poignant
glimpses of the Boer women and children, at first at home on the farms,
and, later, fleeing with their hens and chickens on ox-drawn carts before
the ruthless columns of British troops whose business it was to burn the
homesteads and collect the women and children into dreaded Concentration
Camps.
The author is of opinion th~t Joubert and the other Boer leaders in
the opening stages of the war were not big enough for the task that fell
to them, and that younger, more determined and resourceful leaders would
have written different history. He states that, instead of making proper
use in the beginning of the splendid mobility of ~he Boer horsemen, siege
warfare was indulged in, to the utter stagnation and demoralisation of
men who were natural guerilla fighters . As against this, it is clear from
the book that the Boers possessed no military organisation; that, even
when in action against the British, they came and wen~ as they liked,
either between their Commandos and their homes, or between different
Commandos; that they could perform the most astounding feats of valour
and, five minutes afterwards, refuse to obey a leader's command, with
impunity; and that they firmly believed that God would give them victory
Over the British in a week or two. On the evidence of this book, it would
appear that a change of leaders at the opening of hostilities would have
been of no use unless accompanied by the imposition of a new mentality
and a different philosophy on the whole Boer nation.
The second half of the book deals with the author's attempts t.o reach
Cape Colony for the purpose of joining one of the Flying Columns. operat~g
there against the British and endeavouring to foment rebellion. His
adventurous journeyings-sometimes on foot, in dilapidated. rl\~-hide
sandals, his horse shot dead his saddle on his shoulders, a rl1ie m one
hand and a mess-tin in the o~her-make enthralling reading. This portion
o~ th~ book is done in greater detail than the first half. ~hen tryin~ to
vlsuabse the privations endured by himself and his astonishmg compamoDs
8
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in the Column led by General Smuts through the mountainous regions of
Cape Colony, from the Brd September, 1901, until the end of the war in
May, 1902, one wonders how, in the awful circumstances, any body of
men were able to retain their morale and render such a good account of
themselves.
The narrative runs smoothly and simply. There is no ornamentation,
and it is evident that the author has endeavoured to suppress himself as
much as possible.
A. W.K.

THE BATTLE OF DORA. By H. E. Graham.
William Clowes
& Sons, Ltd., London. Price, 5/- net.
Readers who desire an insight into the general organization of a
mechanized force, and a conception as to its value when used against an
enemy poorly equipped as regards armoured fighting vehicles, will find in
this publication a number of factors which might seriously influence them
in considering tactical situations that may develop in future campaigns.
The contents of the book are presented in a very laudable manner in as
much as the author strives for interest by setting a general situation and
working through a brief campaign to a successful conclusion. The book
is so written that it provides students of modern military operations with
a valuable study in one aspect of mechanized warfare.
Having dealt with the general situation and organization of the opposing
forces in a prologue, the author proceeds to the details re orders and duties
of the headquarters and tactical units of an armoured Brigade when employed
independently against an enemy force of much greater numerical strength,
and provided only with a limited number of Armoured Cars and Anti-Tank
Guns. The details given re the actions of the various Commanders and
Units of the Armoured Brigade are very interesting, and although the
Officer Commanding the Brigade is a trifle garrulous at times, a number
of very useful lessons may be learned from his methods of estimating
the enemy strength, dispositions and movements, and his decisions
The last chapters of the book
regarding the employment of his forces.
deal with principles and methods relating to the employment of mechanized
forces, and certainly gives a good indication of their potential value in
future warfare.
S. C. p.
TACTICAL SCHEMES WITH SOLUTIONS.
By Major S. W.
Kirby, O.B.E., M.C., R.E., p.s.c., and Captain J. B. Kennedy, M.C.,
B.A., p.8.0. William Olowes & Sons, Ltd., London. Prioe (complete
with map) 8/6.
That the value of map problems 89 a means of improving the tactical
training of officers has become more generally appreciated in Great
Britain within the last few years is quite evident. Candidates for promotion and for entrance to the Staff. College are required to pass 8 written
examination in tactics. The remarks of the examiners over 8 period of
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years indicate the developmant of tactical training in the army.
They
show an increasing attention to technique in the composition of orders
and a broadening view of tactical questions on the part of successive
batches of candidates. While the tactical training of these officers is
almost entirely confined to such as they received in their regiments the
scope of such training tended to be narrow, and much private study is
necessary, more especially' in the case of those who have had a comparatively limited experience as regimental officers.
It is to facilitate such private study that this book was written.
It is the second of its kind by the same ' authors, and together the
books contain a series of map problems with suggested solutions to each.
The problems deal with the employment of a brigade as part of a larger
force and while they deal principally with situations from the point of
view of brigade and battalion commanders, the tasks of the company,
machine gun company and battery are studied in so far as the 1 inch
to the mile map, on which the problems are set, permits. These problems
will be a great boon to the individual who is improving his tactical knowledge by private study, and they will be found equally valuable to those
faced with the task of setting problems for solution by others.
The British Field Service Pocket Book and Field Service Regulations
should be used in the study of each problem and each student should
carefully write out the solution to a problem before he attempts to read
the notes on the same given in the book.
.
M.e.
THE QISE OF 6 EN EQAL BONAPAQTE .
By Spencer Wilkinson,
Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford. The Clarendon Press, Oxford.
12s. &1.
The volume is the third of a triology by the distinguished Military
Historian. The first is, "The Defence of Piedmont 1742 to 1747; the
second treats of " The French Army Before Napoleon," and the text of
this third volume is taken from a statement by Napoleon that" War
is a profession and must be learned."
The book deals with a period in
Napoleon's career which has hitherto received little attention from historians
in so far as it is a record of his early years in the military profession
~d shows how as a junior officer in the Artillery he made himself familiar
With the principles of stra.tegy and tactics, and the manner in which
~e applied those principles when he obtained his first independent command
In the field. It is therefore considered that a resum~ should be of interest
to the readers of the journal.
Bonaparte joined the Artillery Regiment of La Fare at Valence, in
Nove~ber, 1785, from the Military School at Paris, and after three months
probation was admitted as an officer, a.t the age of sixteen years. He ~as
~nted leave in September 1786 and returned to Corsica after spending
eight years in France. At' this time he was a fervent admirer of Paoli,
the Corsican leader in exile and his ambition was to help the National
hero to throw off the French' yoke.
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He returned to his Regiment in June, 1788, and his next fifteen
months was devoted to professional and political education. Thirty-six
manuscript note-books written during this period are preserved and give
an indication of his wide course of reading which included most of the
French writers and a large number of translations from the classics.
But the revolution was already on its way, and in August, 1789,
Bonaparte took the new oath prescribed by the Constituent Assembly and
completely accepted the new revolutionary ideas.
In September, 1789, he was granted a second leave of absence, and
returned to Corsica. Within a month of landing he had become a leader
of the revolution and petitioned the Assembly that Corsica should be
incorporated with France and its rights restored. The Assembly agreed,
and Paoli and his companions were invited to return as French citizens.
Bonaparte joined in the welcome to the national leader, but was disappointed by the treatment he received from Paoli. However, his leave
expired, and he returned to his Regiment.
In February, 1791, he was promoted First Lieutenant, and transferred
to Valence. In August, 1791, the National Assembly authorised the formation of Volunteer Regiments, and numbers of Bonaparte's comrades
ohtained higher ranks in the new units than they held in the Artillery.
He returned post haste to Corsica and managed to obtain a post as second
in command in a Volunteer Regiment. Paoli received him coldly and
prevented him exercising his command. But he was in close touch with
the Corsican repesentatives to the National Assembly and especially with
Saliceti. However, the future was uncertain both in Corsica and in France
and Bonaparte could not make up his mind whether to pursue his career
as a Corsican or as a Frenchman.
As the Revolution proceeded the relations between Paoli and the
French Government became strained, and in February, 1793, the Convention
sent three Commi sioner to investigate the situation. They invited Paoli
to meet them in Toulon, but he refused, and the Convention ordered Paoli's
ture t. Bonaparte joined the representatives and led a small expedition
again t Ajaccio in the hope of seizing the town. But the attempt was
a failure, and the Bonaparte family had to fly from Corsica. His future
was decided, Cor icn bad rejected him. He had to make his way as a
French offic r.
Bonaparte rejoined bis Regiment at Nice and was promoted Captain
ommandant.
In eptember, 1793, he \Va conducting a convoy from
Mar eille to Nice and stopp d at Bu cet to call on hi Corsican compatriot
aliceti, who wa d puty accompnnyincr the army besieging Toulon. There
wa a acancy for a Commnder of Artillery, and Bonaparte was appointed.
In this capacity he \Va primarily re ponsible for the capture of Toulon.
He wa th n promoted General of Brigade and appointed to commnnd the
Artillery of the Army of Italy, and joined the Headquarters at Nice in
March, 1704.
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The Army of Italy was engaged fighting the King of Sardinia, who
was supported by Austria. Bonaparte prepared the plans for the capture
of the crest of the Alps and the Appenines.
The operations followed
closely those of the Franco-Spanish Armies under the Prince of Condi
in 1744, prepared by Bourcet, and served to prove that Bonaparte was
a close student of the principles of his predecessors. Owing to changes
in the Government in Paris, Bonaparte was removed from the Army of
Italy and for a time it seemed that his career was finished.
But his
energy and perseverance were so great that he was soon afforded fresh
opportunities both at Toulon and Paris, and his great ambition was realised
when in March, 1796, he was appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Army
of Italy.
He at once commenced feverish preparations for attack, and his whirlwind campaign of four weeks against the combined Austrian and Sardinian
forces proclaimed to the world that a great Commander had arisen.

MAGAZINES.
AMERICAN.
(U.S.A.)-July-Aug1LBt, 1931.
In an article entitled "Close Support," Captain C. A. P .
Murison, M.C. Royal Artillery, points out that the" intimate combination
of infantry and artillery " is even more essential at present than it was
during the Great War, owing to the large increase in infantry automatic
weapons and the decrease in artillery weapons in post-war organisations.
One method of obtaining this " intimate combination" is the employn~ent of a close support weapon. He points out the necessity of efficient
signal communication for its successful employment, and suggests that
the communications problem may be solved eventually by the evolution
of wireless.
In the first of a series of articles on "Division Artillery," General
Culmann, French Army, compares the suitability of the flat trajectory
of the field gun with the plunging fire of the field howitzer for the support
of the infantry of the Division. His second article in this series, wherein
a ~ecision is reached regarding the type of field piece which will prove most
sUitable for this work, should be full of interest.
Other interesting articles in this number are:F~a8h-Sound Ranging. By Major Carlos Brewer, U.S.A.
Air Density in Fire Control. By Captain B. J. Sherry, U.S.A.
C. Ua T.

TilE FIELD ARTILLERY JOURNAL

(U.S.A.)-July-August, 1931.
The Zeebruge Raid. Major S. S. Winslow, C.A.C.
.
T~e main facts of this interesting incident of the World War are still
fresh In Our minds. The writer of this article furni!3bes a detailed account

'raE COAST ARTILLERY JOURNAL
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of the preparations and the actual raid, and also the difficulties which
were encountered by the raiding force both before and during the raid.
Helpful illustrative plates are included. The defence is also dealt with.
An instructive and interesting article.
With the Mechanized Force on Manoeuvres. Captain A. R. Wilson, Field
Artillery.
In the May-June issue, this writer dealt with the organisation and
equipment 'of the Mechanised Force.
The present article deals with the utility of the Force, and the method
of employment. The mission of such a force is discussed, and we learn
that the present Force is to be re-organised as a reinforced mechanized
Cavalry Regiment.
An account is furnished of. a strategical and tactical march which
demonstrates the ability of a Mechanized Force to cover long distances
and to go into action at the end of the journey. In marching from Fort
Eustis to Camp Lee, the Force traversed ninety miles at an average
speed (including halts) of fourteen miles per hour.
March formations and the tactical uses of the various elements of
the Force are fully discussed.
The future progress of the Mechanized Force will be watched with
interest.
A Typical Fight in Open Warfare. Captain A. von Schell, German Army.
A highly interesting account of an incident which occurred during the
German operations against Russia in 1915.
The article deals with the problems which a young officer is likely to
meet with in actual combat, particularly in a rapidly changing situation
without satisfactory information of the enemy.
The lessons contained in this article are valuable, and time devoted
to the reading of it will be well spent.
Also included in this number:Fire Control Major Caliber Long Range Gun8.
C.A.C.

Captain James T. Campbell,

The Military Situation of Central Europe. Lt.-Gen. Constantin von
Altrock. German Army.
North of Sizty-Three. Francis Stuart Robbe.
Profel8ional Education of National Guard. Col. W. H. Waldron, Infantry.
An Anti-aircraft Burst Piotter. Tech. Sgt. John W. Nelson, C.A.C.
C. Ua. T.
CANADIAN.
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The prize for .. The Canadian Defence Quarterly Essay Competition "
in 1930 was divided between Major M. A. Pope and Lieutenant C. R.
Stacey. Their essays are published in these issues. The subject was:
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•• Assuming that the roles of the armed forces of Canada are
derived from our obligations under the Covenant of the League of
Nations, and our obligations in respect of National defence.
Discuss the roles which should be assigned to the armed forces
of Canada, indicate the form which these forces should take, and
outline the organisation required."
Theoretically our obligations are similar, but our position in Western
Europe and vis-a-vis Great Britain will probably make them in practice
considerably different. Attention is indirectly drawn to our own otligation as good and active members of the League" to respect Qnd preserve
the territorial integrity and existing political independence of all members
of the League." Canada has taken measures at the League to indicate
that she does not feel bound because of this clause to undertake war
without the authority of Parliament, and Major Pope quotes Professor
Keith in showing that this article can be given a really narrow meaning
because" the Irish Free State, when admitted (to the League) had in
its constitution a clause expressly providing that active participation in
any war can only be authorised, except in case of invasion, by Parliament."
Both essayists recognise that Canada, because of geographical factors,
can hardly be threatened at home except by one enemy but refer to the
present good relations between both Canada, Great Britain, and the United
States. Major Pope writes "it has become our habit to say that war
between the two peoples is unthinkable," and then proceeds to explain
why" such an attitude of mind is not without an element of danger."
Lieutenant Stacey claims it is possible for Canada because of Canadian
Government policy to have a collision with another power, and that" the
United States is no longer our only possible opponent in war," if the
change in Canada's international status is of real significance. He then
~roceeds, briefly but' frankly, to consider the position as it woul~ de~elop
1U the event of Canada, supported by Britain, being at war WIth
our
closest neighbours."
Articles in the January and April issues deal with previous military
operations in Canada and episodes in the history of Canada's Defence
Forces:.
Second Red River Expedition, 1871;
The Canadian Mt1itia: Imperial Oragnisation;
The Canadians in Dunster/orce (both issues) ;
How Upper Canada Was Saved in 1812, and
Wireless Telegraphy in the Canadian Corps in France.
The Second Red River Expedition was made necessary by one of
General O'Neill's Fenian raids on Canada, and was the first ~tary
e~edition undertaken by the Canadian Militia without Imperial 3SSlstance.
Lieutenant Stacey, also author of this article, writes that •• The long ~ourse
of the Fenian troubles, however, had greatly increased the efficIency,
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corporate and individual, of the Canadian Volunteer Force, which now had
come to be known as the active militia, and had accustomed its members
. to sudden alarms.' "
The January issue contains a long article on .. The Employment of
Army Co-operation Squadrons with an Army in the Field," and another
long one on .. The Soviet' Five Year Plan," by" Scrutator" in addition
to other articles and the usual notes, appendices, etc.
The April issue reproduces the first portion of a lecture by Commodore
Hose on •• The Meaning of Recent Conferences on the Reduction and
Limitation of Naval Armaments." This lecture should serve the purpose
of those looking for a brief account of this complicated subject. Other
articles deal with Cavalry, Artillery, the .. International Significance of
Manchuria," etc. Thirty pages are devoted to the usual features. The
appendix gives the organisation and personnel of the Department of
Defence, and list of military districts and their staffs.
In the July numb-er, Professor Bridger gives a comprehensive review
of the activities of the Royal Military College of Canada and its system
of military education. The curriculum of this school is not confined to
purely military subjects but embraces advanced technical training, and
the measure of success obtained by this school may be judged by the
fact that .. the Universities of Toronto, McGill, and Queen's allow our
graduates, if recommended, to be admitted to their fourth years in Civil
Engineering. All the provinces, with the exception of New Brunswick
and Prince Edward Island, accept our graduates for admission to the Law
School, without further examination.
The Council of the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Ontario unanimously approved the ruling that
The Royal Military College of Canada be held as a University under their
Bye-Laws. Lastly, the Civil Service of Canada has placed our graduates
on an equality with university graduates in applying for technical positions
for whioh their training is applicable."
The political and military situation in Europe is dealt with in an
artiole in this number entitled .. The European Situation," which treats
this complicated subject in a very instructive and interesting manner. The
subject is discussed under three headings:
(i) The Problem of Russia;
(ii) The Territorial situation created by the Treaty of Versailles and
kindred peace treaties;
(iii) The present situation of the League of Nations.
This issue also contains the concluding portion of the article by Commodore Hose, the first part of which appeared in the April issue, under
the title of •• The Meaning of the Present Conferences on the Reduction
and Limitation of Armament ."
The other articles include:
Experiences of a Mechanised Cavalryman;
TV orld Economic Depres8ion and War Debts;
Wireless Telegraphy in the Canadian Corps in France .

